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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, August
FEDERAL CONTROL'

ALLIES' EFFORTS

10

SALIENT

OF

LITTLE SUFFERER OF WAR

THROUGHOUT

ARE DECREASING
Either Weariness of Men or Increased Strength of Huns
Results in Allied Push Slowing Down Considerably,

U

.S.

TROOPS
IN

Telegraph and Telephone
Lines Passed From Private
Management Into Hands of
Gpvernment

DAY

..7 '

sJ

ate

Whether as a result of weariness
after two weks of Incessant fighting
or because of the greatly increased
strength In man power and positions
of the enemy forces, the allied armies
front have
on the Soissons-Kheim- s
noticeably decreased their efforts' to
clear the salient,
j
If the pause In the offensive' is attributed to weariness, the armies of
the German ccown prince also must

worn out for despite reinforcements they have lucked the hardiness
to throw back their antagonists.
The fourteenth day of the great
allied offensive saw little activity on
the part of either of the contending
forces except in the nature of reciprocal bombardments.
Knoniy Efforts I'mltk'HS.
Tuesday night witnessed violent attempts by the (Hermans to e.xpel the
Americans and French from th valuable positions they hold north of the
Ourcq In the region of
and along the western side of
b

V
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Burleson.
Mr. Burleson announced that until
further notice the companies will continue operation in the ordinary course

through the regular channels and
that all officers and employes will
continue in the performance of their
present duties on the same terms of
employment. The plan Is, however,
to
the facilities of the various companies to the best Interest
of the publio and the stockholders,

since July 15 in excess of 24,000 allied
troops have been captured.
Whether the Germans have chosen
the spot wheiv ultimately they will
face about and give battle to the al-- .
lied forces Is not apparent. Great
fires behind the llnea possibly might
Indicate the destruction of further
villages which it Is intended to evacuate and press on northward to a
chosen battle line.
Kaiser Encourages Trooiw.
With thh approach of the commencement of the fifth year of the war
the German emperor evidently realises th seriousness of the situation.
In a proclamation to his army and
navy he tells his men they are facing
the hardest struggle of the war but
they will be able to foil "the desper- ,
uie
oi me enemy."
What may result In aggravating thd
already serious situation between the
Germans and the Ukrainians is the
assassination
of Field Marshal von
Klchhorn, the German dictator in the
Ukraine, and his adjutant. .They were
killed by the explosion of a bomb
thrown by a native In KJev.

PASSAGES FROM BOOK
OF WILSON ARE READ

'.
'or tho telegraph and telephone systems of the I'nlted States.
Until further notice the telegraph and
telephone companies will continue op.
eration In the ordinary' course of business through regular channels. Regular dividends
heretofore declared
and maturing Interests on bonds, debentures and other obligations may
control

xf-H- ,

be paid in due course and the companies may renew or extend their maturing obligations unless otherwise ordered by the postmaster general.
No Change In Personnel.
"All officers, operators and employes of the telegraph and telephone
companies will continue in the performance of their present duties, reporting to the same officers as heretofore and on the same terms of em
ployment. Should any officer, operator or employe desire to leave the service he should give notice as heretofore to the proper officer.
"I earnestly request the loyal cooperation of all officers,
operators
and employes and the public, In order
that the service rendered shall not be
only maintained at a high standard,
but Impvove wherever possible. It is
the purpose to
and unify
these services so that they may be operated ns a national system with due
regard to the interests of tho public
) and the owners of the properties.
"No changes will be made until after the most careful consideration of
all the facts. When deemed advisable
to make changes announcement will
be made."
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HUG'S MEN

BEAR
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NOT PROPER

ATI

NOW-WA-

EXPECTS

BRUNT OF ATTACK

journal ikcial lcario wirci
Chicago, July 31. Extracts from
"The New Freedom,", a book written
OF OULCHY
by President Wilson when governor
of New Jersey, were read at the I.
W. W. conspiracy trial today.
Lengthy passages from this book
were read into the evidence and In
the testimony of J. A. McDonald,
London, July 31. Monday's attack
of the defendants, who said he had
the front east of Oulchy Le Chaused them to recruit new members for on
teau
in which Grand Rozoy and the
the I. W. W,
Butte Clialmont were captured was
carried out by British and French di"Cushion Chair'!, Men to Xavy.
visions, the British, according to a
officer, bearing the
Washington, July 81. All naval of- French staff
ficers and enlisted men employed In hardest part of the work and fighting
the bureau of supplies and accounts, brilliantly, says the correspondent of
the French
whose duties can be performed by the Daily Mail, with
civilians, are to be added to the ' navy's armies.
"The British," the correspondent
to
an
fighting strength, according
writes, "were on the left of the
order today by Rear Admiral
action as flank guard on Sunpaymaster general of the French
day when the attack was becun. The
navjr.
divisions met with strong resistance
hut the French reached their objectives,
j
"On the second day the British
THE WEATHER
made the chief attack, the French
this time acting as a flank guard. The
Prltish objective was the line of
FORECAST.
heights beyond Grand Rozoy.
"In the early morning the attack
Denver, Colo., July 31. New Mex- went forward
most satisfactorily, the
ico: Thursday,
with British
partly
cloudy
carrying the first lines and
;
Friday probably fair; woods east
of the road and taking
not much change In temperature.
Grand
Rozoy.' Reugneux, however,
Arizona: Thursday,
partly cloudy was very strongly held, the enemy be-- i
with local thundershowers;Friday ing determined to make a stand there--.
probably fair.
"At 2:30 o'clock another
attack
was made, the British advancing over
' LOCAL
REPORT.
open ground sloping gradually up to
the enemy's position. The French deA summary of local weather condi- scribe
this attack as particularly briltions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending liant
at 6 p. m. yesterday follows; maximum
"The advancing line was black with
temperature, 83 degrees; minimum, smoke of bursting shells but the
84;, range, J9; at f p, m., ?7; north- troops gained the woods and some of
west winds; clear; .01 loch precipita- the Important heights to the north
tion.
Where they are now holding the line."
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BOARD RULES

Lull May Prove

Letter Branded by British Press
as an "Elongation of His
Previous Announcement" on
This Subject,

Is

v

Active,

odd calm
Vushlntffon. July
fell over the Aisuo Mau,' i. attic area
today Willi oniy the i'Iiiiih'.i r of the
JOHN H, QUICK.,
fiiMM to tell of new and more terrible
gusts of the war storm to come. Paris Hcrgt.-AIiiJohn Henry Quick of the
and Hcrlin both noted it. The
I n
Slates marines, who was given
had paused for breath wliile the
coiitfren-ioiia- l
niediil for 'bravery
the
artillery pounded new roads of advance for General Foch's victorious during the Spanish war, volunteered
to take a load of munitions Into Houi-armies.
German fire,
Just what the lull may prove was I'sches over a road undercited
him for
not apparent. Possibly the enemy is So General Pershing
In
avcry.
already on the move after the
defeat he met in the battle
which hegmi Saturday and centered
on the American positions along the
north bank of the durcq, Hero the
American third d;v;slou and. the now
d
famous
division, the
Itaiiihow division, composed of former
of
national guardsmen
many states,
bae made good their positions against
lie enemy's best fightim; units. They
have met, (ait fought and forced backward by their fierce ardor picked
Prussian and llavarlan divisions fresh
OF
to the field with orders to hold the
line of the Oureq at all cost.
That line lias been broken. The
American spearhead, driven forward
MOReNf JbUnNAh. aCCI
LtKIO WRR
again and again, finally broke the
Phoonix, Aria., July 31. A further
fighting edge of the enemy defense.
When supporting columns surged for- investigation today of the find of
ward across the Ouroc( to consolidate .skeletons last Monday In three caves
the ground so valiantly won and held on tho Indian reservation twenty-tw- o
by the first rush, enemy hopes of miles southwest of Phoenix was held
clinging to the present line dwindled. today. Altogether twenty skeletons
were found. Some of the older Mari'(Contlnuea on Page Two.)
copa Indians were uuest loried
by
Cot oiler ('Maries f ,, U'li.iotcr and Sliei
iff Wilky and said that the skeletons
w. re ' thos,- of 1'a.pago Indians who
had at one time Or another, prior to
ten years ago come from the i'apugo
u
country la the southern part of
and north Mexico to work find
EOR
Tho
had died on the reservation.
Maricopas, they said had put the
caves.
bodies of them Into Hies,"
The Maricopas who have a. superstitious
fear of the dead would not
OF
go near tho caves. This' offered no
explanation of the fuel, that some of
the skeletons were ttiosi of children.
All the skeletons that were Intact
were well clothed, the clothing have
IRV MO"NNO JOURNAL RRCCIAL
IVARtD W,Rf
new at liio time of tho
Washington, July 31. Official dis- been nearly
the bodies In the caves. A
patches today from Franco tell how placingof ofshoes
on one skeleton had
pair
the (ierman high command has published in the newspapers throughout evidently never been worn. The clothan official statement pre- ing bore marks of Chicago and Philparing the people for the defeat In adelphia manufacturers.
The coroner's Jury, accepting tho
the second battle of the Marne hut
renewing the promise of a decisive statements of tho Maricopas, found
h
front. that the caves were a burial place.
blow against the
"An official note published in all
the papers of the empire." says the SMALL 'DWELLINGS
dispatch, "tries to make the Herman
public accept the total failure of the
SCARCE IN BERLIN
ambitious program which was desinto the ultimate
tined to develop
RY MOnNINO.
JOURNAL RFIdAL LIARtO WIMR,
crushing of the entente.
defenso renews the
New York, July 31. The Herlln
"Hlndenbiirg's
promise of a decisive blow against city rounelf has decided to ask tho
h
Die
front but says the government for a loan of five million
physiognomy which the struggle pre- mark.' for the purchase of building
sents on the front between Soissons material to alleviate the scarcity of
and Itheims and the Champagne In small dwelling apartments, according
consequence of the Oerman attacks to the Merlin Tageblatt of June 15.
counter-attack- s
and the French-Britis- h
The authorities intend to transform
(one must note here with what stores and other places of business
care the American
intervention is into living apartments.
omitted) has led to tho necessity of
postponing the decisive blow.
"With this end in view 'new basis
for subsequent operations, proceedings for displacements and strategical regroupings
have to he created.
Whilst awaiting prepara'lons for future operations they have been forced
LARGE
to retire In the northern direction of
the Marne front.
"How far will this retirement be
carried out? A retreat of about a
dozen kilometers will perhaps he sufRAILWAY
ficient. It is not thought 'necessary
today that Hlridenburg should find
himself under the obligation of withdrawing tho front as far back as the
IRV MORN, NO 'OURNAL tPICIAl LCARKO
Vesle.'
"The Herman 'interior front'-i- s imLondon, July 31. ''ho capture by
s
In the
plored 'not to renounce its eonfldence
attack
account of of a largo railway bridgesurprise
in our Jllndenburg on
at Syzram in
"
that.'
the Volga region is reported in a Moscow dispatch transmitted by tho CenFOOD SITUATION IN
tral News correspondent at AmsterbERG'T-MAJO-

j.
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TO DO OUT!!

BODIES

a

I

PLACE

Morn, no

journal trtci. irarcd wirii
A minimum
Washington, July-31wage to be applied through industry
will not be established at this time by
the war labor board. In making this
announcement today the board said
wage controversies will be considered
individually as heretofore. Hearing on
the question of a minimum wage had
been held, am the board was expected t J i;iitikJW,,?j minimum in the near
l

IRV

MORN,

NO

.O'IRNAL RPVCIAL

LVAffCQ

WIRK)

Washington, July 3t. Railway employes were told by Director General
McAdoo in announcing details of the
wage increuse for more than 500,000
shopmen that the nation expected new
energy from the workers In return for
In
pay Incrcascf, and Improvements
and that
employment conditions
strikes and other labor disturbances
must be clin1 "ted during tho war.
"In reaching the conclusions upon
future.
which this order is basd," said the
The board's decision was set forth director general, "I hae been keenly
In a unanimous resolution declaring conscious not alono of tho Interests
railway employes, but also of
"it would he, unwise to make orders of the
my solemn duty to the American peoIn this Interregnum based on approved
to
see to It that the trust they
ple
Views of progress in normal times, have
committed to me Is discharged
which, under war conditions might s
faithfully.
riously impair tho present economic
"Now that the d eision has been
structure of our country."
mudo the American
people expect
Declaring the period of (he war not fvery railroad employe to devote himto, be a normal period of industrial self with new energy to his work and.
expansion, tho resolution says, "tho by faithful and cf flclt nt service to
employer does not expect unusual justify the large increases of pay ami
profits or the employes abnormal tho improvement in working condiwages. Capital should only have such tions hereby granted.
"It is of tho utmost importance that
reasonable return as will nssure its
use for the world's and nation's cause, motive power and cars shall be kept in
while tho physical well being of larepair and that tho output of railroad
bor and its physical and mental ef- shops throughout tho country shall be.
fectiveness in a comfort reasonable greatly incivusotl.
"1 am proud of tho loyal service the
in view of the exigencies of the war,
great body of railroad men have renshould likewise be assured."
dered since Hie railroads have come
Employers and workers were called
federal control.
But I should
upon to compose their differences in under
there arc Instances
accord with tha principles laid down not fail to say that
some
in
of
tho locoino
where agitation
In President Wilson's labor proclamative and car shops have been extreme
tion last April 8.
ly hurtful to the country; Thu loyal
and patriotic employes, who consti
tute the great majority of tho army
VICTORY OF ALLIES
of railroad workers have not yielded
to
tkose disturbances.
BELITTLED BY HUNS
loyal and patriotic' employes
'"io
can render a new and powerful
MORNINR
WIRRI
tmi
JOURNAL SKOAL LRARRQ
ico to their country by iialrig their in
Amsterdam, July :!1. The entire fluence to expose any who may be
German press Is obediently toeing the come slackers in their work."
line laid down by tho German official communiques regarding the retreat from the Marne. This link substantially is that eGneral Foch's formidable attack to pinch oft the whole
of the Germans Marne salient was In
vain, that his great sacrifice in men
have been bootless and thut the
remains with the Germans.
To the American official report of
the capture, of
g
Sergy and Roncheres, the Volks
of Cologne appends this comhoi-v-

Serines-Kt-KeBl-

Zel-tun-

WORK IN FRANCE

ment:

"Those localities are situated In
the zone exacuated by the Germans
days ago, undetected by the enemy."

mv MORNINC

JOURNAL

RFRCIAL

LRARED

WIRBI

July 31. The war deFRANCIS AND ALLIED
partment has ordered 510 locomotives
railroads In France from
for
ENVOYS QUIT V0LG0DA the military
Baldwin Locomotive works at a
totnt cost of about $25,000,000, it was
announced today. About 10,000 freight
fv MORNINa JOURNAL RRCCAL LCARRO W,Rtf
Washington, July SI. Reports have cars for service in France costing
that about 1S, 000.000 .will be ordered
reached tho slate department
Ambassador Francis and all the al- within a few days.
lied diplomats left Vologda, presumably for Archansel, July 23.
NAVAL RESERVISTS
The hasty departure of the diploto
notice
mats is attributed
that the
CALLED TO SERVICE
F.olshevlkl intended to cut the line
to Archangel after July 23. It was
JOURNAL RRBCIAL LARD fl1
'M"
said Ambassador Francis would be
Washington, July 31.; Orders have
unable to communicate with Wash- been
Issued by the navy department,
ington from Archangel.
The last direct word from him was calling Into active service thousands
doty on ships conreceived about a week ago In a much of reservists for
the shipping board and
garbled cablegram from Mqscow to structed under programs.
The exact
the effect that the ambassador was navy building
number of men transferred to the
leaving Vologda but that the consular active
was
list
not announced
duty
officers at Moscow would remain at
but It was said today! that every man
their posts.
for whom space existed In tho train x
Ing camps has been summoned.
'
AVrashington,

WILL TRAIN
GUATEMALAN TROOPS

-

far

MORNINa

jouwmal brvc

ial icAtro wiR,'

The
Guatemala City. July 31.
French military mission sent to this
country to assist in training of (he
Gautemalan army has arrived.

TEUTONS PREPARE

85,-0-

II

--

j

Arl-zor.-

NEWS

PUBLIC

MARNE DEFEAT

Anglo-Frenc-

.

Anglo-Frenc-

CZECHOSLOVAKS
CAPTURE

BRIDGE
1AMRR

Czecho-Slovak-

AUSTRIA IS IMPROVED

dam,

This capture; the mossage says, ses
in this ro
cures to the
gion communication with Siberia.
Czecho-Slovak-

RV

MORNIN4 JOURNAL HRSCtAL

LtAtD W,R;

Amsterdam, July 31. The food
crisis In Austria Is almost overcome
and presumably will never recur, says
Food Administrator Paul, according
to the Neue Fteie Presse of Vienna.
He says that, harvest prospects are
promising and that the situation, especially as to fodder, is better than li
was the previous year. A note of
warning, however, is sounded by the
minister who says:
"There must be the urea test economy. The food department will make
an effort to have sufficient supplies
for the whole population of Austria
50 POOlHALL LOAFERS
as a basis for the joint plan of action
Germany and Hungary to defeat
ARRESTED IN PASS" CITY with entente
allies starvation Plan. We
tho
have arrived at an understanding with
ar MORNINS JOURNAL RRBCIAL LIARCO WINS)
and
(lermany has recently
Hungary
El Paso, Tex., July 31. nftir young proved her loyalty in this Important
men were arrested, last night" by the domain."
poll ce and department of justice ofof the pool
ficers when a round-u- p
Charter Is Revoked.
halls was made. The raids were conWashington,
July 81. President
ducted under the work or fight law Wilson today slsned the congressional
and many others ore to he taken into resolution revoking the charter of the
custody and given an Opportunity to National
alliance,
find useful employment or he placed which was charged with
in tho army.
.
activities.
j
--

.

Gantemala has an army of about
men and when that country Joined
the rank of the entente allies la April
event
was looked upon a one that
the
would give Important aid in the strugt
gle against Germany,

rural

i

M

FRENCH

"

:

WORDS DO NOT CARRY
MUCH WEIGHT AT HOME

Forty-secon-

thunder-showers-

-

wf

com

EVERY RAILRO

ARE ORDERED FOR

EAST

to End the War,-

Not

tillery

510 LOCOMOTIVES

Iry MoRHiNa

,

una

Will Continue.

osaovqion,

First
as a
Pacifist Would Tako Steps

xyw

1

Apparent; Infantry
Pauses for Breath While Ar-

General

V "t hy..lhoJ assumed
erviAfin"

Only British Statesman of
Rank Who Is Listed

31.-A-

Oulchy-Le-Chate-

hlp
Germans on the Americans standing
at the apex of the battle lino near
and the enemy
guns are, showering their positions
with great quantities of high explosives and gas shells. The enemy also
continues Jealously to guard with
huge effectives the extreme eastern
and western flanks of tho salient to
ward off possible surprise attacks.
The latest Berlin official communication asserts that more than 4,000
prisoners have been taken by tJie Germans In the last few days ud that

v;

mir

x v Ira

Is

WIR

Investigations into wire conditions
being conducted by the special committee, composed of First Assistant
Postmaster General Koons, David J.
Lewis, former member of the tariff
commission, and William H. Lamar,
solicitor of the postofflce department
will be continued so that all possible
the salient near
where Scottish troops are holding information can be secured before
Avith the French the wedge that ha any changes are undertaken.
"Pursuant to the proclamation of
been driven eastward into the enemy
line. These efforts were entirely 'fruit- - the president of the United Suites."
said Mr. Hurleson's utatement, "1 jjtive
lesn.

'"r.

v

Just What the

July 31. Control of
telephone and telegraph lines was
taken over at midnight tonight by the
This llllle refugee was photographed at the Uar de Lyons, l':iris, Handpostofflco department and their op- ing guard over the family !uKgK" i:ntil the arrival of bis parents. All refueration placed under tho general sup- gees arriving at Ibis station from the invaded districts arc eared fur by the
lion ncceuil, a French relief organization, aided by '.he American Red Ciohs,
ervision of a special committee created for the purpose by Postmaster

rroho

EGARDING PEACE

THE GREAT BATTLEFIELD

Claims the Capture of Business Will Be Conducted as
4,000 Additional Prisoners, Usual Until Further Notice;
the Facilior a Total of 24,000 CapMay
tives Since July 15.
ties at Later Date,
Washington,

E1ERI BATTLE!

ODD CALM SETTLES OVER

Berlin

I'TCHS.)

SGUS SIO

5

r

'Ns.

POSTMASTER GENERAL
OF OFFENSIVE
BURLESON IN CHARGE

(I'ndatcd War Lead by the Associated

J

!
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NOT MUCH ACTIVITY ON

HTH

OF ENEMY

Aisno-Marn-

.yW

EDITION

Honor Marine of
Spanish War Now LANSDOyiWE SAYS
Cited in France
THERE IS DESIRE

Yankees Beat Picked Bavarian
and Prussian Divisions inj
e
Fighting in the
Salient,

at Midnight,

CITY

nmiy bjr Carrier or Mall, 70c a Month
Single Copies,

1918

OUTFOUGHTCRACK

IS NOW III EFFECT
All

1,

AMERICANS HAVE

OF WIRE SYSTEMS

DRIVE ENEWIY

OUT

JOURNAL.

ALBUQUERQUE MO.ENI

CITY

Oerman-Amcrlea-

,ro-Qcf'm-

Amsterdam, July 31- .- According to
the Moscow newspapers the Czech-Slav- s
have

mobilized

tho classes of

1912 to 1920 at Omsk and the classes
of 1917' to 1919 at Kiirghan. Tho

it Is stated,
workers and peasants,
protested strongly against, this action
(Kiirghan and Omsk arc in western
Siberia.)

IRV

MOfNINI

JOURNAL

RRKCIAL

LftARRO

W,RR
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London, July 31. Another letter
upon peace prospects, written by the
Maniuis of Lansdowne, was read at
a, conference
of his supporters today.
Lord I.ansdowne Is the only British
statesman of first rank who is listed
in his own country and abroad as a
pacifist, and it. is thought his words
will be given the greatest publicity ill
the countries of tho central powers,
where it is insisted they represent a
powerful portion of British thought.
TinUinsdowne
letter has been
apathetically received in political circles. The general
parliamentarian
opinion Is said to be well summarized
in the comment of one member of tha
house of commons:
"The letter Is simply an elongation
of I.ansdowne'8 previous
announce
inent, but it is an elongation leading
nowhere."
in his letter Lord Lansdowne said:
"We are about to commence the
fifth year of the great struggle for;
liberty and next week we shall reaffirm a solemn resolve not to desist
from the effort until peace with honor
Is in sight.
i'",f;,
Toll Jleconiiiifc Heavier.
"Meanwhile, with every month that
toll
which the war is
passes the
claiming becomes heavier and heavier. The civilissed world
is being
drained of its resources. Is spending
its energies In purely destructive efforts, each of which involves the further domination of Its reserves of
power, ml the ir!ier mutilation oi "
tho machinery of production."
Lord lansdowne
referred to the
estimates placing tho casualties of the
fit which
belligerents at, 30,01)0.01)0,
7,000,000 havefbeen killed and G.000,-00- 0
made
or
numbered
prisoner
among the missing, and to the decline
in the birth rate, which according to
the registrar general In a recent paper Is costing tho belligerents 12,(00,-00- 0
potential lives, of which 650,009
have been lost to Kngland and Wales.
"Sooner than uccept a dishonorable
peace," lie says, "we are all ready to
'
J
fight to tho bitter end."
l iKiny Nations Want Peace..
After referring to the loss of life
be said the desire for peace was wide-- J
V
spread among the enemy nations.
"I'pon no other assumption is it 7
possinlo to explain tho language of
those Austrian and Germans who.
are in a position to speak their mind
freely, or tho constant feelers launch
ed by the Kovernmenta of the central"
powers.
"Hut wo are apparently as far as
ever from the end. The tide of ear- .InutPiiMitn innr nitna ti T in lf
n'.irt.
ii nd carries all beforti it.
From time to
time a ray of reasonableness Illumines
be
tho gloom, only to
followed by a reand controvlapse Into recrimination
ersies in which euch sido, Instead ot
searching for points of agreement,"suc-Is.
content with dialectic
apparently
cesses.
.
"What is it that titunds in the way?
ttto
to
inbarrasa
ia
novlesire
with
It
government that 1 ask the question.
Hut many of us are sorely perplexed
ami! feel it our duty to give then 4
tluince of affording us some measure
of reassurance and enlightenment,
Desire for Kxplanatlon.
"There is In the first place, I am
convinced, u deep seated desire for
further explanation as to the conditions on which wo are prepared, not to
make peace, but to open a discussion,
which might lead to peace.
"It is assumed thut such a dlseiw--v
sion can not be commenced without
hoiiio measure of preliminary agreement und our leading uUtesmen constantly bill us congratulate ourselves
because, although our enemies have
refused to define their terms, w ar
supposed to have defined oura In tlhV
mistakcable language.
Has It been"
really unmiHtukeable? No one will suggest a discussion is Impossible until
each side has obtained the sjeent of
the other in an exhaustive catalogue
of Its requirements. But ther.a are
iienlty certain curdlnal points which
neither side will treat as open to question. It is really the case that we have
done all that can be expected of ua
in tho way of a definition of uuch
points?"
Lord Lansdowne admitted the difficulties of formulating such a list.
,,
Many Problunw to Kmce.
"Divers and possibly conflicting fin
terests have to be reconciled," he continued. "Wo must make sura that w
are in line not only with our allies
hut with our great dominions over
seas. We have to face problems, political, racial and geographical, of sur
,J
passing intricacy.
"There in a temptation to use vagus
And
broad generalities and
language
slide over awkward questions. But
what has been the use of our Inter
allied conferences and the meeting!
-

;
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Kiieiiliiuiiin - Candidate.
von
31. Dr
Amsterdam,
July
Kuehlmtmn, former Oerman foreign
secretary, will be a candidate for the of thA imnurin.1 nnVitnaf it
haf
rotcbstag at a coming election in Uuen no
of our aimaT"
Rerlln, the Vosslsche Keltung suys.
the
The election will be held to fillreich-stnChiireh Ofrielals Jailed.
seat of the late president of the
El Paso, Tex., July SI. Five high.
Dr. Johannes Kaempf.
Mexico, have been arrested and thrown
Holmes docs to Drake.
into prison, according to a report re
Pes Moines, la., July 31. Arthur celved
htire today. Their arrest tot
Holmes, dean Of the general faculty lowed the
arrest and deportation of
of Pennsylvania State college, was
Francisco OrozftO T Jlm-inc- z,
elected president of Drake fnlversity Archbishop
of Ouadalajaru. Friction between.
lie will assume tis duties th church
today,
and state was given as tb.
here about September 1. ibf succeeds
.
. .
re.ujon for the arrests,
Hill M. ticll, resigned,
g.

.
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TWO OF KAISER'S

STOVER Gasoline and Kerosene Engines
STOVER Pump Jacks
SAMSON Windmills

.
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"It It's Hardware We
115-11-

y

Driving to Headquarters at
the Casino,

AZTEC FUEL CO.

I

Have It."

U. 5. STATES MEN
REACH

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.
mm

Phone

W. U. EMPLOYES
MORNIN
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London, July 31. The members of
the naval committee of the house of
returned to London
representatives
after experiencing tho thrills of war
at Diver yesterday during their Inspection of naval defenses. The committee will be received
by King
George at Buckingham palace tomorrow.
The members of the committee,
who are guests of the British nation,
were warmly received at Dover 'by
Admiral Kir Roger Keys, commander
of the channel fleet. They dined on
board the flagship last night. During the afternoon tho committee witnessed an interesting program of
naval activities, which included the
work of speed boats in making smoke
screens.
They took a short trip in
boats
one of the new
and saw several monitors which had
Just arrived from service on the Belgian coast.
The Americans wore so elated by
their experience that it was arranged
to take the members of the parly for
flights In airplanes at Hendon this
afternoon. Tlio congressmen will be
entertained at dinner at the house of
commons tomorrow night.
During their tours of inspection the
committee has met many heroes of
recent naval engagements, as well as
those who participated in the operations at Zeebrugge and Ostend.

New York. July 31. Theodore ,N.
TeleVail, president of American
phone company, today issued a si a foment to all employes of the lie lines,
asking them to continue to show their
finest Bense of obligation and "your
loyalty and fidelity to the
public
service," under government
control,
which begins tonight ut midnight, that
they have displayed in the past.
Mr. Vail aid that at n conference
St Washington the. postmaster general
and
esked
!;""Ho was equally emphatic In the
to conserve
his.
of
desire
glatetnent
the service and properties of the companies with a view of returning them
when called upon to do so. In as good
FEDERAL CONTROL OF
condition aa received."
Mr. Vail added:
i
WIRE SYSTEM MEANS
It was his desire that the owners
in
V should receive Just compensation
CUT MESSAGE PRICES
the full sense for their Use.
"The postmaster general, until
other instructions are issued, desires (By XMvnpn)or Kntorpriso Ass'n.)
that the conduct of operations shall Washington, July 31. Telephones
continue as heretpfore and also states and telegraphing will be much cheapthat no changes will be made until er when the government gets through
after consultation and full and care- organizing these industries. A teleful consideration."
graph wire can be used to send a
telephone message at the same mom
ent it is being used to send a telegraph
AIRPLANE ACTIVITY
In the past different sysmessage.
maintained for these
ON AMERICAN FRONT tems have beendoubling
them up and
purposes. By
away with rented offices by
doing
mr mopmme journal enc.AL lease d wirei
putting every telegraph and telephone
With the American Army in France, office into the postoffice, the public
l
will be served at a great saving of
July 31 (by the Associated
activity wbb greatly increased money.
the
that
to
the
fact
today owing
weather," after several weeks of
storms, cleared. American aviators LORDSBURG STATE BANK
missions,
undertook reconnofssance
IS ROBBED OF $13,000
chiefly, but the pursuit machines also
were up. Two American flyers atIN DAYLIGHT BY BANDIT
tacked two German scouts over Mont-sein the Woevre and drove one
oherny plane down.
nl.ufnu Tfl MORNING JOURNALl
The Germans put over a heavy
Silver City, N. M., July 31. Officers
this
Woevre
sector
in
the
barrage
here tonight for ljorasourg to asU lasted more than half left
rooming.
down the bandits who
in
sist
an hour, and It is probable that they robbed running
state bank this
sent infantry across behind the bar- afternoontheofIori.sburg
$13,000. While the actual
was
their
fire
But
entirely
rage.
was committed by one man
had been holdup
wasted as the positions
the officers and employes
locked
who
evacuated.
in a vault, the belf prevails that he
The destruction of a German baloutsido who aided
loon on July 29 has been verified and had confederates
him to escape.
another was brought down yesterday.
11
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Amsterdam, July 31. Field Marshal von nichhorn, the Gorman commander' In tho Ukraine, and his adjutant. Captain von Dressier were killed
by a bomb in Kiev Tuesday, says an1
official announcement received here
from the I'kranian capital.
Th bomb was thrown af the. men
while they were driving to their headquarters from the'easino.
The bomb was thrown from a cab
which Jlrove close to their carriage as
they were approaching the field marshal's residence.
the cab driver
The assassin Tn
have been arrested.
It has been established, the telegram
declares, that the crime originated
with tho social revolutionists in Moscow
Assassin a I,al of 23.
Tho assassin of FiHd Marshal von
Eichhorn was a lad of 23. Ho declared
at the infinity held after the crime,
the advices state, that he came from
the province of Ryazan, adjacent to
Moscow, on orders from a communist
committee to kill the field marshal. He
reached Kiev yesterday.
Emperor William, upon learning of
the attempted assassination of Field
Marshal Kichliorn and before being
informed of the fatal termination! of
tho attack, telegraphed the field marshal as follows, says a Berlin dispatch
"My dear field marshal and general:
I have learned with indignation and
deep regret of the abominable crime
committed aguinst you and your adjutant. Be assured of my sincere and
hearty sympathy. I hope and pray to
God that you niay be granted ja. speedy
recovery. May He preserve you to us
and the fatherland.
"'With hearty greetings, your well
disposed king,
"WILLIAM."
Heart Trouble Hastens Death.
IV
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One Cereal That
Needs No Sugar
i

.

needs no sugar

Grape-Nut- a

natural sweetening, obtained through the

famous Grape-Nut- s
process from the wheat
and barley from which it is made.,

This natural sweet is the starch of the grain
g
sugar.
changed into a healthful,
life-givin-

This change is brought about by the ferment,
diastase, in barley malt, and by long baking.
The result is a wonderful food, easy to digest abundantly sweet in its own right, nour- -'
ishing, economical

Grape Nuts
--

1
i

nounced toivight by .Svci'ctaiy
In fixing three weeks oa !o
length of the ciimpuiKii instead of
four,, .treasury officials plan, for a
more intensive iinv.'::ii.':i.
Although official i,itii:mcciiient
has not been ntiide. the aim.unt of

the

tV

$6,000,-OtO.OO- O

FOUGHT

HUNS

Eat

Grape-Nut-

s

,!(

and Save Sugar!
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CRACK TROOPS
IN. EVERY BATTLE

1

by

thlrty-thre-

1

Bayer-Table-
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trim
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A

BAYER

Bayer Cross

Ttie

trade-mar-

Ft.

uu vuytfuie

pin-dott-

'

fifty-fou-

Itock Island, $3,000,000.

000.
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Thirty-thre- e
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railroads, it was
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American Casualties
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PLEAD NOT QUILTY TO
CONSPIRACY CHARGES
fRV
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New York, July 31. Captain Aubrey W. Vaughan of the resca-vcorps,
Felix Gouled, a manufacturer and
Dnvid L. Podell, a lawyed, pleaded
not guilty to charges of conspiracy to
defraud the government in connection
with army rain coat contract in the
federal court today. Bail was fixed at
$10,000 in the cases of Captain
Vaughan and Gouled, and Podell was
put under $5,000 bonds.
Federal prosecutors charged that
Gouled, who has a small lace factory
at Meehawken, N. J., obtained large
contracts for the manufacture of rain
coats of the government on consideration of the payment of a "commission" of 5 per cent, part of which,
they said, was divided with Captain
Vaughan and other officers of the
United States army. Millions of dollars, it is said were involved in tho
e

contracts,

Liquors can be solidified into
form by a method a French
has Invented.
To keep vermin away from your
flock of chickens put l'heno Clilom
on tho roosts. A table KjKionful will
25et bottle will
gallon ot water.
make ten to fifteen of strong insect
Delivered to your house.
ilestoyer.
E. W. FEE. Phone 16.

Texas; Philip Cunningham, Gloucester
Mass.; M. Joseph Dorgan, Glendale,
Ohio; Frank P. Hommen, Huntington, Pa.; Michael E. Howard, Lawrence, Mass.; Richard Mclsaae, West
Lynn, Mass.! James I). McKeever,
Brooklyn; Angelo Martin, i Hancock,
Mass.; George K. O'Neill, Col brook,
N. If.; Millard T. Parish, Smithfleld,
N. C.
Daniel W. pytman, Powder,-springGa.; William A. Piatt, Tow.
anda, Pa.; Howard M. Polen,
Ohio; Philip J. Priccr, Pittsburgh, Pa,; Clifton Smith, Iawrence,
Mass.; Miles A. Suarez, New York;
Thomas J. Wilson, Deferiet, N. Y.;
Mike Yeager, Coal Ridge, Ohio.
Died From Wounds.
Captain JohnxT. Bosso, Arkansas
City; Lieutenants Damon Gray,
Ind.; John S. Morrison,
Paul C. Strickland, New Haven:
Sergeants Pierce B. Atwood, Louisville; Harry ,T. Bickhart, Altoona, Pa.;
Carroll D. Harpell, Everett, Mass.;
Kilward Martin, New York; Corporals
Charles M. Buskey, Springfield, Vt.;
John P. Crunna, Lowell; Martin
Chicago;
Harry R. Moore,
Grcencastle, Ind.; Walter I. Moore,
Northampton, Mass.; Gerald R. I. Silk,
Lowtill: John A. Snyder, Los Angeles;
Mechanic Gordon A. Green, Ashland,
Mass.: Wagoner
Harold
G, Arms.
Springfield,
Mass.; Privates Joseph
Aukstikalnis,
Boston;
Howard B.
Bean, Turtle
Wis.; Thomas J.
Bradley, Boston; Andrew O. Clifford,
N.
Afton,
Y.; Maurice J. Doyle,
la.; Seth A. EUVreclge, Quincy,
Mass.: James T. Evans, Cicero, Ind.;
Roy Garner, Chichalnh, Ark.: Raluh
Huston, Wiikesbarre, Pa.; Stanley J.
Lesniowski, Buffalo, N. Y.; Stephen
W. Manchester," West Brook, Maine;
John J. Marx, Wiikesbarre, Pa.; William Morley, Anaconda, Mont.; James
B. Non is, Crab Orchard,
Tenn.; Flam
B. Palm,
Ephrata, Pa.; Demencla
David
Panozzu, Kankakee;
Paplneau,
;

n

Anthony, R. I.; Leroy Rivers, East
Llamstead, N. II.; Brad wen W.
Yukimu, Wash.; Antohny F.
Sylvia, Fall River, Mass.; John Tolle-soWaklron, Ark.; Joseph 10. F. Trujillo .Tucunicarl, N: M.; John Wilson,
Kearney, N. J.
Died of Disease.
Corporals Edward J. Bell, New
York:
Orleanis
Privates
Burton,
Brockton, Mass.; Delmar M.'Eppstein,
Furmcr City, 111.; Roy W. Hardin,
Craig, Mo.; Frank W. Holmes, Seattle,
Wash.; Bert D. Iane, Circleville, O.
Died of Airplunu Accident.
Lieutenant Paul Liefferd, Brook,
lyn.
Died From Accident and Other
,
Causes.
Lieutenant Warren
fj. Harries,
Washington; Privates Patrick J. Bren-na- n,
Astoria, N. Y.: Anthony Fields,
Lebanon, Va.; Henry F. Mickle, Roanoke, Ala.; Donald C. Munro, Kings-par-

have been able to pile up

Bar-mi- !.

...

"Aspirin" (Reg. U S. Pat. OIT.) U a guarantee
of suhcyllcacld in these tablets
uiv reuMDie unyr wiaiiu.di.ui

surpluses and have been able to turn
over certain sums to the railroad ad1V MORNIN9 JOURNAL ePSCAL L1ABCD WIRE
ministration. The railroads turninp
Washington, July 31. The army
over the largest amounts to the rail
casualty list issued today Bhows:
with amounts
road, administration
Killed in action 36;' died of wounds
turned over included:
40; died of disease C; died ot airplane
Southern Pacific, $3,500,000.
accident 1; died of accident and other
'
Santa Fe. $3,000,000.
causes 5; wounded
07;
severely
Denver & Rio Grande, $2,150,000.
wounded, degree undetermined 15;
Missouri Pacific, $l,0OO,0U0.
missing in action 24; total 194.
The casualty list today included
Clinton W. Fuluier, Concrete, Colo.;
GUILLAUMAT HERO
Joseph K. F. Trujillo, Tuuumcari, N.
OF PARIS PEOPLE M., died from wounds.
The list:
"
Killed in Action.
far MORNINa journal brvcial lbassu wirsi
Ste
Sault
81.
General
Ledord,
Shelby
Captain
Paris, July
Major
Marie Louis Adolpho Guillauniat, re- Marie, Mich.; Lieutenants Eldon F,
cently appointed military governor of Brewster, College Park, Ga.; William
Paris, achieved fame by his historic K. G. .Cooper, Hillsboro, Ind.; John
defense of Verdun against tho stu- V. Hassel, Williamston, N. C; Thompendous German onslaught of 1910, by as Hopkins, Wichita, Kansas; Richard
his cleverness in a French offensive on W. Moody, Newark, S. D. Thurston
the Somme in which the forces under K. Wood,
Philadelphia; Thomas II.
his command
took 4,000 prisoners, Young, Brooklyn;
Sergeants John D.
twenty-thre- e
heavy guns and 270 ma- Huffman, Hickory, N, C; T)rank J.
chine guns, and by his sagacity in the
K.
Sarley, Detroit; Curtis
Smith,
maneuvering of French troops in the Rock wool, Tenn.; Corporals
Percy J.
near east.
H.
Obed
Bates,
Vt.;
Burlington,
Ho received his first commission In
Slater, Iowa; Joseph H. Krauss,
18X4. He was made captain in 1N93
and in this rank served in the Indo- New York; William Stephens, New
china campaign in which he was se- York; Mechanic Faison Harris, Golds-borN. C; Privates Fred B. Ashler,
verely wounded. He received the rank
of general of division in 1914 after Seal Cove, Maine; Dennis Butler, Still- the outbreak of the war.
well, Okla.; Jim K. Conrad, Arlie,

Ho was plaae4 in command of the
second army corps and charged with
1he defense of Verdun in 1916. On December 25, 1917, he was transferred
to tho command of the French- - armies
of tho Orient, replacing General
He is 55 years old.

Your Guarantee
- r,
uj utiijr

that the monoaceticacldeater

their surplus funds.
Of the advances in July, $23,200,000
was allowed to pay back wagc,
as demand loans at C per cent
interest, and $6,328,000 as partial payment of government compensation.
Some of the advances made arc as
Denver & Kio Grande. $1,400,000.
Galveston, Harrisburg & San An
tonio, $500,000.
San Antonio & Aransas Pass, $200,

I
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follows;
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s

and Capsules of Aspirin contain
the one and only genuine Aspirin.
Demand them in the original packages. For your pro
tection every package and every iubiot is plainly and
invariably marked with

from

roads

o

For the

pst fourteen years
Made on the banks of
the Hudson

as

w

n

loan probably will I'..
and the r " of interest
which the bonds will hear 4
per cent. Should ilm treasury decide soon to plaf' o" the inaikct
certificates of iinlebtednvi redeemable next June when taxes
are. paid, the amount of inc. losm
may be reduced.

AMERICANS HAVE

MORNINO

Washington, July 31. Thirty-severailroads in July found it necessary to
call on tho railroad administration for
advances as outright loans, as partial
payments of government compensation
or to help thv.ni pay back wages due
employes. The aggregate of these advances was $43,205,000, tho railroad
administration announced'
tonight,
making the total distributed to railroads since January. 1, $203,714,000.
The (jntir.e sum. It was announced,
rbme from the government revolving
fund, except $23,1 55, 000 which was
paid out of the $30,777,000 deposited
with Director Guneral McAdoo since

:

s,

Ger-man- o,

e,

Yon-ker-

s;

Hell-grc-

n,

Esth-ervill-

e,

k,

N. Y.

AMERICAN

DENTISTS
.THRIVE IN GERMANY,

IRV MORNINO
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Amsterdam. July 31. The fact that
there are still a number of American
dentists practicing in Germany is the
subject of angry comment in letters
to the, Cologne Gazette. The writer
complains that the business of Ger
man dentists now In the. army is fall
ing, into the hands of these Ameri
cana.
The main grievance
seems to be
that people still insist upon consultAmerican
the
ing
dentists, whoso
waiting rooms, says a
are filled with society correspondent,'
people who
think it is fashionable to be charged
on
bills made out in
steep prices
-

Journal Want Ads brine results.

FREE TO

Pile Sufferers
Don't Be Cut Vntil You Try This New
Home Cure That Anyone (.'an Use Without Discomfort or l,o of Tlm. Simply
i hevt till a I'le iianf VhoIIiii; Tablet
and Hid Vouraelf Permanently
o( 1'llea.

Let Me Prove This Free

treatment nnd
cure of piles is the correct one.
Thousands upon thuummln of curf-cafws
testify to this, and I want you to try this
method nt my exprnsf.
No matter whether your case Is of Inns
Btmndlng or recent development
whether It
chronic or acute whether It Is occasional
or permanent you fthould send for this fres
trial treatment.
No matter where you live no matter
if you ore
what your aijo or occupation
troubled with piles, my method will relieve
you promptly.
I especially want to send It to
apparently hopeless cases where all form a of
ointments, talvefi. and other local applications have failed.
I want you to realize that my method of
treating piles is the one infallible treatment.
This liberal offer of free treatment Is too
Important for ynu to neirleet a single day.
Write now. Send no money. Simply mall
the coupon but do this now TODAY.
My Interna, method fnr" thft

VI.

Free Pile Remedy

R. Pace,
770 Page

Bid., Marshall, Mich.
Please send free trial uf your Method

-

Gil-mo-

.

!

Unlike most cereal foods it contains its own

CALLED FOR

UNINT!

The apex of the allied line at the
center, the, Americans had paved the
way for the dashing capture of Chal-moJiutle to the westward by the
Franco-Britis- h
Allied guns
forces.
now dominate the enemy's lines from
this height foretelling new Inroads to
his positions and the strong probability that he will be compelled to fall
back to the Vesle line.
Armies ISeut on Destruction.
The victory was given new significance today by Genc al March, who
told tho newspaper men at his midweek conference, that each army now
was bent on the dost ruction of the
other; all lesser strategic objectives
having been swept away on both
sides. The mission of each Is to kill;
to destroy the fighting power of the
oilier. It Is the ultimate military oh.
Jeclive that both are seeking and there
can be no halting short of the goal.
As General March never before has
talked at those conferences in general terms, when he turned today
from the
map where the
turn and sway of the. battle was outlined in detail, and for the first time
disclosed the true significance of the
his
struggle hi the narrow confines,hearwords carried coiivielinn to his
ers.
"Whatever the enemy's objective
II
I,
..:,.!..! .Ji ...... ,..1. ,.,n,ltn4 was at the start oi tne unve," ne
"
"
the field marshal's death says that "'" i""w"s
our hope was in the counter
after ho had received severe wounds on whatever
of this salient,
on
flank
offensive
the
the left side, heart trouble set in and it Is now
perfectly evident that those
the means applied to strengthen the aims
have been set aside.
heart only gave temporary relief. CapObjective of IUh Ii Army.
tain von Dressier,
it is announced,
"The objective of each army is the
died from loss of blood.
Inquiry shows ,adds the message, other army; each one of them wants
that the assassin calls himself Boris to kill as many of the others as posDanskio and that he was an agent of sible.
the social revolutionists of those left
"The holding back of the jaws (of
He was furnished by the the salient) by the Germans at Sois- in Moscow.
central committee of that faction with sons and near Kheims has made it
a bomb, a revolver and a supply of practically impossible for us to expect
a bag. They have had two weeks now
Money, it is declared,
to withdraw from
the .. dangerous
Amsterdam, July 31. Telegraphing points down near the Marne, and the
from Kiev (date not given), the Ham- objective of each army is tho other
burg Frendenblatt's correspondent in army."
The chief of staff had prefaced this
the Ukraine says:
"A heav.y storm cloud has ttathered new conception of the great struggle
on tho political horizon in tho Ukraine. with a careful (iutllne of the battle
The government Is trying to ward off positions, showing that since last Satthis threatened unrest by making ar- urday another ten miles had been cut
rests on a lare scale. M. Gyzicki, sec- out of the length of the battle line by
It is now barely
retary of state for the Hetman's gov- alliedr successes.
miles around the flattened
ernment, who is un outspoken monin
which
the enemy has masssalient
archist, was among those arrested."
ed virtually a million men as against
miles when the counter-assau- lt
seventy-fou- r
ANOTHER PRIMARY IN
From
was set In motion.
Chateau
the Americans have
THE LONE STAR STATE made theThierry
maximum advance, covering fourteen miles to reach the positions where they rested today, preIB
MORNINO
JOURNAL RtCIAL tf AMD WtRII
for now advances.
Dallas, Tex., July 31. A second paring To
Create New I l virion.
democratic primary will bo held in
to the army being trained
Coming
Texas August 24 to decide nominees
the men tt the front
for lieutenant governor, attorney gen- here to support said
he had ordered
General March
eral, railroad commissioner, state con- six new divisions created. Again regtroller, associate Justfco of tho court ular
be
used as the
will
regiments
of criminal appeals and for nominees
on which
each division is
in the second and thirteenth congres- center
sional districts as a. result of leading built.
The chief of staff made it plain
candidates for those offices falling to that
it is a
program of inreceive a majority of the votes cast in crease upon monthly
which the war depart
tho democratic state primary last
ment has embarked. The
ap
Keturns continued to come in pears to be an army corps cycle
a month
slowly today and there wt re no mate- to be shipped abroad, its place to be
rial changes in the figures.
taken at once by a new corps to be
Hun-off- s
will bo held, uccording to created here. The
and
men,
latest returns in the second congres- equipment are available quarters
to keep that
sional distriot, whore Martin Dies did up for the rest of the year and longer
not usk tho
between W. if necessary. Present ' cantonments
A. Collins of Beaumont and J. C. Box will house at least, J,'750.u0 men.
of Jacksonville, and in tlui thirteenth
Already two score new general ofdistrict between C. F. Spencer of De- ficers are being sought to 'command
catur and L. W. Parrish of Henrietta. the new divisions and brigades. GenHun-off- s
for state offices probably eral March announced also that, he
will be as follows:
abondonment of
had decided upon
Lieutenant governor between T. W. every designation for the troops exDavidson and A, W. Johnson.
cept that of "United States army." All
Attorney general C, M. Cureton other marks than the plain "IT. S." of
For
tho regulars will be abolished.
and! J. W. Woods.
war department'- purposes, the naC. K.
Ballroad commissioner
national
tional
the
C.
and
guard
II. Hurdleston.
army and
K. B. Kerell and C. C. arc wiped out utterly and the officers'
Comptroller
reserve corps goes with them into the
Mayfleld.
Court criminal appeals 'C. S. Lattl-mor- o discard.
The unification plans means more
and William Pterson, or possibly
between C. A. Pippin and E. N. Ward. than changing collar ornaments, General March said, for in seeking nev
general officers promotion by selecSTRANDED STEAMER
tion from "the entire army" will be
'
,
employed.
MAY BE TOTAL LOSS
(BY
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RAILROADS

The
JuK 31.
Washington,
campaign for the lnmtli Liberty
Loan will open Saturday, Septcm-be- i
i!8; and continu,. three weeks,,
ending October in, it was an-

Field Marshal Von Eichorn and
His .Adjutant Slain While

Raabe & Mauger

5

GERS KILLED

tmy HORNINS JOURNAL RMC'Al.

The reputation of tliese goods has been established in this vicinity. Ask your friends.

i--

Will Open Sept. 28
And Close Oct. 19

BY RUSSIAN BOMB

InStock Ready to Deliver

Ml

3

Fourth Loan Drive

uly 31.
Port,
cers and passengers of the Stranded
passenger liner Canada Maru arrived
here today with the declaration that
they believed there was little chance
of floating the big steamer, which
piled up on a reef yesterday as she
neared the end of a run from the
Orient with a cargo said to be wor.h
about J 4,000,000.
The Canadian salvage steamer Sal
vor has gone to the scene of the
wreck but on account of a heavy
swell has been unable to get near the
Offi-

JON U. S.
IRV MORNING

JOURNAL SPICIAl.

a permanent major general;
Brigadier General W. T. Waller, to
be a temporary major general and
Colonels James 13. Mahoney, Charles.
e

O. Long, Benjamin H. Fuller, Wendell C. Neville, CvrUB
John
T, Myers, and Albertus W. Catlin to

be temporary brigadier generals.
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DANCE:

NON-CO-

LBABRD

WIRIl
"non-coms-

Paris, July
are no longer to wear their
corporal and sergeant chevrons on
both arms as heretofore, but will spoM
them on the right sleeve only. There
is some discussion as to. the precise
reason for the hew order whether a
saving of chevrons is intended, or
whether It is to prevent the
from being gradually covered
vessel.
with stripes altogether.
The Canada Maru is expowd to the.
Service stripes, such as are
winds and currents of the open Paci
to come, and kindred
fic and local salvage men said they marks of apt
leave
honor will
believed a southwest gale probably III tie room for double eventually
chevrons.
would cause the steamer to break up.
J. Norlsuga, the Canada's purser,
nnilva Crash JSls Thirty.
said the fog and. unusually strong
London, July 31. A collision becurrent caused the wreck. .:
tween two German
railway trains
caused a gas explosion which resultPROMOTIONS ARE MADE
ed in the. deaths of thirty persons,
an exchange Telegraph dispatch
IN THE MARINE CORPS says
from Copenhagen. The accident occurred
and
between Scheldemusl
tRV MORNIN
JOURNAL SRSOIAL LIAHO WIRI
Landsberg.
;,
Washington, July 31. These promotions in the marine corps were approved today by President. Wilson;
Le Jeune
10,000 Testimonials from Mothers
Brigadier General John-A-

to-b-

1

CHEVRONS CURBED

"

"non-com-

s"

unfor-tunnte-

ly

Of children who hum icoraaf ully used MotUur
ry' Sweet Powder for Clilklren. They movs
and rogulate the bowel", relieve FeverlnliDete,
y
Teeihiiiu disorders, coneUpatioo, headache,
worms and frequently brew It up colde. Children like them. For 80 yean. MotlierOray'l Hweet
Powders for Children have been the safe and
reliable remedy in time of seed. Mothers should
never he without a box is the hoiMe for iuuut.
dltte use, MdniyiMWrvwuereiiMb;,

At SAN, DOMINGO PUEBLO
AUGUST 3 and 4, 1918

SAME TIME AND PLACE OF THE

FAR-FAME-

D

Santo Domingo Corn Dance

GOODMUSIC
GOOD FLOOR
Lunch will be served
,
Also Refreshments
EVERYBODY WELCOME
!

,

ADMISSION

LADIES FREE

$1.00
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Committee:
MANUEL BACA
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Albuaueraue Mornings Journal, Thursday, August
TEUTON CAPTIVES
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FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

LD
With the American Army on the
e
Front, July 31 (by the
Associated Prefs) (8 p. m.) General
do Goutte, commanding the army on
this front, told correspondents he was
satisfied with the progerss made and
he hoped that the advance would continue until the Germans were forced
beyond their new positions.
He praised the manner in which
Americans were carrying out their
part.
The American forces now occupy
the hills beyond Seringes and Serpy.
One of the fiercest encounters in the
present offensive was brought about
MMI

Alsne-Marn-

.1

'

by the Americans, who occupied Seringes. During the night the Americans pretended to withdraw from the,
village; Some did, but others remained in the houses and other points of
vantage. Th Germans began pouring
into the place, and the Americans
opened fire. Two enemy companies

were vlrtually'annihilated.
The hand to hand fighting In the
streets was savage, but of short duration. The Americans awaited other
Germans, but none came. So French
and Americans moved beyond the

village. '
When the Germans
learned
that
the Americans in Scringes were winning thoy used their artillery, and
there is unquestionable evidence that
numerous Germans, were killed by
their own shells.
Some prisoners said orders were
to hold at all costs. Among the prisoners are men attached to the fifth
foot guards for Lorraine and others
who had been on leave in Germany,
who said that the German
peopie
were thoroughly tired of the war and
id not care who
so long
as the war came togoverned,
an end.
The Germans now are using
high
explosive shells simultaneously with
gas shells.
The high explosives are
designed to diwn the "pop" of the
gas projectiles, which the allies have
learned to distinguish from the others. The per centage of gas
casualties
is low as a result of the
of
the German trick, becausediscovery
the a"llie
Kenertlly anticipate attacks with

KAISER ISSUES!

IN

William Moore.
on of
Mr. and Mrs. . A. M.mre, Til Soulh
Third street, Was Uno. k, down and
run over by an ;i u t om lo on Month
Third street ycstenl iy h'mmi. ,'he hoy
was hit when he sinnd :n th,. ,:)!h of
car m r, scuc Ins
tho
brother. Tmraiiv.
The two hoys aial h,... mother had
gone to visit. Mrs. y,mr s mother al
!(I7 South Third snv...
The boys
started across the sti.n 10 a tuk.r'i
wagon to buy some
just as the
car, going soulh un Th.r.l street, came
into view.
William, seeing the ear. called' to
Tommy, who was ahead of him, to
stop. William tin n steppid in front
of the oncoming autn and pushed
Tommy out of the re.nl. An instant
later he wus struck. One wheel of tho
car is thought to have parsed over th?
boy's head. William was picked up unconscious and carried to his grandmother's home, where Dr. W. U. Lovo-luc- a
was called. The man driving the
automobile stopped as soon as the accident occurred and offered assistance. The hoy is said to he suffering
from a slight, concussion of the brain
but is expected to recover.

!
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YOUNGER BROTHER
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HIT BY GSR

WHEN HE RESCUES

SflY PEOPLE WANT
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OUR SPECIAL EFFORTS IN MAKING OUR SHOE DEPART-MEN- T
NOT ONLY THE PRIDE OF OUR SPLENDIDLY FURNISHED STORE, BUT OF THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY AS
WELL HAVE MET WITH SUCH TREMENDOUS SUCCESSES
THAT WE ARE DETERMINED TO MAKE THIS MONTH
IN
THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR SHOE SAVING
'
OUR HISTORY. NOTE THE FOLLOWING:
PLUJM

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR
SPEAKS TO KIWANIANS
Charles Hay Skftoliing

11

Studio,

"II" Tlicatcr as

the,

lie Appcurs

'kHliiy anil Tomorrow nl tlic
in "A Nino OVIock Ttiwn."

Star

Tllll
'

and diverting roles she has ever play
T1IKATKHS TODAY,
Theater The Paramount cor eil on tho stage or screen. Her genius
for whimsical comedy and pathos is
as
the
Charles
Kay
poration presents
star in "A Nine O'clock Town," a five- - hunrivalled and easily equals her work
part feature; a reel of "Paramount n serious and powerful drama. Tho
Pictograph" entertaining and educa complications which ensue fromhcr
visit to the prize figlu in her brother's
tional.
clothes demand tho cleverest sort of
Crystal Opera IIoiihp Dark,
l.yriti Tlwutcr Repeating "Oppor- comedy acting and Miss Dana never
fails to take full advantage of every
tunity with Viola Dana as the leading
character; "Ford Weekly of one amusing situation,
only an actress
of her sifts and experience could meet
reel.
rastlme TliuUr The management such demands.
In connection with Jho above the
presents that popular star, William
S. Hart, in "The Desert Jvian ; also a management will also present a reel
reel of "War Review, No. 1" and a of the Interesting "Ford Weekly" pictures.
reel of "Mutt and Jeff" comedy.

AT

H--

AT

TIIR "3."

AT

The management will present today and tomorrow Charles liny as the
leading star in a Paramount picture
entitled "A Nine O'clock Town." This
is a five-refeature and full of
thrills and interesting scenes. Following will he a reel of "Paramount

Pictogiaph

Enteftainlng
'

and

Till;

IWNTI.MK.

"The -- Insert Mn." featurlmj

Wil-

Prof. J. 5f. Landers, head of the department of psychology at the diversity of N'w Mexico, was the chief
speaker at the weekly luncheon of (he
KiwanlH club at the Ahantdo hotel
yesterday noon. Guy Hamilton, county agent acted as chairman of the
meeting.
Professor Lander spoke on "Psychology tmd the War," pointing out
the defects in the German school sys
tem and showed how the training of
German children made them feel thai
they were superior to nil other peoples and how thiH training led to the
war. Ho stated that fifty-twper cent
of tho high school students of Germany failed to graduate. W. P. Melon If, one of. the guests of the club,
spoke regarding city Improvements.
A musical program was given at
the meeting. This consisted of three
solos by Miss Margaret Muthes and
a violin obligato by Miss Irene Parlch,
with Stanley S'der acting as accompanist. The attendance prize was given
by IO. J. Strong and was won by De,
M. K. Wyldor. Other guests who were
present were: Jr. David It. Boyd,
l,
Rabbi Molse Mergmnn, Walter

AT TUB I VKIO.
Dana in her latest Metro
Viola
play, "Opportunity,-- opened an
for two days at the Lyric
theater yesterday and will appear toMiss Dana's
day for (he last time.
new vehicle, which was, srenarioized
It. Collins,
and directed
John
by
abounds in funny situations and romance of a very orginal sort, and
gives the winsome little star many
fine opportunities to reveal her celebrated comedy talents at their best
MT MORNINS JOUflNAL
LtASCO WIR(
IHCIt
Amsterdam ' .lnlv 31
umli- - As Mary Willurd, tothe mischievous
,,i
witness a prize
hoyden who yearns
liam has issupfl n. timitum'.tinn
that she may le.irn somo new
August 1, addressed to the German fight
own
for
her
tricks
boxing bouts. Miss
ii my ana navy wmch reads as fol- Dana has one of the most captivating
"SCI'Eoilfl VOn I'd nf xirr, - li l.l.l.l
The German people, convinced of Its
(,n us hard sword MEETING TO ORGANIZE
Hunting in uoas gracious help
LABORERS IS CALLED
Jias, with its faithful allies, confront- CO a World rif AVinl.1 Inu
1,
I 7
iuur victor
ious fighting
spirit carried the war in
the first year into the enemv's country S A
meeting for the purpose "t
and preserves the home land from the
organizing all laborers in the
uuiiurs ana devastation of wr.
"In the second and third vears of the 3 city who are not mechanics or 'r
war, you, by your destructive blows ? who do not belong to some trade
union, will be hdd In Arcade ?
broke the strength of the enemy in the
hall on North Third street to- east. Meanwhile vnnn ,,.,,.,, i.. 1.. .u.
Tho meeting will be
west offereil a iirave and victorious
night.
8
?
110111 10
opened at 8 o'clock.
enormously superior forces.
..Y
"Am the.
i
The organization
movement
fruit nf ihrm, .,i.
fourth year of the war has brought 4 is being backed by tho American
tvO 1 na (n
Vin
n.,t
Federation of Dabor and should v
unions be formed tonight they ?
'i? th8 WCSt th8 encm-- Wils heavily
kit
iiib lorce or your assault. Th. $ will be affiliated with that organ- in
uauies won in recent months count
Walter Webester, or- - ?
Izatlon.
among the highest deeds of famou
ganizer, who has be'n Influent- - 3
German historv.
ial in the organizing
of trade v
You are in the midst, of lie hardest
unions In the Santa Fe' shops 4
struggle. The desperate efforts of the
here, will act as chairman of tho i
enemy will, as hitherto, be foiled by t meeting. Several
speakers will
nraviiry, ( 11 tnat I am certaii
address the meeting.
and, with me, the entire fatherland.
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POSTOFFICE CASHIER
SOUGHT BY OFFICIALS
IR

MORNINa

' Peoiia,

mum--

.:

STRIKE CLOUD IN

icil LI..IO

July 31. John G.
missing cashier of the Peoria
postofflco and said to be a relative of
Count von Bernstorff, is sousht on
a charge of absconding with a postof- ,of ,8'000 an' n
uZJatz
lost from the War
fund' He ls believed to
I'L88.
P
Intend ni in
and make his way to Germany and
alo waicning the
towns.
A warrant
for
oworn out today Bensing's
by Post
"'nl,
U.
111.,

Ben-sin-

.

g,

VERDE DISTRICT.

..,8.

IS DISAPPEARING

o.o

Master C.
Stnnn
Bensing, who disappeared Saturday,
telegraphed from Mexico, Mo
ft
relative to notify his wir t -- J. to
a stocking bag at their home. Mrs.
uciitnig luuim ti.uuv in bills in the
g aim iurnca u over to the post

,7

toaster.

father was chief military
hih oucny or oidenburog
Germany, and he was in line for the
same position '.but was disinherited
when he came to the United States.
Jie served elsht years in the United
States armv , whpn.hta
...... . . , . fatim.
....... . .i .1 .1.1
to have relenttd, and also a termtain
in
mo navy, two brothers at last accounts were fighting In the German
army.
Bensing's

"i

IVY

MONNINe

JOURNAL.

ertCIMI-

-

31.

LVAICD

WIRK1

Danger ot

r.0"'

received today, was also
said to have apparently had milch
Japanese use star fish for
effect.
as they contain almost 5 perfertilizer,
cent of
'
Orders f6? a strike to begin at 3:30
iviseu,
o clock this afternoon were
rescinded
by the Clarkdale and Verde smelter
committees.The Jerome committee,
GET NEW KIDNEYS!
which had been In conference
all day
The kidney
r the mint overworked or. at Clarkdale with Mr. Davies, did not
Kan of the human body, and when then return here until after
the
hour
the
fell In their work ot filtering out end throw
shift had reported for
and
in on the polyene developed in the ayatcm, night
was said not more than duty
it
half the
thins; beKln to happen.
regular force went to- work.
One of the firtt wersince t oeln or etlffne In the lower part of the back: highly
colored urine; lose of eppetlte: IndUreetlon;
KAHN
'

-

,

'

irritation, or even atone In the hlMer
Theee eymptnma Indicate a condition that
may lead to that dreaded and fatal malady,
Bright' dlaeaae, for which there la aald tr
.be no cure.
Tou can almoat certainly find Immediate
reuer in GOLD MEDAI, Haarlem OH
aulea. yof more than 0 years thia famoae
preparation haa been an unfailing remedy
u tiune;, uisaaer aaa unnary irouoiea.
Oet It at any drug efbre. and If It does not
give you . almoat Immediate
relief, your
money will be refunded. Be aure you gat
ine UUL.U MffOAL Drana. None other genu
Ine, Ib boxei, tire ilze '(..

DECORATED

FRENCH
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$2.49

"-- d

1VJ

$3.49

Dress shoes, pat. or vici vamps, white kid
tops, high heel, long vamp, (JJJ QQ
flex sole, at
House shoes, hand turned,
side gore, Juliet, all sizes.
Many, many more that are the best that
money can buy.
.

f1VO
$1.98

M isses

Mary Jane Pumps, dull or
patent leather, 6 to 8, at
Same kinds,
&i2 to 11,

at

J-

-
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MEN

8 HURT

KILLED,

COLO.
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Colorado Springs, Colo., July
Tim !o automobile ac(ldents inlPe1
Pike's Peak region in twelve hours re- suited in the death of two women andi
serious injury to eight other persons
today.
On tho Canon City highway, ten;
miles south of this city, late thtg afternoon Miss Edna Dimlap was killed,
Miss Florence Dujilap was seriously
injured, Miss Grate Chance had her
Jaw fractured, and other injuries, and
D. W. Dunlap and Mrs. E. K. Kissinger
were bruised. iThe party were all residents of Canon City and were en route
to Colorado
Springs. The steering
wheel'on the car broke; and the machine went over an etnbanknlont a
distance of 200 feet. Tho injured were,
brought hero for treatment.
At 3:30 this morning a car diven by
James .M. Peters of Pawhuska, Okla,,,
struck a tree on Manltou avtmue in
tho town of Manitott, resulting in tho
Instant death of Mrs. W. L. Earlo, of
Arkansius City, Kans. Her sister, Miss
Patricia Curtis, sustained two fractures of the left leg. Peters was severely bruised and Frank liakcr, also
of Pawhuska, received, a fractured
skull and other injuries
Th party was returning from a
dance at the Iron Springs hotel.
About noon today W. J. Bailey of
Colorado Springs sustained, a fractured skull from which he is not expected to recover, George Spencer of
Colorado Springs
had several ribs
broken, and J, D. Norberry of Arkansas was injured internally when the
automobile in which they were rldifig
ran off a bridge at Wigwam, eighteen
.
miles souUv of this city.

All choir organization and those
who are willing to give their voices
for Patriotic singing, for war service,
will meet at tho Y. M. C. A. Thursday
evening at 8.13 to organise a Liberty
Chorus to lead community shifting at
patriotic meetings. Any one who can
carry a tune Is cordially Invited, y
Woman's Com. Council of

National Dcfenfeo.
Woman's Com. Council of
State Defense.
Fortnightly Club.
To make an egir the lien must first
have tho material to make the shell,
lie- - best known siilictance for thl
imrpse ts crushed oyster shell. Keep
It before your liens nt all (imcs. We
buy this by the car load and sell any
amount. 25etM worth or more 100 lbs
sax $t.80. E. W. U3.
I
West Lead Ave. , '
j ."'

New Tork, July 31. The French
government
M presented Otto It.
Kahn, American banker th. decora
tion of Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor in recognition of his services to
the allied service before and since
America entered the war, it was an.
.....
v
nounced today.-- ,
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$135

mm

r.rseaw L
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Same kinds,
sizes 12 to 2

l:

P

A"!

Same kinds,
sizes 9 to liy,.'

IND1ISTIESS53

jrrrr

Odds and Ends, pat., dull and canvas, all
styles and at prices to close out far below
the present wholesale prices.

White canvas shoes, button style, leather
heels, 6 to 8V2,

WIR1

31.'

(tO

M

(T-

-

Qf

4)X.O

Pat. Mary Jane Pumps, McKay sewed
soles, regular heel,
CJO OK
sizes 12 to 2
i$LdiO
Same in dull
rtfT
leather

buUJ

K1
W.li

m

Childrens

Soft sole shoes, large assortment of
ors and styles, nigh button or low

col-

j
strap numbers, splendid values atit-Flex sp'e, or first step shoes, in black or
with colored tops, plain toe or tip,
V

"A

VJvO

v

Save

the Old

Furniture,

HARRISONS

VITROLAC STAIN!
will make llicm look like new again.
Vitrolsc Slain U a combination
stain and varnish which gives
surface in colors closely
resembling oak, mahogany and
other good wood". It makes an
ideal finish for floors, woodwork
and doors as well as for furniture,

$1.25 $1.98
Genuine Indian moccasins, all sizes from
infants up, at priqes that will please.

Scmewhere around your home
you Lave a worn, battered clinir,
a gcrntehed tablo or an old piece of
bedroom urniture. Don't throw
them away. Just one coat of '

'

(t0

'.

J0

V-Ws- tO

tOl

Boys I0

Velour calf, lace, Goodyear sewed soles,
mat calf top, 2Vt to 5Va,
AO
exceptional values at. . . .
Gun metal, blucher, heavy
tf"f QQ
soles, sizes 2 to 5V
tpXatO
Veal button shoes, heavy
.QQ
soles, sizes 2Vse to 512.. ..... V X
Little gents, same as above, (T "
?Q
.
sizes 9 to 13V2
Boys champion tennis keds, white canvas with grey soles, sizes
QQ

1

0

.D1D.

from 212 to 6
Youths' sizes,

to 2.

11

OVL
r7 A

(Vt

Findings
.....IOC

Shinola shoe polish,

2for

2 in 1
2 for

shoe polish,

t t? A

..lOC

White liquid polish

lOC

Jet oil, black polish,

IOC

Same in large size

23 C

Gilt Edge, self shine,

OQ1

wOL
large
B'ack, leather stain,
OQ
f ast color .
WtJ 1
Shoe laces, 36 and 54 in.,
black tubular, 2 pair for
t)v
Genuine Bead Tip laces, white, black,
"I A
tan, brown and grey, 27; 36,
40-inc-

h

:....XUt

at

54, 63 and

10

m

.

j5(Ui

YOU MUST SEE THESE VALUES

ACCIDENT

(RV

tpl.lO

llis

ens(0

Dress shoes, gun metal,
QQ
blucher, popular shape
Bright dress shoe, mat top
(CO
bluchcr,'to close out at
AO
Black vici Oxfords, button or
lace, welt soles, special at. . .
Oxfords, odds and ends, black and tan,
narrow and wide toes,
VaailU?Q
Goodyear soles
Heavy work shoes, soft uppers, welt
soles, black, tan and dark
QQ
.
green
Champion tennis Oxfords, white canvas
'
with grey soles,
QQ
all sizes

,)isCj

(Pi QQ

Same kinds,
to 2, at

Ft

T3

s

Jerome, Ariz.. July
a strike of mine and smelter workers
in the Verde copper district was largely past tonight in the opinion of laboi
leaders and representatives of employers. The change in sentiment, it
was said, became apparent after
ll
Davies, federal labor mediator,
had offered a flat Increase of 75 cents
a day In wages and also had agreed
to order a material reduction in the
rent of company-owne- d
houses and
in water and light rates.
A telegram from William B. Wilson, secretary of labor, appealing to LIBERTY CHORUS WILL
the men to do nothing that would interfere with the production of copper,
BE ORGANIZED HERE
which was
Hy-we-

SRRMIMMMMSRMSMMMHRRRRWMRRMMMSaRSRRRRBWBWRRIBWWWaaRJg.

Grey Kid, cloth top, flex - sole, long
vamp, wood covered heel, ex- C?C! ' Q A
tPievU
ceptional value, at
Brown Kid, same description, QA AO
f)LLUO
with white kid tops
Pumps, ODDS and ENDS of all kinds,
pat. and glazed kid, dull, reign skin, etc.

.

11 U

.
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Ladies

o

liam S. Hart at the Pastime theater
today only, is a striking and illuminating Illustration of tlio power of
optimism and faith.
"The Desert Man." nottrayed by
Mr. Hart, is known as "The Grouch"
to the citizens of "Broken Hope," into
whoso midst he drifts from tho great
Mojave desert. He finds a desperado,
Uanor Joe, running things to suit himD. Zabriski, of Los Angeles. Sil
self and takes tho edge off Itazor Joe vester Mirabal, Isaac I'arth,
W. M.
by driving him out of town.
of' North Dakota, and Dr I!.
Fair,
Then he proceeds to build
up
"Broken Hope." The town has drifted L. Host. About sixty attended the
into a soporific state ever since the meeting.
claims staked out In the hills surrounding it had failed to yield pay NEW CASHIER HERE TO
dirt. With (inlet but forceful persistence he continues to Inspire the citiWORK IN CITIZENS BANK
zens of the discouraged community
in
with his supreme failh
the destiny
W. lif'iHJi Iuim arrived in the
of the little town. Finally a discovami will asctiine Ids duties as 4'
ery of tungsten is made and "Broken
cashier of the Cill.cns lunik this
Hope" hi renamed "Golden Hopes."
There will also be shown a reel of ? morning.
.
Mr. Iicech whs clectotl In the
"War Beview No. 1" and a reel of
4 caslticrshlp of the Cltl.ens hank
"Mutt and Jeff' comedy.
?'
at n mooting of the
liclil .thirty days ago. Ix.e"li Is
11
young man of wide hanking
cxpei'li'iicc, haying hpen in the '
S
hanking business for eighteen
years. He reeelvetf. Ills early
training in Chicago, In one of the
Hie largest institutions there, and
for the past twelve years lias
IN
Iwvn eoniifeleil with (lie Consul- hinted N'nlinunl hank of Tus'n, ?
$ Ariona, from tvVieh
position lie
conies to (lie Citizen bank. .
AUTO
S
'J'li
iipiolii(nien( was aiinoun- ml yesterday morning.
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Price Quotations

M

Con-nel-

THE TEUTI

1, 1918

72-inc-

h

15 C

Complete line of Arch Supports with
expert fitting service.
Full line foot powder, soap and balm
for tired feet.

This space is too limited to enable us to give complete detailed description of the many, many bargains in SHOES that we have here
for your inspection, but we are pleased at all times to show our lines,
and we assure you the SHOES, the SERVICE and the PRICE is
RIGHT, in every sense of the word. Absolutely every pair guaran.
teed perfect and to wear right.
. -

Vitrolao Stain '(.works freely,
spreads csnily, and can be successfully applied by anyone. It comes
in cans of convenient sizes, just
enougb for large pr small pieces.'
Ask the Harrison service agent for a,
rolnr chart and directions lor using
Vitroluc Stain on your furniture.

incorporated

FOR SALE BY
J. KORBER & CO.
"Albuquerque's lllg
llartlwaro Store''
Phone 878.
J20 North Second

Albuquerque,
vjai

New Mexico

FOUR

11

Crowder's Death Warrant
for Organized Baseball Is an
Elixir of Life for Amateurs

VICTORS

OVER ATHLETICS;

10 PLAYERS WALK

i.y r.vrii

Bunched Hits and Bases On
Balls Are Responsible for
Cleveland's Defeat of Philadelphia Aggregation,
V

artfc

JOUWN.l

MOMNIN4

Wll

LBABCO

Cleveland, July 31. Cleveland defeated Philadelphia by bunching hits
with liases on balls. Score:
AU. Tl. H. FO. A. F

Kopp. If
Aeosta. if
Walker, cf
Burns, lb
Gardner, 3b

4
4
4

0

21,

2

0
0
0
0
t
0
0

DiiRan. ss
Adams, p
rierson, p

;i

fl

1

2

n
0

o
0

32

1

5

Dykes.

4
4

e

4

Totals

2
2

1

tl
(

1

1

0'
nj

0

110

r

1

Pi

1

1

ill

2
3

3
4

3
d

g
0

()i

0

1

1

24

IS

1

3
0
0

0
0

Cleveland.
R. II. PO. A. E.

A 13.

tirancy.

If

Chapman, ss
Ppfaker, cf
Ktseher. of
Roth, if
Wood. Zh .
Johnston, lb
Turner, 31
'O'Neill, e
Morton, p

0

2

1

2

2

",

0

0
0
i

0

0
0

n

J

2

1

2
2
4
3
2
4

.

I

3
4
2

3
2
0
0
0

1
4
2

0

0

0

2

8

2
0

0
0

0

("hiuiRo

I'

.

.

i

,

,

I.

ta

i. i:

Pet.

32

r,:t

42

.r,2
rs

.

.

AB. R. II. Pi ) A. i:
0
o
0
o

1

4 '
4

0
0

2

3

8
2

2

2

4

1

4

2

5
;!

Totals

.

.

36

1

1

o

(I

l

:i

a

0
0
0

o
0
0
0

1

1

0

9

(I

0

2

8 10 27

S

4

1

1

10
0

0
0
2

.

Nunamaker,

c

i
. .

5

. ,

3
4
4

3
.

.

. .

Oallla. p
isllcndryx

CLEVELAND

3
3

l

4 10 27 13
,15
4
Totals .V.:
z Batted for Gallia In ninth.
Score by Innings:
S
Boston .
003 000 OH
St. Louis
000 200 0204
e
hits
Summary:
Hooper,
Bush (2). Three-bas- e
hits
Sisler.
Mclnnls. Home run Sisler. Stolen
bases Cochran, Hooper. Sacrifice hits
Hooper, Melnnis, Maisel, Nunamaker. Sacrifice files Demmitt, Scott
Double plays Bush, Scott and
Bases on balls Off Bush 1;
Gallia 6. Hit by pitcher By Gallia
(Cochran 2), Struck out By Bush 7s
Two-bas-

IBV MORNING

JOURNAL

d

.i)2

.r,f,7

.r47
.51

1

.473
.453
.44
.371

RACE MEET

free-for-a-

New York
Detent
Detroit. Mich..
July 31. Detroit
New
divided
a double headand
York
er.
R. II. K.
First game Score:
000 010 400 5 7 4
New York
000
?
210
Detroit
0003
Batteries: Thormahlen, Robinson,
Mogrldge and Walters; Kallio, Hall
and Stanage.
R. II. E.
Second game Score:
000 200 00(12 fi
New York
!;

trotting

1

Batteries:

Hannah;

200 200 02x

6 10

1

Keating, Robinson and
and
Bailey, Cunningham

Spencer.
Washington 3; CI ilea go 2.
Chicago, 111., July 31. Ainsmith's
triple and Johnson's slnglo in the tenth
coupled with poor hase running by
Chicago in the first guve Washington
victory.
R. II. E
Score:
Washington ,.101 (Mill 000 1 3
2
fi
1
100
0
000 100
Chicago
Batteries; Johnson and Ainsmith;
Khellenback and Schalk.
(1

A NOVEIc

BASEBALL GAME.
(The Outlook.)
A novel haw ball
game was that
played recently at Bridgeport, Conn.,
between a nine made up of sailors who
came from their sea base In subtna-line- s
and a nine of soldiers who camo
from their camp in airplunea.

1

ouei wnn nt. iMisro and the
event of the program lost some of its,
zest. I.u Princi! ton was In
frm.
however, and won the first heat from
the (jeers stallion before the latter got
to going. Geers took St. Frisco out the
second and third heats at a faster clip
and never was headed although l,u
Princeton came with such a rush the
Third mile that it had to be stepped
In 2:02
to win.
The other feature of the third day's
program was the 2:07 trot, tho Neil
House stake, purso J2.000. The'Tod-il- l
r. although far from being a. favorite, went out and won In straight
htsits. This was I he heaviest hotting
race of the week. Wilkes Brewer selling favorite for $200 in a ticket totnl-in- g
The Toddler was a ten t,o
$530.
ono shot anil went over. Flo Stately
won the 2:0S pace after dropping the
first heat to Zmnbrino, the favorite.
The cheapest race of the afternoon
was the 2:13 pace which took five
heats l?fore The Weed won from
Flora A. The other two horses in the
field were never contenders.
Miss Bertha Dillon who starts In the
free for all at North Uandall next
we,tl worked ii mile In 2:04
today
for Joe Scrrill with tho last half in one
minute.
reu-iur-

EAGLES TIE SAMMIES'
WHEN THEY WIN GAME
FROM DOUGHBOYS, 8-- 7

an exhaustive report received
yesterday from the director-generof
the employment service, Instructions
are embodied concerning (ho work to
lie undertaken by the bureau
starting
August 1. The state director of the
public service reserve Is to district and parcel liie slate and these
to be known as he labor
boards are to ho governed community
by a local
triumvirate consisting of an employe
of the employment service as chairman and one representative of both
labor and management . These divi
sions have no geographical or politi-- l
cal significance and will be districted
iording to population, transportation facilities and the natural interrelation of both supply and demand.
iip slate advisory hoard In con- hinelion with the state director of the
pu, die service reserve will distribute
the state's ouola of labor us made
known by the director-genera- l.
This
will not affect railroads, mines nor
those engaged in agricultural pur-ar- e
nits as these
ol inestimable
value.
The obtaining of unskilled labor Is
of the most essential importance anl
it Is for this that the government
has adopted the present plan of centralized recruiting, and in this manner promote to maximum capacities
industries turning out war work.
It is expected that those engaged
in non-wwork will contribute their
share of tho labor, quota which will
be distributed among the industries
whose supply is woefully depleted at
llresent.
The community labor board will decide which manufacturers are and are
not engaged in this important work.
Private recruiting can continue so
long as It Is under the direction and
the
approval of the state director of conemployment service who has full
trol over it and who e.lso grants the
privilege of moving labor from one
community to another provided local
demands cannot be supplied. Private
field forces shall not make use ol
agency.
any
Eull authority and power is vested
in the federal state director. D. A.
Macpherson, who will elucidate and
define any and all points arising
which require settlement and Judgment.
a-

WIRtl

l.

R

II STATE

In

EVENT AT

BPKCI AL LKASKO

MARR0N, ROGERS AND
ABBETT

The American
Eagles caught up
Willi the Sammies by defeating the
8
at
to
7,
Doughboys.
Washington park
yesterday. The game was one of tho
best played of the season with few
errors on cither side. The score was
tied In the seventh inning and remained so until the ninth whn the Eagles
emerged victors.
McKae and Herndon
formed the
battery for the Eagles. They together
with Malteucci at first base and Espo- nosa at second, executed several brilliant double plays, helping to mako
the good stock work of the Doughboys
fruitless.
There is a full program for the boys
from now until the close of the sea
son, August 9. The Jack Rabbits have
announced that they are going to tame
tho Wild Cats, at least they claim thev
!
bnvo a
that will make a break
in tho winning streak in that team
when they meet today. A twilight game
will lie played between the American
Eagles and the Yankees. Friday the
selected from tho Wild Cats,
drizzly Bears, Prairie Dogs and Jack
Rabbits will play the Bear Cats. This,
from reports, promises to be a thriller.
After the game the teams will go on a
hike and weinio roast

Nest Keg. (Ilass 3Ms
gg 5ct each. K,
Phono 10.

Mr (Vicu.
V.

I'EJi

ltti'--u-

Several of the large retail stores of
Newark, N. .1., have hired women to
drive their delivery cars.

The Horrible Handicap
of Poisoned Blood
Tlie Innoornt Suffer Even I'liUi Uic
Third and Fourth JicneratiiHis,
Hut Relief Is Now in Sight.
It has long been accepted as a matter of course that the alna of the fathers must be suffered by innocent posterity, yet It is hard to become reconciled to this condition.
The heritane
of physical in'flrmlty is a handicap
under which thousands must face th
battle of life. ,
Scrofula Is probably the most noticeable of the transmitted blood disorders, though there are other more
severe diseases of the blood that pass
from one generation to another. No
matter what inherited blood taint you
may be laboring under. S. S. S. offers

hope, This remedy has been In general use for more than fifty years. It
's purely vegetable, and contains not
i particle of any chemical, and acts
promptly on the blood by routing all
traces of the taint, and restoring it to
absolute purity.
Some of the most distrcssing " cases
of transmitted
blood poison have
yielded to the treatment of S. S. S.,
and no ease should be considered incurable until this greafremody
has
been given a thorough trial. 8. 8. S.
acts as an antidote to every Impurity
In the blood. You can obtain It at any
drug store. Our chief medical adviser will take pleasure in giving you
without cost any advice that your individual case requires. Write
to Swift Specific Co., 433 Swift Labor
to-d-

atory, Atlanta, Ca.

No

Changes in Policy Have
Been Announced and Government Orders Have Not
Yet Been Received Here,

In accordance with
congress, the local
pany, as well as all
and telegraph
lines
States, becomes, for

Merch-

Styles Quick
Service
----

Place to do

a recent act of
telephone com
the United

in

Business

the time being,

government property.
J.. A. Reynolds, district sui"rintend- ent of the local company, said yester- uay tnai although the local company
goes under government control today,
that no changes in the working or
management of the company have as
yet been announced or ordered by
the government. It is probable,

1

iho tnlona rino

Tit

t

n

eminent.

On Sentemboi- -

itv
i
&WV CVS

The Home of Hart
Schaffner & Marx

nowever, mat the same management
and employes will continue and that
ret orts will be submitted to tho gov- -

WRIGHT

tn

this city will be raised. An advance
of 25 cents a month on residence tel- cphones and 60 cents a month on bus- 24 14
1 iness
telephones will be charged. This
increase recently was granted by the
po. a. e. state corporation
in
commission,
order that tho local company may
meet u deficit which occurred in 1017
and also during tho first, four months
of this year. The same Increase was
granted in Roswell. N. M.
The report submitted and filed with
tho state corporation
committee
shows that during 1917 the operating
revenue In
in

No

Waiting-Ni- ce

other telephone

Albuquerque was $72,084
and the operating expense was
0
1
27 16
Totals
26
12. The net income, with taxes
Score by innings:
to
S15.S62.48
deducted,
amounted
fino 000 000
0
Pittsburgh
against which was charged a depreNew York
000 010 OOx
1 ciation
of $11,042.04.
Three-bashit CompSummary:
The company claims
0,186.67 as
ton. Sacrifice hits Burns, Fletcher. a "reasonable
amount" for dividends
Bases on balls Off Causey 1; off and
and
shows
an
surplus
apparent
Comstock 2. Struck out By Cliusey loss of $10,366.83.
3, by Comstock 3.
For
the
first four months of this
Second gume:
H. IT. E. year a
allowing again
Pittsburgh . ...1 00 0ll(ini 4 9 0 for the depreciation,
"reasonable"
is
dividends
2
New York
1
7
002 1100 000
cited and n deficit of $1,810.12 anBatteries:
Adams and Schmidt; nounced for
Albuquerque.
Steele, Demaree and Itariden.
The revenue from exchange service
in the state for the ono year was
(thlgugn 5; Itoston I.
$278,220.32 and from
tolls, $200.- Boston, July 31. Chicago bent Bos-Io- 081.93.
Hendryx weakened in tho eighth
A recent article printed here under
when Boston made three runs. Ru- a Santa Fe date line gave the loss in
dolph's support was poor in the 1917 Tor Albuquerque as more than
pinches. Score:
Mr. Raynolds of the local
$25,000.
Chicago.
complany declared this incorrect and
All. It. II. PO. A.l' an investigation of the ficures on file'
.
0
0
0 at Santa Fe was made bv the Journal.
Flack, rf
Hollocher, ss
The foregoing figures
wore taken
.
Mann, If
from tho state records and ure cor
rect.
I'askert, cf . .
Merkle,
MeCahe, 2b . .
EXAMS. ANNOUNCED
Keiiler, 3b ,
K II lifer, c . .
BY CIVIL SERVICE
Hendryx, p .

LEADING

IN

.

CLOTHING

COMPANY
Exclusive Men's Store

.

1

.

.

.

p

...

COMMISSION

Tyler, p
31

27

15

1

B

10

1

10

15

Two-bas-

e,

1

1

1

1

scholastic tests:

game post-

T

tt

Ji'ergusson-I.ovel-

t

...

Ixivett O. Marron
Marron Wegs

.6-

-

,fi-

-,

.6--

,

.6- -

Class

t

Galller-Allar- d
Oalller-Schut-

t

Rlchmond-ScluitAlibett-Schu-

tt

ParkiW-Richmon-

d

Parker-Allar-

d

t
.6-

....

-4

.84

.rl

.

1

New ItHM'hall league Planmtl.
Cleveland, O.. Ju'y 31. Pittsburg,
Chicago, Iietroit. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Ixiuisville, Toledo and St. Louis
or Akron are to bo members of a
baseball
powerful
league next year to be conducted by
the National
Baseball
federation
and
sanctioned
by the United
States government, It was announced
here
today by Clayton C. Townes.
chairman of tlie committee on baseball equipment for training camps.
Fig Ills Again IVvit poned.
Philadelphia, July 31. Rain today
caused postponement
until Tuesday
night of the foriK
fights
which were to have teen held at Shlbe
park, between Battling Levlnsky and
and
Harry Greb. Jack Thompson
Sam Langford, Irish Patsy Cllne and
Willie Jackson and Soldier Bartfleld
and Jack Britton.
I"ulton Into War Work.
Minneapolis. Minn.. July 31. Fred
Fulton, the Rochester, Minn., heavy
weight, who was knocked out in one
round by Jack Dempsoy last Saturday, Intimated today that he would
not fight: again until after the war.
He is planning to engage
In war
work.
r
--

Tuesday)

stenographer

$1,200.

and

$900 to

Forest and field clerk

August 24

.6-.6- -,

a

Every

typewriter (male and female),

August 16 Clerk with knowledge of
ORDERS TO
stenography or typewriting (nuilo and
BE REDUCED, IS REPORT female). $900 to $1,200.

--

Iivett-O'Uiell- y

3

The New Mexico council of defense
has
in the merchants of the
state lh following statement:
"All New Mexico merchants aro
.hereby advised that a nation-wid- e
be
launched
campaign will soori
against Christmas giving:. This warning is issued at this time- so that merchants may provide acalnst tho tmssi- bllity of being caught with excessive
stocks on hand. The council of national defense ami Its advisory cony
inission, and the New Mexico counelj
of (Vfenso urge that Christmas giving
which, involves the" purchase of gifts
be discouraged. This course Is in harmony with the announcement of the
government l8 urging thrift and economy upon the
bo as to rcllcv
to that extent country
the present heavy burden placed upon labor, transportation
and other resources of the nation."
-

(male

and.

female),

$1,100 to $1,200.

BERNALILLO

.

f

'

v

'.,'

.

'.-.-

'

rs

Went Gold.

rboiM

44.

Tell it through the classified
columns) of The Journal, lie
ure oiuck nnrt rirt.ain.
4tilfj

Joseph

Wallace Hessclden

Limershau

of Bernalillo,

General Contractor
We aro In a position to give
more value for the money than
any other IH'ILUING FIRM In
Uiis vicinity.
Office With

a

niiner was run over and killed by' a
locomotive on the .Madrid branch of
the Santa Fe railroad according to
word received hero last night. Details

The Superior Lum-

of tho accident were not lea.rnod. His
body will be sent to Bernalillo for

ber & Mill Co.

j

PHONE'

A Bilious

Altack.
When you have a bilious altack
your liver fails to perform Its func-

77

tions. You become, constipated. The
food you eat ferments In your stomach instead of digesting.
This In.
flames the stomach and causes nau-se- Palnbi, Oils, Class, Maltbold Rooflnf
vomiting and a terrible headand Building I'nper.
ache.
Take three of Chamberlain's
Tablets. They will tone up your liver, J. C. BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
clean out your stomach and you will
bo
soon
as well as ever. They only
COMPANY
,
cost
.

LUMBER

a quarter.
liens arc moulting now hut cartful atlcntion will give good egg production. That will more (ban ay for
keeping the entire flock. Tlio reason
I know' this am, keeping H bunch of
liens thai pay it handsome
'ol'it.
Right now. They ure fed Royal Bal-

anced Ration Mixed
Alfalfa and water. E. W. FEE.
y-A-

HELP
UNCLE
SAM

mi

notice.

r

notknrh i on

Pepfirlinoiit
nip inrmnr, IT. s. i.anil Of- ftre nt Santa Ko, N. M, July .1. IMS.
a drrehy given
Notli
thut ralroclnln
MnrqHez, nf Mflrquez, N. M., wlm. on Sfpt.
'4.

1!)1L',

nuiHo llninostPHd

rntry

Nn. 017260,

By Getting

for NK14. Keetlnn 6, Tnwnahlp IS-Panne
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed imlli-ot
Intention In maki fiyn year Homestead
Pinal rroof. In establish talm In the. land
ahova rtetirrlherl. before William O. Kennedy, It. S. Commissioner, at Sybuyeta, N,
M..

on Sept.

3.

lais.

Claimant names nn witnesses:
Peyea Marlpiel. of Manple, N. M ; Antonio Jaramilln. of F!do, N. M. : M.irqarlu
Romero, ot San Mateo. N. M,: Permllll
Salazar, of Bllio, N. M.
FRANCISCO PRt.flAnO,
RaKlatnf.

notice mr

nrnT.ft'ATioN

e
Flepartmrnt of the Irueioi-- , Tl. S. band
at Santa, Ko, N. M.. July 1.1. 191S.
Notlre Is hereby plven that Kstevan C!.
Chaves, of Kehoyeta, N. M who, on Oct. 4.
or
191 S.
mads Uomesteail. No. 017.110.
Seellon 2ft, Township
VS. HaiiKe SW. N, M. P. Meridian, has filed
nolle of Intention to make five year Proof,
to estahllah claim to th.) land above de
scribed, before Wm. ?. Kennedy. It. S. Com
missioner, at senoyela, k. m , on ino nopi.

3, 191H.

eseI

FOR GUM VENDING

...

fib

BY LOCOMOTIVE

August 31 Mounted watchman, im- - V. P. lfarrlnntnn, of Cnrreo. N. M. : Patrlelo
iii.nrn.iiou service
(male), $100 a Ooniales. of Beboyeta. Is. M.; Kamnet Garmonth, with an allowance of $20 a cia, of Beboyeta. N. M. ; Dlontclo Marque,
monin tor maintenance of mount.
of Beboyeta, N. f.
Information and application blanks
FHANCISCO
DEI.OADO,
Itofflstef.
may be obtained from It tr Fno-nlocal secretary, Albuquerque, N. M., or
u. u nnyner, district secretary, Post
THE WM. FARft COMPANY
Office building, San Francisco.
Wholesale
and Retail Dealers Ii
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
COMMISSION PUTS
Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Rullni
BAN ON MACHINES
Market Prh'eri Are Paid

Cure for
'While i waa i Dysentery.
Ashland, Kansas,
a gentleman overheard
me speaking
of Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy," writes William Whltelaw,
of Dos Moines, Iowa. "He told me In
detail of what It had done for his
family, but more especially his daughter who was lyina
at the point of
death with a violent attack of dysentery, and had been given up by the
family physician. Borne of his neighbors advised hlra to give Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy,
which he did. and fully believes that
by doing so saved the life of his child.
He stated that he had also used this
remedy himself with equally gratifythese grounds.
ing results."
' The commission last night formally
authorized the continuation of the
Journal Want Au .taring reiulta.
free municipal band concerts and the

Cleaners-Halte-

MINER IS

KILLED

nalmanl names

The principal business at a meeting
of the city commission last night
was
the consideration of the ordinance forbidding the operation of gambling devices in connection with the
of gum vending machines. - operation
The commissioners
accepted the
opinion of City Attorney William
Kelcher that the machines are in reality gambling devices and ordered that
they be closed at once.
W. C. Hart, who stated he had
$2. BOO Invested In the machines here,
appeared before the commission, but
was notified that no change in the
order would be made and that he
must discontinue their operation.
The action follows a recent complaint received by the commission to
the effect that small boys were "playing" the machines and were, spending
large amounts in doing bo. Several
parent objected to thoir operation on

DUKE CITY

deierred.

HERE burial.

The United States civil service commission announces open competitive
JJoston.
PO. A.E. ox initiations as follows:
List No.
3
5
Exar. inations in which
0
0
Hcrzog ,2b
5
1
3
If
0
0 competitors ,are. not assembled, but are
Tuggert,
1
3
rated upon the subjects of education.
2
Masscy, cf
4
0 0
0 training and fxperiencc, and corrobo
Wickland, if
0
2
0 rative evidence. Applications for these
J. C. Smith, 3b ... 4 1
4
2
0
14
0 examinations are received at any time
Konetchy, lb
Mechanical engineer imalo), $2,000
3
2
o
0
Wilson,
3
J. I,, smith, ss
2
0
4
2 to ja.fioo.
3
0
Junior civil engineer (male), $1,500
0
Rudolph, p
0
0
0
0
0 to $1,800.
George, p
0
0
0
0
0
Surveyor (male), $840 to $1,500.
Henry
1
o
0
0
0
Dynamo tender (male), $900.
Rawlings
clerk. Internal revenue
Auditing
Totals
27 20
35 4
2 service (female), $1,200 to $1,400.
Batted for Rudolph In eighth
Production expert (male and fe
male), per diem, $5.93 to $8.32.
"Batted for Goorgo in ninth.
Score ,v innings:
Printer (male and female), per hour,
01 2 100 100
5 to cents.
Chicago
Boston
Bookbinder (male), per hour, 63
000 ISO 030 4
Summary:
hats Mann cents.
Killifer.
Pressman (male), per hour 65 cents
Stolon bases Hollocher!
Mann. Sacrifice hits Zelder 2, Flack.
Photostat foreman (male and fe
Micrifice flies I'askert, J. I,. Smith male), $900 to $1,400.
Double play Rudolph and Konetchy
Photostat operator (male and fe
Bases on halls ;( iff Hendryx 1. off male), $720 to $900.
Carter 1, off Rudolph 4. Struck out
Statistical expert (male), $1,800 to
By Hendryx 1. Innings pitched
By $4,500.
7
Statistician
Hendryx
(male and female), $1,800
by Carter none, by
Tyler
by Rudolph 8, by George 1. to $3,000.
Clerk qualified in statistics (male
and female), $1,000 to $1,800.
Brooklyn 1 St. Ixmis
List No., 2 Examinations in which
Brooklyn, M. y.. July 31. Brooklyn
took two fames from St. Louis. The competitors are not assembled, but for
rust went thirteen Innings, O'Mara which apifllcations must be filed by
driving Zarh Wheat home with the the dales specified".
w
2
Truck crop specialist
August
inning run with a long double.
Score:
R. II. E. (male), $1,B00 to $2,400.
St. honis 100 000 000 000 0
10
27
Assistant
August
sanitary engi
Brooklyn 100 000.000 000 1 2 13 0 neer (male), $1,600; assistant in cot
Butteries: Ames and Gonzales; Che ton classing (male), $1,600 to $2,400
ney, Robertson and M. Wheat.
lithographer (male), $1,200; mall-ba- g
Second game Score:
R. H. E. repairer( mate) per diem, $3.75; speSt. I.ouis
000 002 000 2 7 2 cialist In kindergarten education (fe200 020 30x 7 1
2 male), $1,800 to $2,500.
Brooklyn
Hallcrics -- May, Sherdell and GonList No. 8 Examinations in which
zales, Grimes and Miller.
competitors will be assembled for
Totals

The tennis games in the different
classes of the boys' tournament were
going at full blast yesterday. Marron
leads other opponents In class 'A, with
twenty-fiv- e
games. Eovett is second
with nineteen games. Rogers has taken
the bud In class B with twelve frames.
Abbott and Schutt are leading cIuks C
With
twenty-fou- r
and itwenty-thre- e
points respectively. Tho results by
vlasscs yesterday follow:
( las It.
Philadelphia-Cincinna4
ti
(i
Rogers- - Bebher
4 poned; rain.
6
Rogers- Rcnf ro
Class A.
.7
R. Marion-Steven- s
CHRISTMAS
Marron-lzove-

chase of a smull automobile for his
department. Action in the matter was

.

lb..

Carter,

addition of community singing under
f.uspices of the defense council.
City Engineer Beyers reported that
tne work in his department is in
creasing so that he will need another
assistant or some means of transportation, other than the small motor car
he is now. operating.
He reported
that the machine, which is of ancient
type and formerly was used by tho
fire department, has run 55,0011 miles
and Is worn out. He asked ell her the
employment of an assistant or the pur-

.
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TENNIS TOURNAMENT

lAbbeJt-Calli-

JJjno

Fletcher, ss
Doyle, 2b
Zimmerman, 3b
Compton, If
Kirke, lb
McCarty, c
Causey, p

Good
andise-New

e

Pet.

Gallia. 2.

Detroit

L ABOR

.40

Columbus, o., July 31. Mabel Trasl;
did not como to t he post today for her
twenty-secon-

2

St. Jxmls.
AB. R. H. PO.
r l 2 2

Tobln, If
M atari, 3b
Blsler, lb
Demmitt, rf
Smith, cf
(iedenn, 2b
Austin, ss

OF FEATURE

0

m

PlentyofStock

$30,-39-

ST. FRISCO IS WINNER

Itoston.

a

31

New York.
ah k. ir.

Burns, cf
Young, rf

DISTRIBUTE ALL

r,

.4 30

1

Two-bas-

4
fi

Totals

.4lil

.

Hooper, rf
Shcan, 2!
Strunk, cf
Ruth, If
Melnnis, lb
Scott, ss
Cochran, 3b
Mayer, c
Bush, p

1

CO.

EFFECT! THY

R

I

.r,22
.r,15
.472

:

01 TELEPHONE

mad-minde- d

OILS JILL

I:.

47
Pittsburgh .
4X
51
Totals
28 10 10 27 12
j Cincinnati
47
Score by inniiiRB:
42
Philadelphia
47
55
000 010 00- 0Brooklyn
Philadelphia
4
I
Host
Cleveland
on
025 200
Ox
In
53
e
St.
Louis
39
Johnston1
57
hits
Summary:
t, Uugan, Gardner. Ktolen base Gra-neSacrifice hit Turner. Sacrifice
AMI.IUCAX l.K.I (i UK.
fly O'Neill. Double plays Chapman
W.
L.
and Johnston.
IhiKnn,
Dyke and Boston
r,9
3!)
Hums, Kopp and Dykes. Bases on balls Cleveland
r,0
42
Off Adams 6, off Piorson 3. off Mor43
52
ton 1. Struck out My Morton 9, by WashiiiRton
New York
47
45
1
lersonjl. lnninRH pitched 'Adams 3. Chicago
44
41)
4.1
Detroit
52
Itoston ; St. Iotiia I.
4
5
2
St. ol.liis
ft. Louis, Mo., July 31. Bush's hit- Philadelphia
34
57
ting- Mm the main factor In Boston's
third straight victory over St. Louis.

Mcore:

CITS

WITH

1

i:.

W.
00

BIG STORE
IH

t

STANDING OF THE TEAMS
x ATI

FEDERAL CONTROL

wrestle. Tiny cnw'K" in all sorts of
field ii nd truck athletics.
After the war they will not be content to sit idly by and watch someone
else plav their nanus for lli.'iii. Tlieyi
New York Takes First Game
Will want to be in thy sume themselves.
and Pittsburgh Annexes the
And th" examples set by these
youn.'; men will he followed by their
tellows and lmrticiila Hv by tlio young-Second; Causey Takes Sixth
cr Keneration.
It means that, after the war, inStraight Game in First,
stead of about two per cent of our
enlaced In sport,
couth heinx
about ninety percent
MOW,N
participate.
JOURNAL iprciAL fAS'O Wlf)
There is no limit to the possibili
New York, July 31- - New York
I.
colloue
and Pittsburgh, divided a double-heade- r,
ties, and already
and' school boards are taltins advant- the some team winning the
apo of this. The result will undoubt' first while Pittsburgh won the second.
edly he that practically every boy in In the first Causey won his sixth
school will' have an opportunity to de- straight game.
In the second Babe
velop his body by eiiauing; in some Adams celebrated his return to the
healthful sport, rather than a chosen National league with a victory.
the rule fof Pcores First unit:
few, which has been
many years.
PiUsburgli.
A P.. Ii. 11. PO. A. F.
Naturally hero will he highly de
veloped school teams for competition Kllum, ss
with other schools, for sport thrives
If
ighee,
on competition,
but more attention Carey, cf
will be paid to the class teams which Southworth, rf
will Rain an importance they have Cutsbaw, 2b . .
never before had.
Mollwltz, lb .,
The 1'rowdci' order, which has McKechnie, 3h
proved a solar plexus blow to profes- Schmidt, c
j
sional baseball, will prove an elixir of Comstock, p . ,
3
0
life, to amateur athletics.

The Crowd or work or iphl order
has wrecked lU'Ofossioniil baseball.
Whether or not n temporary leaso
of lifo Is Riven the sport for the balance of the present season, baseball
has received a blow from which i:
will not recovfr within halt a dozen
years alter its resumption.
This is the opinion of men who
have thousands of dollars invested in
the .sport, which has takm DO yean?
in the nnikiiiK.
But with the demise of
baseball come onnortimltips for
teur and
sport so niin.
prehensive that it will be months be-fore these possibilities can be fullv
appreciated and grasped.
Kisht now there are more than
2,000,000 young men in our national
army. Tlefore thfse men went to cam)'
the athletic activities of the maorit
of them was confined to sitting in the
and rootinw Tor the houu
club. eciRiiiR Into a ritiRsidc seat to
see a couple of plugs maul each other
or playiiiR a little; "ketch" on the
street when the cop wumi J. lookiiiR,
Now fbese same fellow are coins in
for sport activity.
Athletic trainiiiR
at army cantonmentH has drawn piratically all our soldiers .into some
brunch of spoil. They play baseball
football or basketball. They box andl

2

1

13

PIRATES SPLIT

DOUBLE-HEADE-

ri ioiw.
f

n

riiiladelnliiu.

MeAvoy.

1, 1918

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, August

W.S.S
For Gold and Silver
A

Wonderful

Opportunity

To Let Uncle Sam Win
Tho War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And End Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You CanExchange For

War Savings
and

f Hudson for Signs

1

Wall Paper
I

Hudson for

Picture Frames
Fourth St.

and

Copper Ave.

LUMBER

Thrift Stamps
Mr. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Cement, Plaster
Lumber; Company
Albuquerque
NORTH FIRST STREET
4U1

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday. August 1,1918
Educator Says Get
Ready for Rebuilding

ACTION FILED BY

.

C

eoinnvririr

To
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HIGH GRADE FURNITURE

New

Mexico Owns by Actual
Purchase but $700,000, Vr
of Amount
Only
Allotted to State,

(SPECIAL CORnKftPONDtNCf

TO

Knst Ms Vegas, X. M., July 31. R.
D. C,
Swofford, of Washington,
members of the national war savings
field
one
of
active
its
committee and
workers, has left for the cast after a '
conference here with Ilallctt Unynolds,
director of war savings for New Mex- ico, on resultsaccnmp!iahcd in war.
savings stamp purchases In this state
and plans for future work. Mr. Knynolds placed before tho visitor tabulations showing that New Mexico on
July L'B owned by actual purchase approximately $7(10,000 In war savings
of
tho state's
atamiKt, or
pio:a. of $7,000,000 for 1018; while
there are stamps owned and pledged
in this state to a total of $2. 251. 71 1.68
or about
of the state's uola.
Loth Mr. Rnynnlds and Mr. Swofford
stated that extraordinary efforts would
necessarily have to he made between
now and the end of the year If th
state's quota Is to be reached.
At the same time Mr. Swofford congratulated the slate director on the nesuits achieved, pointing out that on
July 26 the national maturity value of
war savings stamps owned was ap-

anti-Hear- st

it

$

g

one-tent- h

one-thir- d

OR. PHILANDER

R ClAXTOH

Uy

UOHNINO JOUMNALt

in Household Furniture

LIVINGSTON FURNITURE GO.

'

V.

A Chance to get Bargains

A

Begins Today
Come Early

One-ten- th

iouxui

Santa Fc, July SI. Suit was filed
in the federal court yesterday bringing to an issue in a legal way, the
controversy
Hearst and
which appears to have found a focus
in New Mexico far from the actual
east of the newspaper controversy in
New York anil Los Angeles. The existence of an illegal, malicious and
combination in violation of
the federal anil state laws is charged
by the complainant, the International
Magazine. Company! of New York,
owner and publisher of the Cnsmopo-'ltat- i,
Hearst's, flood Housekeeping,
Harper's Hazaar, Motor, Motor Boatand
Puck. An injunction is asking
ed to halt an alleged boycott against
the Hearst publications in xt.w Mexico. The defendants are the New Mexico State Council of Defense, Scciind-inV. A. Hawkins, C. It.
Jtumero,
lirlce, Kufincio Cullcgos, J. M. Sully,
Charles Springer, 11. C. Hcrnantiez,
Kduardo M. Otero, Governor V. K.
Lindscy, Attorney General Harry
l'atton. Uuthric Smith, publicity agent
of the state council and editor of its
official publication, the "New Mexico
War News," Walter M. Danburg, general secretary of the state coucil, the
Hernalillo County Council of Defense,
Alfred
(irunsfeld, Max Nordhaus,
Jesus Romero, Nestor Montoya, Rafael Garcia, W. C. Oestrcich, W C
Keld, A. H. McMillen, Raul G.
L. A. McKae, Felix Haca and
H. K. Rogers. Attorney Francis C
Wilson filed the complaint and hits
been retained by the Hearst interests
to press the suit vigorously. Howard
13. Morton,
city editor of the Los Angeles Examiner, lias been in, Santa
Fe for some weeks,
the
Hearst publications inrepresenting
the
Which has become nation-wide- .controversy
Allegations
,i Complaint.
The complaint alleges that the defendants have entered into an unlawful combination to boycott the Hearst
publications and bar their sale and
circulation in New Mexico. It is alleged that the acts of the defendants
are
opposed to the policy of the government or the Foiled
States in thejiresent war with th
central powers, subversive to law and
order and in general opposed to public policy."
The complaint further
charges that "the said defendants,
without judicial power or authority
and under the cloak of patriotic
organizations and patriotic purposes,
have constituted themselves
Judges
and prosecutors, and have convicted
the complaintant without a hearing,"
and "now seek to conduct a journalistic lynching
or 4 boycott
and blacklisting of its publications."
H is further alleged that
the defendants are soeking by "unlawful oppres-Blv- e
and coercive acts, to dictate to
the people of New Mexico and to control what they should read
or noi

i
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Suit Started in Federal Court
Against Many Men Prominent in State: Wilson Is At
torney for Publisher,
inciAL

y,'.

r

SAVINGS STAMPS
X

".?,

III

IN SALES OF

ALLEGED BOYCOTT

fwji wi

i

IRE PEP NEEDED

HEARST TO STOP
'

FIVE

218 SOUTH SECOND STREET

U.S. PAIS

TELEPHONE

SANTA FE LINEMAN IS

MORE

INJURED WHEN HIS CAR
IS THROWN INTO DITCH

THAN ENGLAND FOR

COMRKFONOKNCK

TO MORNINQ

JOURNAU

Carlsbad. N. M., July 31. H. H.
Dr. I'hilander I'. Claxton, United
Weaver, lineman for tho I'ccos valley
States commissioner of education and
lines, with headquarters at Roswell,
thinks that perhaps he is the victim
member of tho National Security
of
a GerTiian plot to wreck the fast
committee on patriotism
league
Kansas City flyer
into Carlsbad,
through education, believes the United
Weaver
is in a hospital nursing a
renow
States should
get ready for
badly smashed foot, and also many
construction after the war, and
sprains and bruises all over his body.
should prepare in tho schools. He has
BV MOKNINO
JOURNAL ltCIl I CASirt WIKC
or
a
$540,000,11110
little
Weaver started north from Carls- been one of the league's speakers at proximately
v
,i i
of tho proposed
than
America s bad Sunday afternoon, returning to
asningiou,
juiy
the 254 summer schools for teachers more
national purchase quota of two billion war expenses now are about filly per Roswell after an inspection trip down
throughout the country.
dollars, for 1!MS. This 540 million cent Jiiglier than Creat nritnin's it wasjtho valley. He was driving one of the
dollars represents a great army of shown today by comparison of treas- - little
the gasoline side car
thirty-fiv- e
million owners of war sav ury reports and a newly issued Urit- - that runs on the rails, and was
constitution of New Mexico, both of ings and thrift stamps, or
d
statement, owing to the! ting up a high rato of speed climbing
financial
which guarantee the freedom of tho of tlio total population of the nation
shorter time tho United states has! the hills north of Carlsbad, when his
press.
been in the war, however, individual machine hit an obstruction on the
Up to this time only one New
Is
a
has
it
of
the
y
viulation
readied Its annual burdirn of taxation In this country isjrail and was ditched on the
county
Fourth, that
us much as in way. Weaver was thrown and badly
about ono-haquota 'in war savings stamps owned
provision of tho New Mexico constitution which provides that "every and pKodged. This is Luna county. Kngland.
hurt, one foot being mashed beneath
The monthly cost of the war to the! the machine,
contract or combination between in- where the presence of the troops at
lie, however, when he
Camp Cody has greatly sweljed the United States now is about $l,5no,ooo,- - retrained his senses, found the trouble
dividuals, associations or corporations,
purchases and pledges. Reports 000, while great liritain's expenses are mil worked heroically to remove it
having for its object or which shall stamp
from many other counties, on the re- about $1,000,000,000 a month. The na- from the rail, as ho knew the southoperate to restrict trade or commerce cent
drive, remain incomplete, tion's war debt Is now a little less than bound passenger would soon thunder
pledge
or control the price, quantity or exand Mr. Raynolds ! lieves that when $12,5000,000,000 as compared with down the hill.
change of nVy article of manufacture oilier reports
come in several more of Great liritain's $.'(6,676,000,000.
Tho hingo of a buggy top, a bit of
or product of the soil or mine, is hereRefore the war, both nations collect- steel nearly an Inch wide, had been
the counties will show the quotas
by declared to be illegal."
achieved in stamps pledged. Just now ed about Iho same amount of taxes driven between tho ends of two rails
It is set forth In the complaint that
chairmen and workers are
i and the Ions end bent north. In the
..wry yettr, pJi ovinia i eiy i .uuu.ioni.-on June 6, the New Mexico State county
n
direction of tho coming
passenger
urged to redouble efforts not only unn nnn
Council of Defense through its official to secure more pledges but to follow $8,270,000,000 aiid the United States train.
It was driven in tight and
It
tho
see
in
"New
to
Mexico
War
to
hand and
publication,
about $4,000,000,000 but the popula- hard, and the bleeding railroader had
up the pledges
tion In America
is doublo that of a difficult time In removing it. After
News," announced a campaign against that a careful check be kept on paylie had cleared the track of the obments.
the Hearst publications
Britain.
drtat
throughout
"The war saving stamp pledge,"
struction he was seen by two girls in
tho tute, urging not only that news
an automobile, and was carried to
dealers cease selling them but that raid Mr. Swofford, "is to be regarded FATHER CAMIL0 SEUX TO
town and received medical attention.
Individuals cease buying or sn';:iib-in- g us a note to Uncle Sam. It is Just as
to
to
the
Railroad men are divided In
much
an
obligation
buy
to them. Various attack upon the
CELEBRATE HIS GOLDEN ion as to whether the picco of opinsteel,
Hearst publications by the state Corn- amount pledgrd, as in the signing of
which was several inches long, would
ell's official paper are set out in tho it Liberty Rond subscription a pledge to
7
ON
AUGUST
JUBILEE
have derailed tho passenger locomothat purchase under the govcomplaint in support of the charge complete
over the
tive, which soon
ernment's terms and a definite finanpassed
that "a wanton, malicious, unlawful cial
COKftKBPOMPKNCC
tSVBCIAL
JOURNAll
fO
MORNINg
obligation."
place. It certainly did the mischief
combination" has been formed against
"The results achieved in New MexSanta Fe. July 31. Today a week, easily for the lighter gas car and
tho complaintant.
ico are good and under the unfavorable August 7, Father Camilo Seux, the perhaps that occurrence is all that
Federal Judge Colin Neblett is ex- conditions
the limited from a disastrous
in some parts of this state
parish priest at San Juan saved
pected home shortly from his vacation may be fairly said to be excellent. This saintly
wreck. Train men say that the trains.
miles
Santa
of
north
forty
pueblo,
spent in Virginia and the matter like, should be kept In mind. The purchase celo,ira't
puss over this piece of
pn jullpp ,,;,.lbol- -' generally
hs
which slopes on into the Carlsof war
ly will come up for preliminary hear"
'.I.'
ta festivities have been arranged for grade,
--!i"y..r"
bad yards, at a speed approaching
an
pa
ing shortly. Whether Attorney Wilson portant
... u .h ,
r.r t i iwvt v the occasion and the Knights of Col- - thirty miles an hour, which is suffih
,.in.i.-- .
will also initiate action for damages
'
a
wl"
umb,,s
lcid
,llke
liiberlv
honoring
to cause a disaster bad the obcient
in
is
It
Ronds.
effect, the
and appeal to tho criminal statutes,
as it has been intimated might be Hond in' small denominations, bo that tho veteran who out of his own per-a- struct ion held and forced the locofunds built the new church and motive from the track.
the people may participate, in
done, he would not state at this time.
Officers have been Informed of the
Welehapel at San Juan, reproducing the
financing of' our government.
g
event and arrests are hoped for soon.
should begin right now to buy war' chapel at Mimics, France. The
noon
he
of
as
to
will
a
celebration of
given
CHILD WELFARE IS TO
part
stamps regularly,
read."
each day, each week and each month's mass, a procession and addresses of
Federal Injunction Asked.
we
be
will
Tn
because
expense:
the
buying
felicitation,
BE
LOOKED AFTER BY
afternoon, tho LOAN ASSOCIATION OF
A federal
war saving stamps a year from nowpuch0 Indians will pay tribute In
injunction to restrain (ho
SANTA FE DECLARES ITS
is
boycott
asked on grounds ullegcd
WOMEN OF SAN MIGUEL and the campaign will be even more their own wav. Ono feature of their
briefly, as follows:
aggressive then than now. We must celebration with he the Eagle dance
L
DIVIDEND
,, nnothpr iH a npw 6sinne wo,.a,(1
First, that the boycott alleged to KPCCIAL CORMCBPONOCNCI TO WORNINQ JOURNALl get out of our minds the Impression that the war savings stamp is designhave been initiated by the state
b
ut
th
js0
coun'
N.
'
Hast
J.as Vegas,
M., July 31.
,
.
ed for children. Buying these govern- - , 8
cil of defense and participate,! in h
TO MORNIN9 JOUHNALI
."PtfCIAl COffnEPONOENCE
ent,tle
J
J once of the Trench,'
Miguel county is'to have a strong ment securities is a job for the men
other defendants Is a violation of the San
Santa Fe, July 31. The Simla Fe
I'ltncl1
of
committee
women
to
of
compatriots
of.lhe
!?
women
look
and
of this country and all .of
after
,,"nn 'SeuxUnited States copyright laws which
.Mutual Itiiilding and Ioan association,
child welfare. Mrs. Max Nordhaus or us must come to realizo that our war,
at a meeting of tho directors Monday
guarantee to every copyright holdei Albuquerque,
There
bo
will
are
as
from
all
chairman
savings
delagliotis
state
of
fully
importthe
purchases
federal protection In his right "to child welfare
divdeclared a
committee of the state ant as are purchases of Liberty Honds.l the Kio firando pueblos, from the evening,
print, reprint, publish, copv and voni' council of defense, addressed
If every county chairman in New Mex-- j Navajo and Apache reservations, from idend of four per cent, besides carrya
largo
the copyrighted work." It is contend- number of Las
ing over in surplus more than f"l0
Vegas women Tuesday ico will go at his War savings work) the Spanish plazas and tho larger and
ed that the boycott against the Hearst
a reserve fund exceeding $:i,:i00
from this standpoint, you will, buy youri towns. The spcetaelo will be one to
in tho commercial
afternoon
rooms,
1918 quota beyond a question.
Alll rejoice the soul of artists and unlike so that if the association were to wind
publications i" New Mexico Illegally and it was decided to
child
on
carry
ov,
ahridges and tends to destroy that welfare work thoroughly and systemme cuiimiy war saving womcrs any other staged In the United States. up business today it could deda.ro
another five per cent dividend.
riii-rright.
iih nil. u m mm; mi ,uu ill
the entire county, tin
atically
througqnt
New
Mexico to begin working for war
For tho first timo in its history, the
Second, that the attempt of the de- as well as In the
R has
where
city,
HARBORD
at
amount
to
PROMOTED
of money loaned out exceeds
fendants
high speed.
TO
bar the Hearst publicabeen done for the past several l'ears. savings
tions from sale and circulation is a
JS0.0U0, and tho dividend
bearing
Mrs. M. F. DtsMarals was named
SUPPLY
SERVICE
HEAD
slock
exceeds
violation of the Sherman anti-tru8,000.
LAS VEGAS IS PLANNING
Rosen-walchairman. Mrs.
Tho
board
act, Inasmuch as it Is a combination county chairman of the Cecilio
of
consists
of
directors
woman's comIn restraint of trade between the vaPaul A. P. Walter, president; John
TO INSTALL WHITE WAY
Wv unmHma
buecial lcasio wikei
mittee
of the county council of dejournal
K. Stauffer, secretary; John C.
rious states by means of a boycott, fense, presided at the
With the American
In Trance
meeting.
ON PRINCIPAL STREETS Tuesday, .Inly 30 (byArmy
which it is contended the courts have
Kdwln F. Co;lrd, Owen J'.
the Associated
t, Wood, August
Press.) Major fleneral James fl.
repeatedly held to bo unlawful.
neingardt, Guy F. HarMiss Sallie (rfjrnes, east Tennessee
former chief of staff to (ieneral rington, Alonzo K. Compton and J. H.
Third, that It is a violation of the school teacher, has a record of mow- tfePICIAL CQRRBtPOkPINC. lO MOKNINS JOUlfNALl
I tilled states
Pershing, lifts been appointed head of Wood.
constitution and tho ing six acres of hay in one day.
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 31.
the supply servuie of the American
Arrangements are being made, for a expeditionary
forces, lie succeeds
1. 1st of Teachers
white way lighting system on Douglas
('omplcloil.
Major Oncral Francis ,f. Kcrnaii, who
avenue and the Sixth
Fast Las Vegas, N. M., July .11.
will
undertake
oiher
work
Important
r.enito liaca, county superintendent,
avenue "loop." Troperty owners have in
Europe.
has announced that he has completed
agreed to furnish the poles, and '.ho
Las Vegas Light and Power company
Ccneral Harbord commanded the list of teachers for San Miguel
Major
county during the coining fall and
w.n make the Installations. Tho city the brigade of marines in the
fighting
He says the teachers arc the
wilpay for the current from its gen about t'h.itciii Thierry previous to the winter.
best the county has ever employed,
lie was promoted ma- from
Our boys are now following the eral fund. The white, way will begin present battle,
the stand point of efficiency and
on vesi Douglas avenue at the come? jor general on Juno 28.
Several
new heating
experience.
great leader of our Allies "over Of Ninth, the federal building site, and
plants are being installed in the counthere," fighting the battle of the will run east on Douglas to Railroad SUBSCRIBE $1 1,000
school houses.
try
south on Railroad to Lincoln,
United States, fighting without avenue,
west on Lincoln to Sixth, north on
FOR FRENCH ORPHANS
Uumania Gel Itcssarabia.
thought of being heroes but fight- Sixth to Main' avenue. It is believed
London, July 31. Ukraine and Ruthat
the
exwill
be
lamps
that
eventually
mania have reached an agreement by
ing
men, women and children tended to
fV MORNINS JQUMNAi BPICIAL LBASKO WIRII
the county bridge unitinp
the former abandons its claim to
N. M.. July St.
Officers of which
may not be tortured, burned and the town and city
of Las Vegas. At thoDeminL',
the province of Bessarabia, In favor of
thirty-fourtsubdivision
havo
mutilated.
Fighting against the present the street connecting tho two' scribed a fund of J1I.00O for the two Rumania, receiving in return commerbestial foe of America and mankind. business sections Is being paved.
little daughters of Lieutenant Jean cial concessions, according to Copenadvices, which quote a dispatch
Jegou of the French army, who with hagen
No greater heroes nor braver men
another Frenc h officer and an Amer- from Berlin.
WAGON MOUND-SPRINGE- R
ever fought on the battle-field- s
ican army sergeant lost his life last
of.
Dental Corps Head Olos.
Friday when his automobile overturnTERRITORY IS. VISITED
France than our "Sammies." Men
Deming, N. M., July 31. Lieutenant
ed in While Water creek. Tho money
with dauntless spirits men of red
BY A HEAVY RAINFALL will be invested in Liberty Bonds to Colonel Mortimer Sanderson, head of
provldo an income for the children for the dental corps nt Camp Cody, died
blood, courage, energy, vim and
life. Lieutenant
Jegou was an in- last night of blood poisoning. Ho was
CORKUrONBIMCt TO MOKM1NS JOURNAL)
vigor are needed every day behind
structor at Camp Cody. The children from Pennsylvania.
Wagon Mound, N M., July 31.
aro in France with their mother,
the lines as well as behind the
guns. The territory between Wagon
Mound
You need iron in the blood !
and
was
visited
Springer
Monday
O.I anil Gas
Every
by a heavy rain approaching the
Banta Fe, July 31. Assistant Atneaiinyman or woman should have night
a
of
cloudburst
In
proportions
places.
about as much iron in his or her It was
torney (ieneral Hatch In reply to Land
accompanied by light hall but Commissioner it. r. f.rvlen
has hand
body as there is in. an ordinary not much damage was done to crops. ed down an opinion that oil and gas
The 'storm lasted less than an hour leases cannot be granted for a
period
"tenpenny" nail. To gain this iron, but put considerable water In the dry
five years on state lands
the best way is to take an iron-tonilakes. Some of the dry farmers lost exceeding
hut
that
possibly, the leaBe might pro
vide for a renewal of the lease at
a combination of chickens.
piled "Iron-tic,- "
Girls! Make beauty lotion at
This rain will be of great benefit to expiration of tho five year period. the
iron m its most soluble form, dis- the corn and bean crops.
home for a few cents.
Try It!
covered by Dr. Pierce and experiMiss Ttobcrts noes To Xaoo.
To
Highways.
Improve
N.
mented with by his physicians at the
East Las Vegas,
M., July 31.
Santa Fe, July 31. The board of Miss
Cherange Roberts, who has been
Surgical Institute in. Buffalo. N Y county commissioners
Squeeze the juice of two lemons Into
has appropri employed
as
teacher
of
in the a bottle containing
" is a form of iron readily taken up by the bloodthe blood-cel- ls ated $5,000 tn match $3 000 by the public schools for the Spanish
"Iron-ti-c
three ounces of
two
years. orchard white, shake well, and you
past
state and $fl,000 by the federal governrich-re- d
been
has
the
appointed
by
ment
in color, the cheeks are pink, the
government have a quarter pint of the best freckle
reconstruction
of that
get round,
appetite portionforof the
the hiirhwav between Santa to the position of censor clerk In the and tan lotion, and complexion beau-tifleimproves, and one feelsfull of " snap
pep
vigor "instead of Fe and Taos tht lies between Tesuque postoffice department at Nac, Ariz.
at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
tired before the day is half done. The eyes take on a luster and the and Polosque. The commissioners also
Xo Spetlal Scsnion.
decide
Improve the Santa Fe- drug store or toilet counter will supply
body feels that tingle which one gets from a cold bath. If ybu want to Alhuqueraue highway from the United
Santa Fe. Jury 31. Governor Llnd-se- y three ounces of orchard white for a
announced
States
he
"
Indian
school
Iron-tito
little
"
not
La
would
c
call few cents. Massage this sweetly fratoday
Bajada
Tablet send 10 cents to the Surgical Institute in hill.
try this new
.
a special session of the New Mexico grant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
N.
and
obtain a trial package. This
Y.,
Buffalo,
legislature to provide for the casting and hands each day and see how
Irorf tonic
An ancient cure for baldness was of
votes by New Mexico soldiers and freckles and blemishes disappear and
is sure to do you good. Druggists sell "Iron-tic- "
for sixty cents.
to rub onion oil on vour head., in tho sailors at the fall election,- the ob- how clear, soft and white the skin besunlight,
i
stacles, he says, being.lnsurmountable, comes, lea! It is harmless.
o
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Calomel Loses You a Day's Work!
Take Dodson's Liver Tone Instead
lvciid my.

guarantee

!

If bilious, constipated or head-

achy you need not take nasty, sickening, dangerous calomel to get straightened up.
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Every druggist In town your druggist and everybody's druggist has noticed a great falling off In tho sale of
calomel. They all give tho same reason. Dodson's Liver Tone Is taking its
place.
"Calomel is dangerous and people
know it, while Dodson's Liver Tone is
perfectly safe and gives better results," said n prominent local druggist.
Dodson's Liver Tone
is personally
guaranteed by every druggist who sells
A largo bottle doesn't cost very
it.
much hut if it fails to give easy relief
In every case of liver sluggishness and

constipation, you have only to ask for
your money back.
Dodson's Liver Tono Is a plcnsant-lastln- g,
remedy,
purely vegetable
hnrmless to both children and 'adult.
Take a spoonful at night and wake up
feelintf fine; no biliousness, sick headache, acid stomach or constipated
bowels, it doesn't gripe or causo Inconvenience all the next day like violent calomel. Take a doso bt calomel
today and tomorrow you will feel
weak, sick and nauseated. Don't lose
a dav's work! Take Dodson's Uvcr
Tone Instead and fool fine, full of
vigor and ambition.

Sample of Itailnmil Service.
Santa Fc, July 31. The state corIn a reply to
poration commission
Chairman Prouty of tho interstate
commerce commission, as to the speed
and facility fit freight and passenger
movements In New Mexico, will call
attention to an official shipment of
assessment rolls from Las Vegas dispatched by Rtate Traveling Auditor W.
(I. Whttticr, to Hanta Fe last Saturday
and which had reached Liiiny today
and proUihly would get into Hanta Ke
by Thursday evening.

Xo More Xciitrnl Workmen.
London, July 31. Women at Essen
arc determined that no moro neutral
workmen shall be employed at Krtippa
during the war because for every neutral who comes to work a German
workman is ent to the front. The
Amsterdam correspondent of the Daily
Kx'press says ho learned that fact from
Dutch workmen who have Just returned from Ksscn.

Want llctlrr Train ScrvUv.
Santa Fc, July 31. The state corporation commission will take up with
the interstate commerce commission
tho request for a connection at Lnmy
for Santa. Kp with A. T. & S. V. train
No. S from the west. At present pas
sengers must remain at I.ainy at night
getting to Santa Fe about 9 a. m., the

O

following morning.

Santa Fe, July SI. While horseback
riding near the 1'nited States Indian
school, Mrs. James llacu, wife of the
adjutant general, was thrown by the
horse which had stepped into a prairie
dog hole. She sustained a broken collar bone which was set at St. Vincent's
sanitarium.

Purifies

Highly antiseptic
Used as a curative
agent for all external
akin troubles. Conceals
ccrmanent blemishes
and reduces unnatural
color. Ideal for correcting
greasy skins.

ma
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Oriental Cream
O Send 10c. for Trial Sttt
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Tob acco Fun d

,

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

Har-borr-

THE GREAT LEADER
OF OUR ALLIES

street-Railwa-

y

h

'
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Lemon Juice
For Freckles

c,

"" ""

pieces.

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
'

FROM IKVIX COBB'S "TATHS

Or CLOUT"

"As I recall now, we had come through the irate of he school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get It, I see,' said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind Is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It aa though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
n stand that."
,
.

No Matter How Small the Amount Send It in.
Our boys are going to need tobacco In treat quantities. Fill

the coupon now Today Is None Too fioon
Bring It, or mall It, to The Journal Office.
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Popster eltuettw fctrlnt
Popular pip tobaooo harms retail veto of Ma.
1 Popular etcantU tobaooo hattif retail rala of Me.

.ftie pks. No. L Popular
of Me,
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20th-centu- ry

By special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers la
France and on the way to France.
The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you wtll get word back from
the battlefields from aa many soldiers as you subscribe 'it sent

Bhtrope

kiwtai

tobeoto

ksTlnf retail vale

to
ni popular brands of tobaeeo sat
Is sons of He paekaaea, eaea fat Me,

SIX
INDEPENDENT

AN

packed In the factory and ready for
consignment came the work of transporting it to the port from which it
was to be shipped to France. At the
port came the question of ships with
it across the
which to transport
water. Uncle Sam had an inadequate
Did he quit? No.
supply of ships.
Ho at once got his forces together
and began to build ships with which
to transport men and munitions.
At tho time the grenade was being
manufactured In America, preparad
tions wero mirde in. Franco and
for the caro of American troops.
Another colossal task presented itself.
So much for the grenade, which may
answer for all ammunition.
There was the problem, prior to
that of the grenade, of the men who
was to fire that projectile.
Here entered tho selective draft and tho
transformation of millions of men of
all classes to whom war was a mystery. They required training. They
required quarters, clothes and food.
The army cantonments sprang up as
by magic.
So on, ad infinitum, might run the
list of jobs to be done before Uncle
Sam was ready even to send a handful of men to French soil. And yet
he has accomplished that apparently
impossible and several hundred thousand soldiers are firing at the Hun
from the front lino trenches. Others
are to follow.
What began in apparent chaos has
revealed a plan and a wise one. Who
is there that can prate at the street
corner, In the barber shop, or where
ever men congregate, that America is
slow, that wo are Inefficient? America has awaked and toiled, and it remains for tho Huns to feel tho blow
we arc prepared to deal.
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SONS OF CIVILIZATION
By Macauley

Red Cross to misuse the money it collects as it would be for tho war department Itself to devoto only "ten
pcrVnt" of its funds '.for the relief
and benefit" of the army. All theso
stories of waste and extravagance in
tho management of the Red Cross are
slanders designed to discourage loyal citizens In supporting a
necessary war work.

Communications
Editor Morning Journal:

Albuquerque. N. M., July 31.
number of people have called my
attention to the associated press dispatch from Washington releasing hotels, eating places and other pledgees
from their obligation to abstain from
A

THE LILY'S POOR RELATION.
(Ohio State Journal.)
Out in our garden grows the humble
but useful onion, the poor relation of
the lovely and dignified lily. We are
ashamed to say that also in our garden
grows tho humble chickweed and we
have even rooted out a few longths of
the pestiferous purslane.
Do the spicy garden pinks and tho
gorgeous hothouse carnations look
down upon their poor relations, tha
chickweeds? And are the gentle littlo
spring beauty and the portulaca which
in
grandmother's
grew
garden
ashamed of their poor relation, the
If
much
the
pestiferous, purslane?
esteemed lettuce despises the humbler
member of his family we heartily Join
with him, for it is no other than the
ever present dandelion.
Carrots and parsnips and parsley
are worse than just poor folks, as they
have had traditions running through
and through their family; their poor
relations are criminals
poison hemlock and wild carrot, musquash. However, wo forgive this family its bad
record, for it gives us one grand member, celery. Does the tomato remember the time, and not so long ago at
that, when it, too, was considered
poisonous, and does it now draw
aside
from tho deadly nightshade
and the jlmson weed who, with the
potato, is its near relative?
In. the plant world as in our own, or
in other animate life, these mixed relationships of good and bad arc endless, and we can only hope that some
day there will be no black sheep in
any family and that we shall all be
like tho rose family, which gives us
meadow-swee- t,
raspberries, blackberries, strawberries and roses.

Those who have
tho use of wheat.
mentioned this dispatch seemed to
havo understood that this means a
Tort.
total abandonment of the wheat con
t th
is. matter
servation program. Such is not tho
Kutered M second-case.
pnatofflc of Albuquerqu, N. M., nadir Act
of congrass or Marcn i, ufv.
Thcro, were thousands of people who,
thiui
jiirmihLtinn
Other
MMT
UV
because thoir kitchens were well
l'r,..i
Th only paper la New
Mexico.
la
or tho conditions under
equipped
Mexlc Issued every day In the year.
wnich they lived were peculiarly fav
rati MB nff
orable, voluntarily refrained from the
use of wheat during the period of ouv
Dally, by carrier or by mall, on montk. .too
IT.M
Yearly. In advance
acute shortage..
Their abstinence
NOTICa TO SUBSCRIBERS.
made it possible for us to provide
Robacrlbere to the Journal when wrltlnt
more
somewhat
generously for those
to have their paper chanced to a sew ealiving under subnormal conditions.
tress must be eure to five the old addreaa.
The
is now In andf we have
n
a uiBirwr
a troniendous saving
"Tne Morning journal
accomplished
le accorded to any other
Thoso
rating than Mexico."
who
have
cut their wheat conThe American
paper In New
cumption to nothing are not required
Newepaper Directory.
further to practice further abstinence.
O
o
They may return to the 'use of six
I
MEMBER OF THE ABSOCIATEJa
pounds or wheat,
per person, per
month, which allowance will continue
The Associated Press le xclojlMly
as
heretofore.
The
substitute
program
entitled to the use for republication
for householders remains practically
of all newe credited to It or not otherA little later when the
unchanged.
wise credited In thle paper and t)M
harvest Is completed it may be slighttae local oewe published herein.
ly modified as to grains which may
THE JORNAL take ant print
bemused, but the general program will
lzty hours and thirty mlnutea of
remain unchanged.
Associated Press leased wire
I am sure that tho spirit of our
ervlce each week. No other newspeople will prompt us not to rely upon
paper published In r New Mexloe take
a
single year's harvest but to fill our
boura of Asmore than twenty-fousociated Frees service during a week.
granaries and conserve our food
strength as well as our physical
strength for war uses until the war
AUGUST 1. 1913
shall end.
THl'IiSDAY
I want to urge you to make you
readers understand that tho tide of
STOUT AMERICAN HEARTS,
battle flows back and forth. Just now
the vlqtdry is with us and the Hun is
on the west front; but we are
No person can rciid tho story of
retiring
a.
long way from Berlin and we are a
the fight for the possession of Meurcy
THE ONLY WAY.
long ways from the day of peace.
(Klngsley.)
farm without a tini;lins of heart. Tho
.Sometimes I think it takes more steadThe only way to regenerate the
Reutcr correspondent, tho American
fastness of purpose to withstand pros- world
to
is
do the duty that lies
Those
who
congressmen
witnessed
perity than it does to meet adversity. nearest us,
correspondent and even the
The people of New Mexico must
i
of the Berlin Vorwacrts, each part of the great battle in tho region
realize that we are fighting an enemy THREE NEW NATIONAL l'OKESTS.
Tuesday probin his won way, sets it down in his of
who
no
more
is
a
of
than
"quitter''
(Tho Outlook.)
we are. The victory will not be won
chronicle of the recent fighting ns ono ably have a clearer idea now why it
now proclaimed
our soldiers needed
until the time of utter exhaustion ar- theThe president has
of tho most thrilling and brilliant was necessary
establishment of three new forwon
is
rives.
Until
the
before
every
victory
started
fur
equipment
the
war.
they
in carrying out
episodes of the entire
ounce of food which can be used di- ests, the final step Weeks
law. Ever
the purpose of the
It was a little battle within the front.
or
men
sustain
our
to
rectly
indirectly
since tho passage of that law the govon
or
to
allies
our
the
sustain
cease
rawed
front,
has
which
battle
great
ernment has been acquiring lands
must bo conserved.
POLITICS AGAIN.
of the principal
the Aisno and tho
lessly between
Do not let an abundant harvest at about the headwaters
and in the ApMarno for two weeks. It was ono of
of victory for rivers in New England
homo
and
the
hour
The address of Will H. Hays, chairour armies lure ustfiack to luxury and palachian country. The proclamation
those flashes that occasionally light
forest in New
one
national
man of the Republican national comA maximum of six pounds of establishes
waste'.
up the face of war with a grandeur
two in the south.
and
England
wheat
two
of
flour
of
at
and
mittee,
is
Lincoln,
pounds
Neb., Tuesday
The first is the White Mountain
anything else man does.
sugar per person, per month, should National
not dissimilar from the other speeches
forest. Its area of nearly
be our limit.
The picture of tho Americans and exhortations
four hundred thousand acres protec:s
which
have been
This letter is Intended to be personin
our middle
(divialons recruited
made In the past few months by repal to the editors of the state nnd you the watersheds of the Androscoggin,
west and east) moving forward
and Ammoroosuo
use whatever suggestions it may- Saco, Connecticut
resentative party men.
whitemay
dict. Lcnine and his associates
rivers. This watershed region has also
through the yellow wheat against the
Yours
contain.
been
had
vcry'truly,
who
washed Malinovsky,
Mr. Hays chargos the Democrats
long been famous as an important rechail of bullets from enemy rifles and
RALPH C. ELY,
most intimately associated with them
ground.
with
tho
most
Food Administrator of New Mlexico, reation
"practicing
powerful
machine guns Is one that will last.
for years.
As its name implies, the Shennan-doa- h
ever
espartisan
politics
it
Hut
was
afterward
by
officially
attempted
National
forest is on the watertell us the
The correspondents
tablished that Malinovsky had entered
in any period In
shed of the Shcnnandoah river, but it
Germans fought with tenacity and any political party
the service 'of the Russian secret poalso protects a portion of the Potomac
In the next breath ho
any place."
Their valor was adds
lice department in 1910. When the
great braveness.
Its area
and James river watersheds.
that
"the
t
Ucpuhllcans
appeal
members
of
the
reached
the
scandal
blooded
is about. one hundred and sixty-fiv- e
equal to that of their fresh
all parties, wha lover their politics, to
wrote
letters
Lcnine
Duma
defending
On
this
acres.
area, nnd
thousand
adversaries, but they were outwitted aid in
Malinovsky, saying that there was no
every way possible to require
still intact, are the trench systems
and outfought.
truth in the accusations against him.
constructed during the Civil war undr
that partisanship be taken out and
Other Bolshevist leaders also defended
The Trussian guard and the Ba- kept out of the war
Stonewall Jackson's supervision.
to
management."
Lenine
him.
Bourtseff,
According
The White Mountain National forest
varians battled with the skill and feMr. Hays cannot seriously contend
undertook a lecture
and
Malinovsky
lies mostly in New Hampshire, rut
11Y IIKRMAS REllMSTEIN
rocity their training had taught them. that the Democrats, as a party, arc
tour of Europe together and they de
laps over into Maino; the Shennan-doa- h
Who produced the famous "Willy-Nicky- "
letters and who lias Just returned livered a series of lectures in Switzer
Jt was a conflict withoutmcrey. not as
forest lies mostly tn Virginia, but
alive
to
of
keenly
the
need
In
from a six months' investigating trip
Rusiia for tlie IS'w York Herald.
The
land, Brussels and Paris.
There was no asking or glvinff quarter.
laps over Into West Virginia.
the war as are the Republiwinning
in
Russian Traitor
Germany.
Natural Bridge 'National forest, howThe enemy was stout hearted, and
area
Its
his
in
is
cans, yet
ever,
Suddenly Malinovsky disappeared
Virginia.
arguments hint that if
wholly
(Copyright, 1918, the New York Herald Co. AH Rights Reserved.)
the Americans glad to find him so.
For a time no ono knew his where
is about one hundred thousand acres.
the
were in power the
(Copyright, Canada, by the New York Herald Co.)
it was learned that the
Gun "butts and bayonets flashed and war Republicans
Then
abouts.
a part of tho
forest
The
protects
the Deutsche TngcszciluiiK.)
would bo won sooner than it will
(r'rom
A curious
of labor disorders in various parts of Bolshevist provocateur, one time memINSTALLMENT IV.
Middle-clas- s
thudded.
find it impos- James river watershed.
families
bo under Democratic administration.
Instiemfriend
ber of the Duma and intimate
The German government has
the allied countries had been
sible to secure any sort of female as- thing about the name of this forest is
The taking of Meurcy farm, a little
was
in
of
is not
kaiser.
or
so
of
the
called
aid
itself
with
Germany, lecturing sistance in their households.
radicals
Lenine,
the
that the Natural Bridge
There is never a time when political ployed many
spits. gated
on Bolshevism among
tho Russian
plot that had never been heard of
It is, however,
provocateurs or tools of the espionage
within the forest.
The
in
knowing
German
staff,
All
relations
who
general
have
the
are
not
girls
more
or
less
vulneroutside the community of Serignes, arguments
Such "radicals" have neen the Influence of the German social prisoners of war. Malinovsky is in tho rural districts are gobbled up at about three miles from the boundary.
syteni,
ever new
will remain a memorable feat In the able, butthi8 year, with both parties utilized to stir up discontent, to orexhorhitant wages by the wealtlhy, It is privately owned.
democracy upon tho world, enlisted a Germany now, preparing
All who have visited and appreciatas their only ganize strikes, to propagate pacifism number of socialists in the sei'vice of Bolshevist pupils to be sent to Russia and in return for obtaining for their
using tho
annuls of the war.
is
of
when
tho
to
secure Information Prussian militarism for tho purpose of
in neutral lands,
exchange
prisoners
mistresses butter, bacon, ham and so ed the value of any one toof these thre
It was a wonderful performance for reason for being, and with both parties regarding the contlitioq of the work- creating
been
Ho
has
know that
of
the
particularly
arranged.
unrest in tho range
forth, they receive valuable presents regions will be glad
at the same time trying to Inject ing
any troops so newly blooded. It was
people in ullied countries, ami to working peoplo of the countries at instrumental in spreading among the over and above their pay, and in their water supply has finally been
Ukrarman soldiers tho ideas of sep many other ways they are richly regulated, that their forests aro to be
as fine a test as any which the Amer- partisanship, under the guise of pa- shield Prussian militarism under a war with Germany.
administered on forestry principles,
Tile German government succeeded aratism. Manv of these prisoners of bribed to keep silent.
triotism, into their creeds, there are mask of radicalism.
icans have been put.
wero shipped by Germany to the
war
Tho German government used theses in securing the services of some, of
few people who- - do not see through
The result is that a condition of and last, but not least, that three
of
tho
months
first
Ukraine
been
during
"radicals," even though it despistd the Russian Bolshevik!.
things has been brought about that great recreation grounds hav
their machinations.
IS AMERICA SLOW?
for the people of the
and feared them and had no confiAccording to documents in the Rus- the revolution in itorder to cause the causes intense irritation all round. On established
The truth Is that a great many dence in their loyalty. In 1895 the Gerhe Ukraine and the one
sian counter intelligence department, break between
hand, we havo households country at peculiarly desirable points.
it w:is known in 1915 that a number, Russia.
At the beginning of the war" there voters feel that the war actually Is man minister of war ordered tho disserved by a personnel which nggra- said
Lenino
witness
stand
On the
German socialists received large
A TSTOM CHANGE!"-(Nervatcs its mistresses, and on the other
dwelt in America a number of per- the most Important consideration be- missal of all socialists employed In tho of
sums of money from tho special fund that he did not believe Malinovsky the well trained, hard working house-wlfYork World.)
rons who had Ideas of how the war fore tho country. They feel that poli- war department. When August Bebel of the kaiser
of
was
a
that
for
provocateur;
For
propaganda among
with numerous children, who,
Introduced an interpellation in the
Patriotic note from Hoboken
tics'
is
Bolsheviki
a
the
be
Malinovsky's
to
and
German-bor- n
the
and
gained
by
the
Russian
what
along
secondary
subject,
fought
ought
they Reichstag concerning this matter the
working people,
despite all sacrifices, can find no ser- years, when a certainAme'rican-borwhile
of
a
the
member
n
Duma,
indy-utcGerman
being
lines
the
general
would
bo
it
that
by
Is
do.
to
were
her
eliminated.
vant and
prefer
minister of war replied:
obliged to work herself woman sneezed,
country ought
Th'y
staff. It is definitely known that the the secret police department hardly into consumption.
ld Teutonic
loud in advice, which was distributed Politics, however, cannot be eliminated
daughter followed the "Gesundheit:"
"Among the people we have dis- Gertui'ii ambassador
Bourtseff
had1 profited anything by this.
in
Petrogrsd
custom of exclaiming
wherever they could find an audience. from a democratic form of gevrnment, missed there were a number of men spent th- - sum of eight million rubles had heard Malinovsky refer to him
But the daughter declines to do that
who would undoubtedly
soil their to
Ocand never will be.
organize tho strikes during July, self in his lecture in Paris as the
Today this class has dwindled.
any more. When her maternal
fatherland at tho first opportun3
in
of
Bolshevism
Rus
bearer
standard
19H.
occur nhe patriotically cries
will occupy
I'olitics, nevertheless,
casionally one hears, not often
sla. He also heard him boast of the
liaiscr ExiKftcd Russian Collapse.
"Liberty!"
but occasionally, the remnant of a minor place in the minds of tho
u
But during this war tho relations
in
on
he
succeeded
fact that
causing
When tho kaisor declared war
people until the war is brought to a between the kaiser's government and Russia he felt confident that Russia spli In the ranks of the social demo
this vociferous party.
LOW T EMPEIl ATI ' I? E "RECORD."
extho
as
as
the
with
kaisers
Duma
tho
tho
abroad.
well
crats
socialists,
in
bo
would
the
vain
by
swept
"There's still too much delay," they conclusion, despite
efforts of
immediately
(Scientific-Americanof
tho
small
group,
thus
IStttrer
Lilcruturf.
ception
would
t.f
of
flumes
minority
and
revolution
ItPvolulioimry
clamor. "There's incompetence some- party leaders to stimulate political have become inure than friend iy.
In a recent, review of tho severe
Lenino tostlfied that Malinovbecome an easy prey, clearing thrf
Mm'
winter of 1917-1- 8 'Dr. C. F. Brooks
EXPECTED TOO MUCH.
There Is practically nothing that the way for his wild ambition to conquer sky had called on Lenino In Cracow
where, or possibly graft." Such state- activity.
states that a temperature of 86 deMore than that, a considerable
militaristic government cannot in the world. The reports of tho kaiser's In 1913 or In the beginning of 1914;
(Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraphments form their stock In trade, with
"Look here, waiter!" said Mr. Joyce, grees below zero Fahrnheit was reof voters will hesitate at changing fluence tho socialists to do for It.
socialists who had been drawn into that he came with a railroad man who
which they bore the listener.
bescowling
deeply oyer his plate. "I or- ported in December from the Upper
to
to
him
into
was
Russia
him
led
the
Tools.
fiermnii
as
Socialists
smuggle
I'scil
system
help
espionage
America is not slow in the business the administration of the government
dered turte.t soup. There Is not even YUkon, at the mouth of the Pell.v
of revolutionary lita
be
would
lieve
that
IncapaciRussia
largo
work
quantity
"German
are
socialists
openly
if
river, and that this observation,
a morsel of turtle flavor in this.';
of war. On the contrary we are mak- while we are engaged in war. For
ing in the emplnv of the militaristic tated as a fighting force Immediately erature and that they did take into
"Of course not," said the waiter. authentic, establishes a "record" for
Russia a trunkful of revolutionary
ing progress before which the world that reason a good many Republicans, German government, endeavoring to after the outbreak of the war.
North
The
lowest
America.
temperaThe Russian "comrades" who helped pamphlets and delivered them to the "What do you expect? If you ordereda ture ever
who would ordinarily vote their party exert then- influence in neutral coun
stands amazed.
recorded in the world (disthe kaiser, writing proclamations nodal democratic faction in the Duma. cottage pudding would
was
A concrete example of what was to ticket, will not do so at tho next tries In order to nwsv public opinion
air
observation)
in
regarding
upper
it?"
Poth Lcnine and his wifo admitted cottage
In favor of Germany," says Mr.
urging the working people to aid "our
90.4 degrees below zero Fahrenheit at
bo done is tho grenade.
An American national election should the war bo
the Russian military prosecutor. German brothers who have for some that he was in Germany in one of the
" A SILENT .lOKEIl.
Varkoyansk, Siberia, In 1892.
soldier stands in the trenches and going on then,
"Thus, for instance, the socialist de- reason been declared our enemies," camps for Russian prisoners, but that
war thoy did not know how he canje there.
(Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegrapha
puty Zudekum went to Italy to induce calling upon the people to "wage
thows a single grenade at the enemy.
one
over
a
VAN Ji APPETITE.
field
dayi
Wandering
They stated that from letters they
the Italian social democrats to come against war," declaring that the Rusacross a largo stone in- (Hubert Adams Gibbons In the Cen- -.
Reckon the preparation necessary to
JOXES I'AVS TUB FREIGHT.
to the aid of Germany and Austria. sian proletariat "has no enemies on had received from other prisoners of man came,"Turn
tury Magazine.)
Before that
produce that grenade.
Another deputy, Noske, was sent by tho other side if the boundary," were war they learned that Malinovsky was scribed: much
Tho American soldier's opinion of a
difficulty he succeeded
After
Someone sometime said that no mat the German government to Belgium to repeating slogans that had been elab- teaching Bolshevism at the prison
grenade even could be planned cer
on
the French hotel petit de Jeuner is summed
it over and found
the heads of the German camp; that ho was delivering a course In turning;
tain work was necessary. America's, ter how skillfully a revenue bill was establish relations with tho Belgian orated bv
of the stone the words: up In the comment of one of them, "I
side
under
Bolsheviki
The
on
of
of
lectures
tho
Bolshevist
system
induce
them
to
espionage.
program
poople and
so I can ain't no hummln" bird."
Industries were unprepared for the rramed in the end it always turned working
to resume work on tho Belgian rail- were their tools.
there, and that many of the soldiers "Now turn me back again,
One of the most striking Instances had sent Lcnine, as head of the Bol- catch some other Idot.!'
great strain of Immediate demand oull that "Jones pays the freight." roads. The socialist! Scheidemann
close relations between the Russian sheviki, enthusiastic reports concern
Before that grenade could be fash- Jones, in this case, boing tho con- and Mueller wore sent to Holland to of
ENCOURAGEMENT.
agitato there in favor of a new agree- secret police department, the Bolshe- ing Malinovsky 8 activities in Gier
loned there must be a factory In sumer.
(Louisville Couif
r
ment between Holland and Germany. viki and t lie German government, many.
so
Rourt-sefThcro were a good many flaws In Dr. Zudekum,
many folks' magin' doy's all
Dey
which to make it. The manufacturer
During the Investigation it became
.
having become a secret came to light wticn Vladimir
the famous Russian revolutionist, clear that thiH secret agent of the in won all dey need is a ll'l 'courage-menof bricks or stone or other building the last revenue bill fathered by Mr. agent of tho German government, Is
Mah folks turnt a olo mule
Azcff and Russian, autocracy and the Gorman
who unmasked Eugene
the
on
a
among
Kitchin.
to
A
campaign
had
of
carrying
burvast
a
tax
for
the
materials,
prepare
good part
cn she got'r.
.French prisoners of war In Germany numerous other' traitors, revealed the government and most intimate friend loose in do wood lot t' die
'Increase in the demand for his ma- den fell upon tho peoplo-r-t- ho
people preaching pacifism and urging social fact that a member of tho Duma, an of Lenine, was the link between the a hawnet's ncs' 'eh to' down fo' panels
o'
fence!
terials. The labor for this job of who were least able to stand it. That revolution
to Intimate frirnd Of Nicholas Lenino, extremes of German militarism and
unon tholr return
standing high ln'the councils of the Russian Bolshevism.
building had to be assembled. Event is not saying, however, thai tho rich France."
was
an agent
THE RED CROSS IS OFFICIATE
In 1912 a Bolshevist conference was
During this war It became known Bolshevist organization,
ually a factory was completed which did not got a good Bizod load to boar, how
secret held. Thirteen persons were present-Amon(Committee on Public Information.)
used the provocateur in pay of
the
German
government
too.
turned out the machinery with which
A correspondent in Norton, Va., refor the police department.
socialists and
these the fallowing three
But the present proposed bill for advancement of the Imperialistic and
to fashion tho tools and other ma
Traitor, AM to Huns, Named. . Malinovsky, Romanoff and Brlandln-rk- y ports a current rumor that "only ten
The name of the traitor Is Roman
were agents provocateur. Malin- percent of the money collected by the
chniery which was in turn to manu the raising of twelvo billions revenue militaristic program ofendtheof 1914 the
the
Mullnovsky. He was the leader of ovsky was elected a member of J.hfi RciJ Cross goes to the relief and bene
facture the grenade which, If well as outlined by the ways and means activities Toward
Duma
In
the
'
the
social
fit of the persons for whom subscrip
social democrats
of certain
German
central committee
tloris are taken."
aimed, accounted lor ut least one committee In the house Tuesday, has democrats were exposed by the secre- Ho was elected in 1912 and received
Was Spicadiiur Bolshevism.
from
a number of favorable elements. It tary of one of tho trade unions in enthusiastic
The credit so often given to such
A Belgian officer who escaped from
boche.
congratulations
interfere
Is prob
motor cars F.ngland. It was established that cer- t.cnine and his wife, and the social a German prison camp related, that charges against the Red Cross
With all In readiness for tho manu taxos
democratic organ Fravda, reviewing Malinovsky was at the head "of the ably due to the general ignorance of
under
tain
social
German
democrats,
facture of the tools, there yet was thei graphaphones, cosmetics, cameras, the cover of the international solid- his activities during the last ton years, P,olshevist,propaganda among the Rus- the way in which th organization is
task before the ordnance department. patent medicines and so on.
arity of the Working people, were praised his record warmly and de sian prisoners in Germanys, and that managed. It is taken for granted that
None of those things are actually gathering information which the Ber- clared that he would make himself he was going from camp to camp as because subscriptions to the society
Additional and highly specialized laThus felt through Russia before long. At a propagandist for the German gov are voluntary that it is a private
wanted badly.
bor was assembled for the work of needed In order to live fairly com lin authorities
That is not the
association.
,
they were acting as spies Jcr the that time he was drawing BOO rubles ernment.
'
'
a month from the seeret police demaking grenades. Tho factory neces- fortably, yet a number of people kaiser.
nnd fearing the social case.
Resinol Ointment stops itching almost
Despising
The Red Cross is the government s
partment.
the German government
sarily consumed fuel' and this re- would feel hurt If deprived of all of
democrats,
Inspired Trouble In England.
instantly. It matters little whether the
WilMan1n
were
war
At
president
for
Is
relief,
them.
union
Malinovskv's
a
the
trade
pre
has
a
devices
congress
of
contrived
agency
fact
It
are
that
coal
speeches
employing
they
given
in some skin disease like
quired an added force In the
in 1913 several foreign dele- pared bv Lenin and Zinevyev and some of the radical leaders for pur son is its president. The secretary of cause lies
The a choice In tho matter that makes the chesterwere
mines and for transportation.
invited. Thero were to be wero revised by Beletzky, the head of poses of destruction to serve the ends the treasury is the treasurer of its eczema, or the bite or sting o( insects,
gates
workmen must be fed. And America's proposed tax on such articles Just.
war relief fund. Among its officers or a disorder of the nerve supply.
two representatives from Canada, two the secret police department. Then of organized madness and violence.
are the secretary of state, the Burgeon
People who feel that a camera or from the United States and two from he delivered these speeches in the
Resinol Ointment acts because it confarmers prepared to Increase their
(To Ho Continued.)
while there were two Duma, bitterly .assailing; the governgenera of the army, the surgeon gen- tains medicinal substances which soothe
The workmen must bi s can of rouge is necessary to tholr Germany. But fromproduction.
of
Canada and two ment.
The Best Piaster.
eral of the navy, the .comptroller
heal the skin. Its continued use
health and happiness may have It by representatives
housed, and again we did not fall.
from the United States, fifteen came
A piece of flannel dampened with the currency and the solicitor gen-- l and
When Vladimir Bourtseff exposed
is almost sure to clear away all trace of
These and a thousand other tasks paying a tax, but a good many peoplo from Germany. The German govern- him the central committee of the ChamberUUn's Liniment and bound on oral nf tho TTnlterl RtAteg.
Moreover, it reports to congress, and eruption.
through the German socialists, Bolsheviki appointed the Bolshevist over the seat of pain is often more
required completion before Jh gren- who might buy one or .the other In ment,
knew every, detail In connection with leaders Lenino,' Ztneyev 'and Ganetsky effectual for a lame back than a Its accounts are audited by, the war Ask jroitr d tier (or U. ,
V
ade was complete.
ordinary times will consider twice
;
J
the labor movement in Groat Britain. to investigate the. charges against plaster and does not cost anything rlAn.rtment.
" '
When the finished article was
doing so now.
:
It Also was established tUnt a series tyivUuovsky una bring Out their ver ime aa usn.
It would be as Impossible tor the
Xutcro
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COOD
SK.HT!

Esrjri

April hatch it. I. ,ted siiiKis
comb cockrels, California stock. 70s North
Twelfth.
FOR .SALE Twelve black Minorca laying
hens at 11.25 each. Phone 1!:I7-'ill
'
South Walter.

SECURITIES

Wall Street Has at Last Found
Out What Is Wrong With the
Market; Very Few Stock
"
Deals Are Made,

$2,000.

4 -- room

frame,
modern,
Bleeping porches, completely furnished, Buitnble for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; Srd
ward.
cement block
$1.760
and shinglo residence, hardwood
FOR SAl-Re- al
Estate.
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot,
good location, Fourth ward.
tract, cash. Will sell cheap. Phono i'ini
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
between 7 and 8 p. m.
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
FOR SALE Residence property bringing In
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
330 monthly. tl.CuO crush will awing It.
garage; 4th. ward.
The rent will more than
pay the balance.
'
stuccoed bungalow la
$2,500.
P. O. Box 440. City.
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
FOR SALE P urnlture.
$3,500
brick, stuccoed, large living room with fireplace, South Seventh.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3.000.
modern, liarUwuod floors, garage;
close
in.
Highlands,
offered at 5
per cent; last loan, 5
per cent.
A.
.
2

nJQSCHER

MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL ISASSD

elustrlal Alcohol, sugars, Malting preferred, International
Paper and
Hums Eros. Coal.
American Telephone rallied on relaxation of recent pressure, but Western Union declined another fraction
Hails and other standard stocks were
listless and inclined to ease. Sales
amounted to 360,000 shares.
Bonds were firm, liberty issues
stiffening after early heaviness In the
4 Vs.
Total sales, par value, were
$5,825,000.
Old United States bonds were unchanged on call, registered 2's gainper oent on sales.
ing
Closing prices:
69
American Beet Sugar
. . 44
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 78
92
American Tel. & Tel
18
American Zinc
65
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
85'4
54
Baltimore & Ohio

Butte & Superior
California Petroleum
Central Leather
Chesapeake Sc. Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul

Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

XEW YORK COTTO.V.

Wlfttl

New York, July 31. Tho Btock
market's lukewarm response today to
the record breaking statement of the
United States Steel corporation,
after the close of yesterday's
session, was considered striking proof
of the utter lack of public Interest In
securities.
Steel eclipsed all other issues, furnishing about BO per cent of the day's
moderate dealings. The" stock recorded an extreme advance of 1
points, retaining little more than half
its gain.
Affiliated equipments rose one to
six points, oils 1
to 3 and gas shares
added 2 to 3 V4 points to the previous
day's gains.
There were desultory advances of
one to four points in Distillers,

27
18

14

66'

New York, July 31. Cotton futures
closed steadv.
Oct., $2.1.02;
Dec,
$24.43; Jan., $24.30; Murch, $24.22.
Spot Quiet. Middling, $29.10.
IajST
.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCTS.

Kansas City, July
poultry unchanged.

31.

Butter and

CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago, July 31. Butter Market
unsettled.
Creamery, 39. $2 43 c.
Eggs Lower. Receipts 9,581 cases.
Firsts, 37fo)38c; ordinary firsts, 35
i3Gc; at mark, cases included, 35
'

37c.

20
Potatoes Unsettled.
Receipts
Virginia barrels, $5.40 (fi) 5.50;
Kentucky cobblers, $2.7 5 fa 3,00; Minnesota Early Ohios, $2.652.7.r.l
l,
Kansas and Illinois Early
Ohios, $2.00J2.15.
Poultry Altvp, higher. Fowls, 29

cars.

6i30c; springs,

32c.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, July 31. Cattle Receipts
9,000. Light steers steady, other cattle strong to higher; calves steady.
Beef cattle, good choice and prime,
$17.li018.75; common and 'medium,.
butcher stock, cows
$10.50iH)17.C0;
and heifers, $7.f0S)14.25:
canners
ifi 7.C0 ; stockersand
C.50
J
and cutters,
and
feeders, good, choice
fancy.
$10.0013.00; Inferior, common and
veal calves,
medium, $7.75010.00;
17.00.
good and choice, $10.50
15,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
20v
to
10c
mostly
higher. Butchers,
$1 8.1 5 (&i 1 9.40;
$18.90019.35;
light,
packing, $17.75 iffi 18.80; bulk, $18.10
fit 19.35; pigs, good and cholco, $17.75,

Market
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
slow but about steady
on killing
classes; feeder lambs higher.

6 6 14

31

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, July 31. Cattle Receipts 18,000. Market steady. Steers,
$17.7518.50; western, $12.00 16.00;
cows, $6.50((i!13.00;

weak.
Lambs, $14.00017.25;
lings, $11. 00f 14.50; wethers,
12.00.
13.50; ewes, $8.00

2c

year$10.00

Denver Livestock.
July 31. Cattle Receipts
700. Market steady to. strong. Beef
00 16.00; cows and heif$10.
steers,
ers, $5.50 1155; Btockers and feedDenver,

ers, $7. 50il3.50; calves, $8.00012.25.
Hogs Receipts 300. Market 10c to
15c higher. Top, $18.50; bulk. $18.25
none.

Sheep Receipts
unchanged.
Chicago, July 31. Month-en- d
profit
taking by longs more than wiped out CARLSBAD
In the corn market today an advance
SHOE
due largely-trapid falling off In ar-

rivals at leading primary markets.
Tne ,ciose was weak mc to
c net
to $1.54
lower, with August 11.53
to
and September $1.54
$1.55. Oats
finished c off to
up. In provisions the outcome ranged from 20c

$8.00(ff

feeders, $8.00 17.50; calves,
$8.0014.25.
13,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
higher.
Bulk, $I8.C018.95:
heavy,
light, $18.5018.95;
$18.8519.05;
Si
17.55.
$17.00
pigs,
4,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
15.00;

18.60.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

heifers,

:

fteal Estate, Insurance, Loan
111
outn Fourth ftreet

18.50.

66
44
38
46

15
Frio
31
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
90
Great Northern pfd
52
Inspiration Copper
97
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
33 4'
Kennecott Copper
Mexican Petroleum
101
Miami Copper
29'
Missouri Pacific
23 Mi
New Tork Central
. .. 71
Northern Pacific
874
44 4
Pennsylvania
23
Ray Consolidated Copper
8714
Reading
&
Iron
91
Steel
Republic
Southern Pacific
84
Southern Railway
23 4
Texas Company
.'....161
Union Pacific
121
U. S. Industrial Alcohol
127
United States Steel
108
Utah Copper
87
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SHOP
IS REDUCED TO ASHES
WHILEJ)WNER FISHES

KAMCiES

A FINE HOME FOR

Valley ranches are our long suit.
Jf you want to buy land it will pay
several close
modern house, close in, you to see us. We have
in fiirms now that can bo bought;
fine
Klwplng porch, worth the money.
large basement,
plumbing on both floors, garago and
CO.
The owner Is
other outbuildings.
FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS
leaving city and will sell at a sacrifice.
Third uuri Gold
See
,

A.

LM1I1

LOST.

FOR REN1

Dwellings.
norm.

SWEL1L EIOME
brick, hardwood floors,
features, basement,
dandy built-i- n
furnace, garage, tiltlevmilks, trees, for
terms.
good
$3,700;
fnly

KuR KENT Three room fun age furnished.
4 2. ru per month,
lull North Klr.'H.
vUJf lTn N T ii
unfurnUhtd
haute; porch. Inquire 1U00 North Second.
Jin.
Itli.NT

One

furnlMhea

FOR RENT

tiouMe.'

four

Ulglitunon.

ara

Dealraote
Phona 8ia-FOR RENT Furn'jihed two.room cottage
with sleeping porch. 1022 South Walter)
huuae two gluMud
b'ult KlilNT Kour-rooi- n
4. Phone 16a2-J- .
in porches. Water pnid,
HELP WANTED.
furnished collage.
FOR KBNTThree-rooInquire 417 South Broadway. Phona U34-Hale.
liouaa
fuinlslieil
FOR RE.NTTwo-ioowith sleeping porch, piano, water, garage,
WA.VTKD-li- i.il
boy at Alvurud'o Hotel. Ap.
1K0C South Edith.
S13.00.
ply at office.
WANTED limber, Vli.ltt) gusuumeei. Elk cult RENT Well furnished modem bungalow facing University campus. Phone Sl,
Unrber Shop, (lullup, N. M.
mornlntta. Keys at liL'4 Kaat Central.
Two
WANTED Chef cook.
experienced
FOll RENT Modern ,unalow three rooms
waiters or wultreaaea. Pullman Cafe.
with large sleeping
porch, furnished.
WANTBD
Sliommkrr that unikrstanJi Phone BT1.
Inquire 1123 East Central.
... machine.
John P. O'Neill, llalltip. N. M. lKTrENT ModemTurnlshcd fiat on Euat
WANTED Experienced man for milk house
Central car line, convenient to sanatorwork. Apply Besek'a Dairy, luua North ium Thaxton & Co., Third and 'Sold.
NT
Fourth;
Foil-HENear Tiilverslly car line, dethiee-roofurnished'
modern
sirable
WANTED Teacher for manual
training
and an all round mechanic. Riu Grands lnllirfulow. Kent reasonable. Phone 1987-W- .
Industrial School, Box r,i)6 city.
FOll KENT Furnished
cottage, modern,
WANTED Carpenters H.25 to li per day.
glassed porches; University car lines.
IT, 24 East Ce381,
4U
Phone
I2.&0
Keys
mornings.
to t:.90 per day.
Laborers
laborers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110 ntral
South Third. Phone 354.
F(JK IlENT House III lllghluuds, four-rooKlaised In
C.OVEK.NMKNT NEEDS 20,000 CI.EUKH at
bungalow, furnished:
Washington. Examinations everywhere In sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East
Oentral.
August. Experience unnecessary, aien and
women desiring government posltioiia wilta
General.
for freo partleitlara to J. 0. Leonard, dormhouse, suitable for
er Civil Seivlee Examiner.) l'l3 Ker.ola FOK HENT lOlght-riKjtwo spartmen'S. Phona Oil.
Uldg.. Washington.
furnished house,
KOit TlKNT' Four-rtiosleeping porch, gas and shade. Closo In.
store room.
BOYS WANTED We need the services of With or without connecting
a number of Grammar school boya for per- Inquire 20", Wect Lead. Phone 780.
work. The boys we, select
manent part-tlm- o
will be well paid and given an iippoit unity For Rent
Rooms With Board.
to earn, learn and advance. Apply to Law
ffuiZ ItENT iiooui, with
porch aud
rence Milne, 804 Park Ave., AlbuiueriUe,
bonrd. 410 East Ontril.
Vox.
room, in modern
FOll KENT Furnished
Ideal for summer.
home. With board.
'
1.115.
Phnne
jremase.
HKiH class bosru and sleeping aorua hb
WAc. lliiU- - couipvteut
sateawoi au.
room at summer rates, 3t. 131 South ArS'X
Kconomlst.
Phone 16H-WANTED Competent woman for general FOll rtENT Rooms with sleeping porches,
housework. 115 North Elm.
hot and cold water, 1st" class table board,
WOMAN
For general housework; no ooek. Casa de Oro (113 West Gold.
Ing. Address Box e!6, Albuquerque.
furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
WANTED1 Competent woman for
housetable hoard, 841 South
room, first-clas- s
work. 724 West Copper, Phone 1148.
Edith. Phone 880. Mrs Abbott.
for
WANTED Competent
general Foil HENT Uoom wllli board for man and
girl
' wlfo or two ladles. Large glassed In porch
housework. Apply 1402 East Hllvcr.'
For particulars Phone
wTSfEDMexIcan or colored girl-- to
do no other boarders.
sewing. Denver Cleaning Club, 225 N. 3rd. 1016.
MltH. W. II. KL'KD, of the Lockhart Hulieh
WANTED Woman for half day's househas moved to 602 South Arno, where she
work. Small family: llberul pay. Cull 423
Is
prepared to take health seeker. Phone
South Third. Phona .1751.
23J5.
WANTED A girl tor general housework ID EL JAKUIN ESCONDIDO
The convalessmall family. Apply mornings at Lew-Isoncents Ideal home. Has room with private
605 North Tenth.
bath. Also desirable double room vacant.
WANTED Olrl for general housework at 1801 West Tentral. Phone 1112.
Cowles, . N. M. Upper Pecos. For particuSHADT NOOK ranch offers excellent room
lars call at (19 North Second.
and board. Just the place to gat strong.
Foe.
free transportation
rates phone 3439F-WANTED Competent girl or woman for
housework, family of two people. Apply Accommodations bow available. Mra H. B.
Thomas.
828 South Mulberry. Phone 2113-J- .
WANTED Woman or girl to help cook and
STRAYED.
work In' kitchen In small hotels Address
Eva UWIy. P. O. Box 21, Er.clno. X. M.
black mure, no
fc'J'UA V DU Two horaea,
left aide
brand. Brown home branded
WANTEDr OlrL for general housework, two
f 25 reward 'turf Information or
adults, tlood home and wages for good
B2o
"Went
Btover.
girl. Call In person, don't phone. 1124 East fttMirn. Elian Nitnnra.
Central.
H)H niflN'r

furnlihed cettaga.

,.

'

KENT

Kurnlshed rouliiH lor light
hrnisekeiplnu. 621 West Silver.
KoK KENT MoaeNk xurmsiaea rooms; no
sick; running water.
Waat Central.
FOK IiKNT Kooina on
Week, bathT
n
summer rates; no alek; over Uolden Kule
Store.
l''OH IIKN'I'
well
ventilated bed
Eaige,
room. 219 North
Fifth street. Phone
H87-W-

.

Itlo

HOTEL

UKANDE
r.19

V'est,

Uooma and npatt-nioYitMrs. Richard

Wist Central.

l'ropi-itres-

idPEKrAl70UMIiNR!;

"clean
rooms,
ratea by day or week; over Woolworth's,
West Central.
rooms for light
FOIt HUNT Nice cool
housekeeping and bed rooms, cheap. 41
North Second. Phone 21II1--

319

FOK KENT Furnished room
ver: no sick, no children.

414 West Sil-

FOK KICNT-Thr- ee
small clean housekeeping looms, lirouml floor, no children. 415
West

Lent!.
HENT

Foil

ing porch.
Inquire Mrs.

Large front room and BleepHoiiili Third, for gentleman.

41(1

Tllton-Uog-

Highlands.
Fori

HUNT

Furnished rooms.
218 South
If
Walter. Phone 802.
FOll KENT Furnished ruomi gentleman
preferred, lol South Walter.
FOR RENT Large
room "with sieapln
18 East Central.
porch Mdcsl for two.
FOR HENT Rooms wiltl sleeping ""porch"
with or without board. Phona t71. 112J
East Central.

General.

Wrseisk eoBmsammbSNcs to iiobnins jousmali
'
1VT
X
T
Cuvlakn
91 ktT
. ..j.
... wT,,l
,
uijr wj,. ... v

SAIJTloute.

ti

68c:

$24.80; Sept., $25.00.

'

NEW YORK MONEY.
New .York, July'31.: Mercantile paper, unchanged; sterling commercial
paper unchanged; demand, 4.75
per cent: cables, 4.75
per cent;
francs, unchanged; guilders, unchanged: llres, unchanged.
Bar pilver and Mexican dollars unchanged.

Time loari" Strong, unchanged.
Call money Strong.
High. 6 per
rent;; low. E4 per- cent: ruling rate.
per cent; closing- bid, 6 per' cent;

WANTED

Phone 400

102

Co.,

FOR SALL
Kvilt :SALE
roll Al.K
:!i'.rt
Kast

RENT Nicely
furnisned
nioueu
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1773

Apartments.
ttiTE

The Star Furniture Co.

aiiiiJ

North Third.

INTiecelianeoui.

ono-hulf

118 West Gold

adobe
FOR SALE
house, with sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nice home
for a small family.
CHAS.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR SALE

and peal s. Plion.,
horse power ntoior.

Auph

Underwood Typewriter

(ntl.
Style No. 4, in first class
1'AllLOIt ixluxl!
und api ing
Cheap.
l ilH H.uith - Edith.
THE ECONOMIST
Foil SALE 2U guago shotgur., almost lo.w,
J;i0. 401 West Central.
FOll SALE Fleming shoe stitcher; will
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
sell for I23. 00 if taken at one. Address
D. M..
JournaL
ATTOIINKVH
Foi'i WALK-T- wo
good double seated t'r
rlages anct one single buggy. Apply Jos JOHN V. UII.1SON
Lewis ut A. J. Uoohechl's store.
Attorney
Rooms IS, 17 and 19.
Cromwell Building
FOK KALE II mil grur.a upuighl pimio, uul-n1172.
Phone
finish, slightly used. Cost 40 will
00
Box
UK,
cash.
like
Journal.
ii;ntisis
KOlf H.U.E No7 '"irTvlni( horieT" CiTkTiT( uh. i.iT. 'kkakf
10.10. 2 saddles, 2 set harness, one heavy;
lentul Kurgeoa
1
Harnett Uullding
Phone 744
runuboul, very cheap. r,20 North Second. ' tlnoms
Made by Mall
Appointments
HOOIf
A INT
'
"
"
ioo per gallon. Roofs
under oar ear will ifF.TOI'lr'
Ilenllst
Improve from year to year, W can put on
Mellnl Building '
Rooms
a now roof that will last a long as the
building. The Mansaoo Co. Phone lsul-1'IIVSU IANM AMI HI IlliKONH .v
dO South Walnut,
EK1W carbon ruof puint,
na root oamtiiit HTv.'to t it pii v7 m7 iir
Pnieliee Limited to Tuberculosis Wright
tops leaka; laata fiva yeara, Uaa Devu
Vain
floor
ready puliit,
building; opposite postofflcs. Ofrlce houre,
par, Jap-a-Iapaint.
mohair tup and Beat dronMlng-- , Motor car fin 10 to 12 u. tn.. 'J to 3 p. m. Phone, office
;
'nh, cold wilier kaloniriH. and bo antttsflod.
residence 397-Tboa. F. Keleher. 408 W. Central. Fauna 410.
1. t'AKTWKKilir
MAIilJAUKT
Il(.
FOH
Pracllee Limited tv Women's mad C'hiU
S.'fi, A!;irnh picture frama vino with uaw,
dren's Diseases
'.
Twlvo
USD 15. t'enlral Phone 671, Albuquerque, N.M,
Juksj J3. Thi,
hot wa-t-- r
Juk, L'.'ic each. Thlrty-WallollltH. TIM, m HAkKS
In film dmflrtptnir tank,
tank, Jf. 8
1'riKllre Limited to Fye, Kur, Nose anil..
1:1
Marina tb Unnna. Mattt'r Pliototrrapht'rtt.

r

THKOAC

FOR 8 A LID
Centrifugal pump and
motor. With praaaura control. Apply 1, Walamaa. cars KcoDomlat.
ONR

WANTED

Mlcelianeou.

AM ELK- tu, SJlkUll olid hand sul'c
Orlmshaw'rt.
Kotne young clilikens and good
V,V.TEI
cow r,n south Third.
SPECIAL rates made to plcnla and fishing
H

FOK

FOR REN1
Vol iTu!In?niT

Investment

fiO-f-

KU.N

Nortiu.
Hill

unfurrooms, 40J and alo two four-roonished houses at 411 South Seventh. Apply
at 21 Went Oolil.

Roomj.

ri

a.

Four rooms and bath, largo glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in, gome cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National

New

It. MH'I.IIHIAN
(IS W. Golil. PlmM 107.
Flra and Auto Insurance,
Notary Public

M&-i-

DiPlo-!s-

CO.

REAL ESTATK. FIRR INSURANCE.
LOAN H.
216 West Gold.
Phone 1C.

Full

For Ssfc,

a

TIAXTOH

South.

Oiiu ituitoli of keys. Address mi tug.
reward ut Alvurudu Pharmacy.
the party wuu found gold wrUt watch
at Indian school punt return to 314 8. titti
or phon aiHi-.r- . Reward, No nutations axked
LUST
JiolWfcn Uttvhenhi'B atoitj and A. 1
Meut Harket, an KIkIii watch, with O. J.
O. on folj. lteward for return to Jounuil

Have a Regulator Clock for...00
t.
Steel Cable for. $10.0(1
Phono 409 when you have anythlni
to sell.
A

."SALE

n

oornrp Ktrnt and Tljorafl.
KvK KENT lt'Hliabl
furnlnhed uparlm.-n- t
also l(ieplnff room. 400 South Heventh.
bx
KENT Two and
apartment! and
Highland
leeplnc rooma.
'

Hou.

RENT Three Tr fur room rurnlphe'd
apartments, modern; 609 South First.
fiavoy hotfl offlee,
CHANCE for a happy winter home. Coal
already stored, a few nlco little furnished
apartments vacant. Suitable for two persons.
(Tenants called by Uncle 8am). If taken
quick will let for the former all year round
prices at THIS WASHINGTON. 1003 West
Cent ml. ,T, TV Raklns. Pron.
FOH

BUSINESS CHANCES.
FoK HENT Two buildings at Hevenlh and
Ceneral Avenue. Apply
J. IS, Klder,
agent.
FOK SALE Barber shop and pool room,
alBO furnlshaitrooms.
Apply Central Bars
her Shop, Old Albuquerque.
MNH Minerals, metals and gem materials
in large flBsure dyke; good chauca for
diamonds. Liberal offer to all: Buggaly tt
llnrnes, Waveland, Ark.
FOK SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Owner will sacrifice. Bee National Investment fn., 102 North Third.
One of the best uouuie store
FOK KENT
buildings and best located for general
merchandise In the city. Bee ,T. D. Xakln at
Washington Apartmenta 1003 West Central.
Phone tn

"'.

TYPEWRITERS.

roittioo.

MucRaneoui

Office Hours: 10 to 11: I to B
Ktute National Hank Uullding
lilt. KAKAH

(OKI-1-

Practice l imited tn Flilldren.

,
IMoms 1 and 2, Wright Uld.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours 8 p. m. to 5 P- - m.
Office Phone 981
Itesldence Phone 207H.

Office

FOR SALE
i?i"rIt8ATKTiXifl
good tires; 8750.

Automobtlei.
batteries;
710 Kenl

SALE Ford roadster, body suituble
West Mardelivery truck. 223
afternoons.
quette,
WANTED If you need a carpenter, calf J?
auto Itruck express
Foir SA LIC Two-to- n
H. Durllng. Phone 13lir,-J- .
body. Right months old In 'best of condiTo buy bowling alley equipment.
WANTELl
tion. 407 South Seventh.
AildlTss P. O., Hoi 3, (llliaoll, N. M.
Maxwell
truck, completely
FOll SALK
VVANtEL)
To buy tho best twelve hundred
overhauled. Worn parts replaced; fine
pound horse als years old. John Mann.
condition, will trade for a Font. Call CharAll
CLLU
work les Passmnre, North Fifth and McKlnley.
DUNVBll CLEAN INO
guaranteed. '22 North Third. Phone 6."iS. Phone 1U3&
vV'ANTED f iTbify eiglii' or ten ducksT'from
FOR SAI.F.
1H Cadillac, five passenger,
one week 'to ten days old. San Jose MarModel 67. Oooilyear cord tires, one extra,
ket.
suit covers, bump.r, iellns. etc. All In first
WANTED To buy second hand two or three class condition, no.2,7.o.ou cash. Would cost
Address II. E. J. Journal
burner till stove, ulso smull rerrlgeralor new over 'i.7r,o
Phonj r.'76-J- .
prlJte for some one. Beautiful
Full KA1.E--HUH Mitchell
car, nearly new, a snap.
WANTED To purchase small house, modI.:'.iU; terms, S ..Toil. It will be !'
ern. State price and location. Address J. Cash,
dui'Sd l.'u each week till sold. Act quickly.
IV, care Journal.
Phone Cda First week July 30tli to August
WANTED At once second hand furniture nth.'
and kitchen utensils; also cook stove or
range. Phone 2198-J- ,
HIOHEKT CASH PlllChl PAID FOH JUNH
BT THI SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
114 WBHT LEAD. PHONO
lt. WD ALBO
keoplnv with- Blfeplnti P"roh, two ladl
'
BI'T OLD AUTOS.
one cAnvaloalng'.
University belKhta preft?r-ro- d.
WANTED-Beoond-C. M. K.. rare Journal.
and
men's ana beys'
Also
underwear.
trunks
and
clothes, shoes
PERSONAL.
end suit cases. Call (Is, Chicago Iseond-hen- d
store, 817 loath First
win iriv pariitM, raaon
.itti
l'l
WANTKD-M.O- UO
bags. Pay from 8o to to
each. b)0 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
IfAtV
Kuinti
iiLAiiLK
Bhurtly will
to
per lb. Patriotic duly.' St. Louis
cjtH'n4 any ItRlttmale hulneps en route
J link pp., 408 South First street. Phone 873.
AdilreHH 13(x 2K, Morning Journal.
WANT ED 4,'areful "kod s k finishing by mas-te- r
Twice dally service.
photographers.
Mend
satisfaction guaranteed.
your finishing to a reliable, established firm. FJRHNTOfflcesra'
Hanna A Hanna.
photo trraphers.
nn.tslrs
Woolworth's store
WANTEIWlirtakepa7l'y"of Tlx" to Santo
tort ns.ex'i'-- s from connecting office
cross
Hed
Dance and re
Indian
Iomlngo
rooms
over
Oolden Rule Store. Inquire
turn for 34.00 a passenger, Aug. 3 and 4. Rrs,m f
;
.
Cse of car all day. "Big Six" Uulek,
tor
Mr.
ask
7i9.
car.
Iirson.
Phone
scnger

PartlesCall

TTPEWKITEKs) All nuUtes, vvertmuled auu
repaired. Klbbons (or every machine. Al
FOR
buquerque Typwrlter Bxchanae. Phone 814
decline to 65c advance.
WANTEO floud office man wanta employ123 Rmith Fonrth
care
to
town.
leave
Uox
28,
ment, Willing
Heavy selling forced a sharp break a disastrous fire Saturday night In his ,Oit bal jj, iie noma,". lurniahed and a
TYPEWRITEHrt HEPAIHEI!
In corn prices during the last hour. machine
i
Please has several
good paying business, $4,000, half cash, Journal.
shop.
cleaning,' aligning, sdjust-InPosition
with
of
Relative lightness
by
office.
Journal
WANTED
experienced nurse. OVEliHAULINO.
receipts
hundred dollars worth of machinery fiungalow,
etc. Klubons and platens fur all
Private nursing preferred. Address Box makes. Satisfaction 'guaranteed.
prospects of- further decrease In the installed for the making and finishing FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
VRussell,
movement from the' country had of shoes, and tie fire practically sent sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner 45, Jmrnal.
.
Elms Hotel, Phone 888. .
much to do with shaping tho tem- - It to the junk heap..
lot una block from rar Una, handy to shop
WANTED Position os matron In hospital
The bopt maker and bU funnily were a little cash and 11 per month. Call 1301
porary - upward course of value. A
of Institution: exnefVnced and competent. FOR
REN1
Phone lil-W- .
bullish flurry In July oats resulted out of town, fishing on the
Address 15. J . Journal.
of South
banks
from belated covering by shorts. Au- the Pecos some miles above Carlsbad FOR SALE
HOKBKS
realdence In. Highand
Ulgs to Jenea Springs;
as
akeac
salesman or clerk
WANTED Position
. .
m
"
- Mm
IIM
. .is
Ul ,U .rill,
via, ,av
gust and September oats weakened when the fire started at midnight Satlands. Worth (3,000, and 11.600 will swing
by experienced man; can furnisned refwith com.
urday. The fi
It. The amount 'the house wilt rent for will erence. Addrcfs H. C care Journal.
pTXNbvflT'KENTT ThTBC.
Whltson
2n
Muslo Co.. Vhones 990 and 14E4-Nearly all deliveries of provisions good run and got the frames under pay balance on monthly payments. Phona POSITION'wanied
by experienced office
O.
P.
1237-Box
Oold.
445,
Address
West
of
the
the
City.
a
in
snort
control
hog
time. The pressure
reflected,
strength
man. Bookkeeper, salesman or clerical
K
was rood and tha
,
market '
.m.Dh.
office.
Address
or
Journ
FOB KENT Ideal theater central location
E, S.,
line In store
Closing prices:
through the blaze at once, as soon as
."
al.
completely equipped ready for business,
Corn Aug., $1.53; Sept., $1.54. inn nyurani mun lei nor go.
'ANTED At once capable woman hiuse'
seats 450. Apply Arthur Bverltt, Jeweler,
T
' s Oats Aug..
608
'.to
West
1
a
is
not
Call
small
68e.
how
m
at
known
r.
It
itionnerotie.
the
family.
CARPENTERING.
keeper;
Sept.,
r
as there was no current on and no Silver.
Pork July, $46.00; Sept., $45.60.
WANTED--Room-i.
foom
In
stove
in
the
which
Lard
blaze
$26.62.
the
$26.62;
Sept.,
July,
"
Ribni-Jul- y,

N

OT
PRETTY

.

''UK SALE

T INTERESTED

'

?

TOUR BILU

mowhk jomml classshe columns

;

;

,

RlCHT-'blKJ-

M

I
.

i

-

GEORGE

Pardon sift

5EC,

OH!
IVE.
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pot this soopin

'
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SEVEN
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'
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(V
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lfilU-J-

.

FCfrt
for

WANTEDRooms.

tr

at

mir

FOR SALE

Llvertock

FotMiiALSdieTK
lid huuhea. tZ3
West Fruit.
FOR BALK A good cow. See M. M. Duller at Journal office.
FOK SALB Two well broken cow ponies.
Besemek's Dslry. Phons 361.
FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow at a bargain.
Iiiijre 1118 South Arno or phona 1400-- J

aftef

6 p.

m.

MAIL STAG!
Phone call anywhere
any time.
Lv. Silver City 1 a.m.; ar. Mngollon 3 p.m.
Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; ar. Silver City 3 p.mu
Best equipped auto Uvery
tn southwest
BKNN'ETT
MOTOR TRAN8I1 CO.
sUlTfir (,'lty, H. M.

TIME CARDS.

FOR BALE Young work horses and mares.
cheap. To be sold at once. Address W.
A. I.., cars Journal.
FOR BALE Three Jersey cows, S Jersey
heifers, bred. 3 Jersey heifers, 2 months,
Itox 21 r, or phone 2408-FIFOR BALE Extra fine, young pedigreed
RAIL-M- At
breeding stock Flemish Olant, New Zea- 4.TCUIHON, TOPKKA CO.SANTA
land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William
The building is owned by
originated.
824
Eleventh
North
Oestroch. Sr.,
Street,
Westbeuad.
W. PT. Tll11nne. frtrtnUP nawannnn.
No.
FOR SALE
lUachea.
Arrive
Class,
housekeeping, by healthy couple, without Albuquerque!, N. It.
Depart a
TO EXCHANGE.
publisher, who is now ranching In the
?:lo pm.
8 years I. The Scout
RALE
A.
Close
bre.d
In.
;30 pro,
care
stallion.
Standard
K.,
FOR
children.
Journal.
Six acresTc1litTvatedTsj3
FOBSALE
;
"
3.
am. 13:48 pra.
Limited
California
..11:45
uuuuiti'Jiiti iiiuuiiiuins.
1.000 .lbs. sound, gentle and good looker.
WANTED To exchange lj.Ouo shares of
Eustriess
woman
WANTEu
two
nouse.
Oiy
ur
tnree
and
miles
north
of
7. Fargo
'
11:18
Faat
era.
am.
........10:48
fertiliser
real
for
and
will
estate
or
ride
Drive
stork In elevator, feeding
exchange
three unfurnished rooma for light housetown. Cash price 1800;,' on terms
1:38 am, ' 3:30 ana
$860
To Improve Your Digestion."
or take diamond as part payment. 401 West I. The Navajo
t
plant In Kansas, paid one dollar per share Phone iMS-referencea Address B. A. L
City
keeping.
Roathbeaaa.
"For years my digestion was so poor dividend
'
last fall, for a good slsed track of
Central,
'
lol. R1 Paso Express ....
10:18 pro.
that I could only cat the lightest lnd suitable, for sheep ranch. Must have FOR SALE 160 acres mountain ranch, on cars Journal.
IlIO GRANDE DROC I10O CO.. of Albu- 307. Ill Paso Express, ...
11:41am.
Bnrt., miIUhiI..,
D... .1.,, IS 8 UirH
foods. I tried everything that I shallow water In abundance or running
breeders
of
The
"
registerlargest
querque.
modern
.
Kastboaad.
room
five
acres fenced;
PASTURAGE.
nn water In quantity, J. ....
heard of to
A. Rankin, Emporia,
relief, hut rn
ed hogs. In the southwest. Can supply you 10. Ths Soout
7 18 am.
mile
.,
3:01am.
one
trout
,,
stream.
protected
Ka.nabout a year ago when I saw Cham",;
I'OK KENT 70 acres good pasture; 83 per with herd boars and young stuff at modI:M pro, 8:40 pm.
(.The Mevajo
Rsneh, N. M.
Fox 12. Vall
berlain a Tablets advertised and got a
4. California limited .. 1:1st pm.
month. Dolde's Ranch, 4 miles' south of erate prices. We can also supply you with
T:opsa.
" 'J
bottle of them did I find the HrM
L Santa Fe Klght..., 3 tl pm, 1:3 pox,
town.
.
medicated crude nil for lice, at &o per
WANTED floardert.
MONEY TO LOAN.
treatment. Since taking them my dU
l
gallon. Plain crude oil at 3So per gallon.
RENT Pasture srita water In
FOll
,
' limit
gestion Is fine." Mrs. Blanche Bot:M
loatb la kdvaooe. Oil furnished to all pig club members free. 118. Kansas Ctty mat Chl.-aatl.5 per
I'Uoiwi mi,
t Sjsat (AlMRxx, IM I
,
wer, Indiana. Pa. .
OHlea ill stoutfc Thrnt
8V .VassMS
m West ooio. uir uaaiu; Oa. nam V. Paune I1II-,
; ... ,
4

n

gt

.......

-

)'
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST

AVE.

CENTRAL

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

ABSOLUTELY
P1IOXE 815.

r,

doz. 60c.
We arc out of No. 57 CofTee, hut shipment was made seven
days uko and is now past due.
Fly Killers, King made, the best, 10c.
Yes, also, Sticky Fly Paper.

WARD'S

STORE

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROIiERT JONES

li

II. WAItD
S15 Marble Avenue.

HOMER
Phones

...172-178-17-

No.

Coui

and Soulli Walter.

Phone

4

576

WANTED
bright, energetic girl for
Apply
ping counter.
THE ECONOMIST

A

SHOWS

IREftSES

II CLE!

VICTIMS 0 F CHECK

STORES

FORGER SATURDAY
merchants

When you can buy Armour's Veiibest Grape Juice at,
qt. 40c; or pint 20c.
Home laid Eggs, 30 dozen nice clean ones for this morn-inj-

License

LOCAL MERGHJUHS

U

N. M.

Of Course You Can Have All You Want

U. S. Food

C AN1TARY REPORT

Several
Albuquerque
Many Dealers Score 100 Per were made the
dupes of a suave and
well
here Saturday
dressed
Cent for Month of July; Oth afternoon andstranger
The stranger
night.
a number of cheeks, some for.
ers Retain Low Grades for cashed
quite large amounts, and disappear-fdWhen the banks opened Monday
Cleanliness During Month,
sorrow that he
learned to

they

The sanatarv scores for the city
duriiv? the month of July, as announced vesterdav by Ueort'e II. Peck,
sanltarv Inspector, show a large increase In the number of merchants
and dealers scoring loll per. cent. Peck
has perfected a method of scoring
which is absolutely fair and which
estimate of the
givts n very accurate
keep
effort the dealers are making to clean.
their stores and their wares
The scores for July follow:
ice cream
and
Soda fountains
stnnds Alvarado
pharmacy, 98
tsuiis. inc..
Hrlggs' pharmacy, 91
91
Koval Iirui.' company. 91
P.. Kuppe
91
Highland pharmacy.95
Grimshaw
Drug company.
companv. 10U; C, P. Schutt, lu; Dos
John Uranoni,
Angeles cafe. Ml
Constantine Gardikis. 86
86
and
Grocery comAlvarado Fruit
912-3- ;
Mrs. C. M. Kirster,
pany,
89
Fee Candy company. 85
David
Palaco Drug company, 91
Candv company, 91
places Los Angeles cafe,
Eating Mecca
Pullman
90
cafe, 100;
961-3- ;
cafe, 100; New Republic cafe,
cafe,
Pellevlew
82
City cafe,
Front
93
Sturges cafe, 100; WhiteIceland
cafe, 100; Call's cafe, 88
Majestic cafe. 79; White
cafe, 80
House cafe, ion; Fanner & Walker,
81; Rlcca cafe, 100; Alvarado hotel
and Harvey house, Hill; Combs hotel.
C

their

had "no funds."
The mode of nroeeilure was thus:
The stranger would present his business card, bearing the name J. D,
ffamilton. southwestern representa
Hive of the
Radford Architectural l j
eomimnv. with headquarters at Albu
querque and El Paso. The raid gave
his local address as 215 North heventn
street and that of the main offices of
oik
Ihe company as Chicago. New
and I,ondon.
was
The man's personal appearance
good .and his speech was convincing.
He produced a bank book showing he
had money on deposit at a local hank.
At several stores he purchased valuable merchandise, sometimes giving
a check for more than the price of
the goods and obtaining cash In

1

1UDAY UfML. I
House of High Class Pictures and Music

wrap-

-

"I

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

Let Us Send a Man

Automobile Bargain
Cose for quick sale or
will take Ford in on trade. Car tn
splendid condition, newly painted and
overhauled. Phone CI 2.

Queen City College;

of Dressmaking
Open for business.
' West Central.

presents
William S. Hart in

S. A. Lynch

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First.
Phone 42 1.

Special rates,

'The Desert Man'
From the brainstuff that
dreams are made of he
converted ths city of
"Broken Hopes" into the
city of "Golden Hopes,"
as hi
using
vanguard, decency as his
rearguard, love as his
quartermaster and "smile
as his battlecry.. A truly
mar velous characterization by a genius v.o

t

"

-

4

-

v

six-shoot-

touches the highest peaks
of screen artistry.

321

WANTED
Laundry driver wanted
at once. Apply at Imperial Laundry Co.

Also

111

War Review
and
Mutt & Jeff Comedy
No.

1

As.

change.
Co., here.
the llubbcll-Cast- o
The merchants lcarmd Monday that
'I'll county commissioners huve inthe man had deposited money in a
nostructed Sheriff Kufuel (iarclu to
bank here but had drawn it Saturday
tify .Mat lioynuud, proprietor of the
1. 2:Hn, 4, 5:31), 7. 8:30, tO
TIMK OF SHOW'S
just before the banks closed. and
Sawmill saloon, to appear before the
has
The man left Albuquerque
commissioners August 6, to give rea6
I
to
Children, 5c; Adults, 10o
not
located.
been
sons why his license should not be reChildren, 10c; Adults, 13c
Trunble'i IMATIXKIw to 11
LUST TIME TODAY
voked.
Livery and w.ddie
Rod Barn.
C.Ui OP Til WKK.
Prof, n. B. Thompson of the state
We wdsh to thank our many friends
college is expected to arrive in
for the liindncs shown us during the
today. Plans are being made
w so
your onnr.118
sickness .and death of our beloved phone
to have him speak at a meeting of
Alii- - GOODS
bOUClTOKS.
assoson and brother, also for the many
the Bernalillo County Poultry
DEIilVKItlill).
ciation Friday,
floral offerings;
is charged
CASH-SAMONEY
Solomon Kulazar, who
VE
4PAY
MllS. JOSEPHINE XEAI,.
with assaulting Thomas Padilla with a
N i; A I,
AND
HOMED
8 a.
lowlands.
Vor
UKIiIVK.RIKS
deadly weapon July !!, was held for
FAMILY.
m. and 2 p. m. For Hlulilauda, 10
"
the grand jury on $500 bond Tuesday 85
a. in. and 4 p. in. No bpH.lnl
The healing was held beMeat ' markets W. L. Hawkins,
O.
fore Jiulne John W. Wilson.
100; Highland meat market. 100;
Tile Red Cross announces that the B Fawks, 100;
George Kberhardt,
624
women who can make button holes uss.,n Jose market. 95; William
room
at Fair Co.. 100; J. it. Zamora. 60
are needed in the garment
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
96
A
meat
company,
the Chamber of Commerce building. Western
paying" propoMatteucci-PalladinThe society has 200 pounds of yarn Cham (don grocery, 100;
Co.. 100; Joseph Glvaudon,
for sweaters which will be given out
$3,000
Gilbert
Dewis market, 100;
at Hosenwald's store.
82
THE
MerPARAMOUNT PRESENTS
hnve
in live
&
liarlh
Mabry, attorneys,
Albuquerque
market, 89
been retained to assist the prosecu- cantile company. 100; Vichi & Gian-nin- i,
in
Mexico.
Schwaitzman & With,
tion in the case of the state against
93
Mark l'uliiam, who is charged with 100; Enrice Nasi i, 92
a crime against a
girl.
Bakeries I'appe bakery. 100;
Pioneer bakery
The case will be tried before Judge
bakery, 100;
30e'
NICK BANANAS, doz
InHomf
W. W. MeClellan Friday at 2 o'clock. 100; French bakery, 96
30c
PICNIC HAMS, lb
.1. A. W.'lnman,
proprietor of the bakery, luo; I'nion bakery, 83. comDAIRY MAID HOMINY, per can tlo.
Fee Candy
Oolden liule Dry Goods company,
50,
Confectioners
-- IN
'
Welch's and Armours (rape Juice 4tle
David Candy comby Mrs. Weinman, left last pany. 812-3- ;
75t
Two for
niu'ht for New York. They will ho ab pany, 100; Grimshaw Co., 100; C. P.
sent about six weeks, during which iSchutt, 100; Matthews oairy. luw;
I
.11
10c
II..
....I.,..,.1
i ii.
time Mr. Weinman will purchase the Dowdons, 100; Airs, c. m.
ins., uiiiiruiicccii
Villi
and Pears
20c;
fall and winter stock of goods for his 93
, ,
vendors Arcnie
waicne,
Peach and Apple Butter, lb. .30el
Wagon
company.
5c
So!
Markowitz (Mark). 97; MatV. li. iteideman. service inspector 100'
size
Baby size Milk 7
12el
Tall size. ire size
for the Pullman company .with head- thews, 100; Williams (Grlmshaw'a
90
AFTERNOON AM) NIGHT.
size.... 0c
Largo Box Matches, 7
quarters at Chicago, arrived in Albu- cream),
In Five Parts
Mineral
works Coyote
Man to work with poultry; married
lie
Kl.e
Bottling
Potted llan 7
querque last night to act as Pullman
H. W. Coco Cola
87;
.
Water
to
. . 12
Ernest
successor
company,
15c
size.
Vicuna
to
Saiisnuc,
one
man
not
or
agent here until a
military
subject
3"e
company. 100; Gohlson Bros., 100;
.A. Dims is appointed. W. P. .Tenkin-soRoast Beef, 40c- size
duty preferred; good wages, living Corned Beef, 40c size
35q
Pullman conductor, who has been Topson, 100.
vv.
n.
reButtermilk manuiacuirers
will
Stuffed Plain Olives, I5e size, 12
furnished; extensive exquarters
filling the place temporarily
F.
100;
L.
P.
Beckham,
100;
Adams,
Medium Cliseo
sume his regular work on the road.
$1.25;
W. li. Hunt, 96
perience not necessary. R. B. T.( Large size Criseo
$2.00'
Mrs. Georgo E. Mahoney, wife of F Shellv. 100;98
A
A Two-reCure for the Blues
It.
emE.
Boddy.
55c
of.
the
Journal.
Cottolonc
state
Smull
the
superintendent
service
Cottoleno
Medium
here,
accompanied
ployment
l.lOj
I... Via Ihran' fhiltlroil. ftfrlVfid hei'C A. E. DAUMER CHARGED
$2.75
Large Cottoleno
couple
from chicjiirr. last nitrht. The
one pint and three- Wesson
Oil,
nl 01C1
l
...ii, IllUfttl
" " North
nwniv. ...
.40c
"WITH FOOD HOARDING;
ounce eans
street. Mrs. Mahoney ex- $1.10,
Medium size Snowdrift
satis- t'WIII
SUPPLIES ARE HELD
Entertaining Educational
pressed amazement over the pleasant
05c
3
lbs
Compound Lard,
temperature here as compared wun
5 lbs
Lard,
Compound
('hirntTi's heat.
yester- $2.35
'Compound Lurd. 10 lbs
Several weeks ago, Mr. and Mrs. F. . A. .V.. Daumer was arraigned
...
,t.
1
$1.05!
10c
6
Silver Leaf Idird, 5 lbs
II (Ireen drove through the country aay tor a muring mcuiu
Albuquerque to Santa Fe
on
a
Urn
here
charge
officials
10
)
$3.00
Silver Loaf Lard.
to Los Angeles. Mr. ministration
week July 22.
from
Albuquerque
Commencing
that
his
food.
45r
!one
plea
Matteucci, PaUadino&Go.
to
the city of hoarding
Cpon
Ureen returned vesterday
gallon solid packed Apples,
11
10c
6
.
Singer Tnxl Co., Phono 800.
15c;
Peaches and
he had a surplus1 over a month's sup
1'io Fruits,
.Gallon
by train, leaving Mrs. Ureen at ios
In
GROCERIES AND MEATS
his
all
to
ordered
to
was
close
hero
He
he
present
Leaves
up
is
ply
Apricots
Angeles.
Mondays,
6
BOI W. Tljeras. Phones
business affairs, after which he will excess of a thirty day supply to the
Large can Sliced Plneupple ....20e
Fridays
Wednesdays,
2.V
Walnuts, lb
return to Los Angeles and reside there administration. This was done and the
and Saturdays.
Armour's Chipped Beef, 7 ozs....30c
in tho future. Yesterday he leased his supplies will be used in the Hoover
30e
Red Salmon, 1 ll
residence to Jerre Haggard, of the kitchen at headquarters.
Car leaves Albuquerque 7 a. m.
20e CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
lb
Red Salmon,
State National bank.
The articles which were confiscated
m.
!k-Santa Fe, 4:30 p.
25c
Corn Flakes, 3 for
James Provas, formerly one of the
by the administration are: 17 pounds
PHONE 567
selUMic
Large Can Hominy
DELIVERY
Fare OneV.Way, 3.75
proprietors of the Pastime theater,
of sugar, ;ili cakes of soap, 3 cans of
AND
CALL
27 He FREE
OiTcu
Breakfast
cured a furlough of several days, ar-N. pork and beans, 6 cans of sardines.
Wedding
$7.00
Round
MATCH'S OLD STAND
Trip,
Undertakers
30e
lb
4
Camp Cody,
Bulk
Peanut
Butter,
condensed
riving yesterday afrom
cans
milk,
of
pint
40o
v where, he is member of the Six 60
Walter Baker's Chocolate, lb
2 cans of raisins, 10
l'HONR
PROMPT SERVICE.
All persons wishing to enlist In tha
pounds of coff'-e50c
teenth training company of the June
Owon. lb
Baker's
Walter
2 cans of
oats
and
of
rolled
act-inCOPPKB
British or Canadian forces are repounds
75. STRONG IllJi.,
und
camp, I'nited States army,
casual
Glass jar brand Apricots
to call on the undersigned.
ANI SKCOND.
quested
as nrivate chauffeur to Captain Old Dutch Cleanser.
35c
2
for
Pears,
filed
information
The
against
SALE
CAR
USED
Collins. Mr. provas is interested in a
ro
British Canadian Recruiting
FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS
MKRCHANT TAILOR
theater at Santa Fe, and he will leave! Daumer was obtained during his tn
Mission
cent trial for wife abandonment,
Look Over Uie List You May
tor that town tomorrow, returning io
of
line
Kngllsh
Just
fine
received,
to the trial his wife testified as to the
PRICES
Find .Inst Wliut You Want.
NEW
GOODSNEW
Albuquerque Saturday and thence
Winter
and
for
Autumn
Suiting
supplies they had on hand and this
Overland
One
Touring.
Camp Cody Sunday.
s
107 SOUTH FOURTH
information resulted In an investiga
- passenger
$275
CASH ONLY
Daumer
..
the food officiuls.
tion
Officer
.$150
by
Roadster.
Overland
One
Resident
PostofTlce.
of
north
Third
door
COLLIDE
One Overland
pleaded that he had purchased the
""- - AUTOMOBILES
not with the intention nl
supplies,
touring (In excellent con- - '
CENTRAL
AND
AT SECOND
t when ho had been able
bi
$800
ditlon) almost new.
hoarding
$200
to get them at a low price.
One Dodge Touring
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
CRAZING LAND FOR SALE
A Ford automobile driven by a Mrs.
One Overland Touring,
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Fhone 273.
WEST
GOLD
tl
FOR QUICK SERVICE
$250
. . .
broken Fft front FOR RENT
Suitable range for sheep for
IDEAL THEATER
A new front, modern in design, is Keenan, received a
223 West Copper.
afPhono 501.
$
o'clock
lease.
8:30
term
yesterday
Dort.
store.
One
at
on
wheel
lease
or
shoe
short
Touring
C.
the
in
long
at
May
being put
with a car
One Overland Light Touring.
Win, L. Htaley & Co., Second and
Fully equlpiHMl and ready for
Mr. and Mrs. Art Mandell, after a ternoon when it collided
$150
Gold Ave.
Immediately posseHslon. Apply
week at tho Kllis ranch, returned to driven by Mrs. ltalph C. Ely.
Touring,
One Wyllis-KnigThe Real Hoover Candy
According to a patrolman at the I'vcrltt, Jeweler.
tho city yesterday.
- passenger (an excellent
Attorney Ueorg K. Craig returned street Intersection Mrs. Kc'enan had
Chocolate Shop Chocolates
I250
buy)
her ear In a safety zone andEGGS
GENTRY'S
yesterday from Bernalillo, where he parked
AMONG
was asked bv the patrolman to reBARGAINS
MANY
went on legal business,
Con-ro- y
ALONSO
DR. MARRON
nankins, Skinner, Chnmplon,
it. 1!. Howell, manager of the J. C. move it. She start'-- her car and was
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
and Son Jose Market; U5o dowjn.
Are
Good
is ill at tnsu turninir at Second street ano
Propositions
Many
V Second and Central
XU
WEST CENTRAL
i'aldridgo Lumber company, Htreet.
LOOK THEM OVER
See
"Grimshaw Wanu to See Too" 4
Now.
Ins honw. 817 North .Seventh
Central avenue when the car collided
831-Open
Phone
il. K. Twitche.ll and Mr.iand Mrs. with Mrs. Kly's motor. The latter car
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
N. K. Guscho were among; 'the Santa was not damaged.
KISTLER-OVERLAN- D
CO.
2
S19
South ) First. Phone 221.
in
Albuquerque, yesterday.
Fe visitors
OFFICE
JOURNAL
MORNING
W.
Central.
5
J. C. McClung who litis been vis710.
Fhone
B. M. WILLIAMS
reBARBER NAMED CAPTAIN
iting in the south und east has
Dentist
turned after a two months' absence.
OF HOME GUARDS HERE Rooms 1 and 2. Whiting Building
James K. Matthew who has been
Phone No. 684.
spending a week in this city, left last
Corner Kwond and floUL
C. M. Barber has been chosen as
night for his home in Imperial Valley.
Mrs. Homer H. Ward, 920 North captain of a home guard unit which
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINK
is to be organized' here, to succeed
Fourth street, left last niaht for
Two large cars at your service, day
Colo., where she will visit a sis- Capt. O. A. Burtner, who resigned at
a recent meeting of those in charge and night Cheap rates by the hour.
ter.
PHONE 414.
John Hodgson of Moriarty. X. M of the organization.
623
It is probable that a puhllo meetIs 111 at the Presbyterian sanatorium.
few
next
the
within
will
be
held
yes
to
was
ing
Ho
Albuquerque
brought
TONS
barBY
HAULING
YOUR
weeks to explain the purposes and
p.
&
terday morning.
As
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Miss Margaret Smithers, who was ambitions of a local home guard.
of
confined to St. Joseph's sanatorium soon us the company is organizen Phone 039.
with pneumonia, has returned to her rifles will he provided and the units
see
will begin drilling.
home at the Alvarado hotel.
$1
There will be a regular communication of Temple lodge No. 0. A. F.
Four suit pressed $1.25.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
unci A. M.. this evening at 8 o'clock.
linolContract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
welcome.
be
will
members
Visiting
Deliver. PhoiM
J. R, Wcrdn.
The missionary society of the ChrisJ. R. Werda, 29 years old, died
in
Glassed
tian church will meet at 2:40 o'clock
Persons who wtH to nsnew or lake
at his apartments tn the high
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. J
othCtom
Red
the
In
oat
He
birth.
a
was
memberships
by
lands.
He
Syrian
Seventh
407 North
i. Hobertson,
a
You
two can do so by canine at Strong's Book
for
student
a
been
had
theological
street.
Co- - onmsnaw s
opvears. Ha had no relatives in this Store, O. A. Matson
Professor Landers of the Universiservices were held or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
Fuenral
country.
8:15
at
ty will lecture in Kodey hall
7
o'clock
at
comStrong the chairman of the Membership
last night at
o'clock tonight on "Racial PsycholBrothers' Chanel, the Rev. McKean
mi-w- .
ogy and its Relation to the War." officiating. Burial was In FairvieW mittee. No.
"
'
The lecture Is free.
cemetery.
Swastika and Sngnrlte are especialMiss Janet Casto, who has been atand
screen
the
ly prepared over moving
Allen Pannley.
tending Chicago university for vaSugnrllo Is extra fine
The funeral of Allen Parinley, who hand picked. use.
past three years, is spending herJ. C.
Swastika for fur
cation with her father. Dr.
died here July 27, was held yesterday for domcstk'
United States Food Administration License No.
Lumber Commice coal. (ilbson-Faafternoon at 2 o'clock at Strong
S
Beck-ma333.
Phono
C.
O.
pany,
Brothers chapci. the Rev.
Burial was In Falr- officiating.
"Two-Bit- "
view cemetery.
PHONE
.'.1' ".. ;:,.''. '';',,''.-- :' '.
Catii

if

LYRIC

Albu-qiicm-

VIOLA DANA
in

11 iIl

torc.

THEATER
TODAY AND TOMORROW

.

'Opportunity' j

Phone

For Sale Bakery

-

3;

Metro Feature in
Five Reels

o

3.

FORD WEEKLY

3;

One Reel

good
sition doing
per
month business,
New
town
Reason for selling
partner in army.
Journal
quire Box
Office.

VAK

Charles Ray

Adults

"A Nine O'clock Town"

Children

WANTED.

l--

-

GIVE US

Fatty Arbuckle in "HIS WEDDING NIGHT"

TRIAL

On Groceries and
Meats this month.
We guarantee
faction.

1.

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPH

VIlT-l-

Santa Fe Stage

$1-1-

Admission

to
to

............

Adults

Children

4B5-40-

j

Strong Brothers

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

C

.

,

LOUIS C. GIELITZ

j

LOCAL ITEMS

George Roslington

6-

r

Frank Trotter

Bryant's Delivery

hns-nc-s- s;

FARM LABORERS
WANTED

7-

GRIMSHAW'S

j

Farm Lahor Agent

B1S-51-

Skinner's Grocery

Man-ito-

AUCTION SALE

WE WANT YOUR TRADE
Today Is a Good Time to Start That Account
CHASE SANBORN TEAS and COFFEES if

SUITS CLEANED,

v

w

n

SPRINGER

HAULS ANYTHING

Pay your

Dpn't netfect Uic

Ctom Club.

"Two-Bit-

Jln tnda.

"

K4 Red Cross dues. This is

Results from Journal Want Ads

a duty you should not
neglect.

NORTH SECOND
TODAY AT
Sale starts promptly at 2:30 m. Many
gains went Tuesday and we have a lot good
a
stuff left for Thursday. Below you will
partial list of what will be sold: Rug, parlor
suite, Majestic range, gas range, table,
eum, refrigerator, dishes, cooking utensils,
curtains, beds, dresser, bedding and many
er article not mentioned. Don't miss this
portunity if you need house furnishings.
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

CACTUS BUTTER
FLOUR AND MEAL
STAR
'RET)
DEL MONTE CANNED FRUITS
SEE OUR LINE OF BASKETS
and Jars
Jelly
Everything
will always find that we have complete
stock of the city's hest Fruits and Vegetables
Bart lett Pears
Grapes
Bananas
Yellow peaches
Las Cruces Cantaloupes ri
Plums

J.d. Skinner
Phones 60, 61 and 63

205 South First St.

K

HahnCoalCa-c-

sV',

il

-

aia sizes; steam co.il.
Coke, MUl Wood,

factory

:

Wood. Cord Wood, NatWe Kindling,

lime.

